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Abstract With the establishment and maturation of the
experimental programs searching for new physics with size-

a e-mail: gaia.lanfranchi@lnf.infn.it (corresponding author)

able couplings at the LHC, there is an increasing interest in
the broader particle and astrophysics community for explor-
ing the physics of light and feebly-interacting particles as
a paradigm complementary to a New Physics sector at the
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TeV scale and beyond. FIPs 2020 has been the first work-
shop fully dedicated to the physics of feebly-interacting par-
ticles and was held virtually from 31 August to 4 September
2020. The workshop has gathered together experts from col-
lider, beam dump, fixed target experiments, as well as from
astrophysics, axions/ALPs searches, current/future neutrino
experiments, and dark matter direct detection communities
to discuss progress in experimental searches and underlying
theory models for FIPs physics, and to enhance the cross-
fertilisation across different fields. FIPs 2020 has been com-
plemented by the topical workshop “Physics Beyond Collid-
ers meets theory”, held at CERN from 7 June to 9 June 2020.
This document presents the summary of the talks presented
at the workshops and the outcome of the subsequent discus-
sions held immediately after. It aims to provide a clear picture
of this blooming field and proposes a few recommendations
for the next round of experimental results.
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Executive summary
Today particle physics faces the challenge of explaining the
mystery of dark matter, the origin of matter over anti-matter
in the Universe, the apparent fine-tuning of the electroweak
scale, the strong CP problem, and many other aspects of
fundamental physics. Perhaps the most striking frontier to
emerge in the search for answers involves new physics at
mass scales comparable to familiar matter (∼ GeV scale) or
below but with very feeble interaction strength with Standard
Model (SM) particles.

Feebly interacting particles (FIPs) have received a grow-
ing interest over the last decade, as demonstrated by several
community planning documents such as the Cosmic [1] and
Intensity [2] Frontier Reports of the 2013 Snowmass process,
the Dark Sector community report [3], the Cosmic Vision
report [4], the LHC Long-Lived Particle community white
paper [5], the Physics Beyond Colliders BSM report [6], the
White Paper on new opportunities for next generation neu-
trino experiments [7], and the Briefing Book of the European
Strategy for Particle Physics [8].

FIPs are defined by the presence of extremely suppressed
interactions between new particles and the SM bosons and/or
fermions. The smallness of the coupling can be generated by
an approximate symmetry almost unbroken, and/or a large
mass hierarchy between particles. While searches for new
particles have generally been focused on weak scale masses,
mostly driven by the most popular theoretical ideas to extend
the Standard Model, such as supersymmetry, and various
low-energy limits of string theory, the attention has recently
shifted towards scales lighter than the electroweak one, after
realizing that sub-GeV FIPs present many attractive features
(see, e.g. [3,4,6,9]). As a matter of fact, light FIPs provide
a well-motivated dark matter (DM) candidate, as well as an
explanation for the origin of neutrino masses, the CP symme-
try in strong interactions, or the baryon asymmetry in the uni-
verse. Quite surprisingly, these possibilities are only weakly
constrained by current experimental observations.

Indirect interactions of FIPs with SM particles are pos-
sible through low-dimensional operators. These interactions
are referred to as portals (see e.g. [6,10] for reviews). The
lowest dimensional portals includes: the vector portal, medi-
ated by a dark gauge boson dubbed dark photon; the scalar
portal, mediated by a new scalar mixing to the SM Higgs
boson; the fermion portal, mediated by a heavy neutral lepton
(HNL) interacting with one of the left-handed SM doublets
and the Higgs boson; and the pseudoscalar portal, mediated
by an axion (or axion-like particle) coupling to gauge and
fermion fields. The first three cases are renormalizable and
unsuppressed by any (potentially very large) physics scale,
while the axion portal has dimension five and is suppressed

by the axion decay constant. Extensions of these portals can
be constructed by gauging accidental symmetries of the SM
or individual flavor numbers [11].

Viable DM scenarios can be constructed for each portal,
with the role of DM played by either the mediator or a new
dark sector particle. The vector portal offers perhaps one of
the most appealing possibilities: light freeze-out WIMP-like
DM [12,13]. A MeV–GeV dark gauge boson could enable
the annihilation of a pair of DM particles into SM fermions,
depleting the DM density in the early universe. The thermal
relic abundance defines specific values of the parameters of
the theory as a function of the DM mass and spin [14].

Freeze-in DM, in which DM interactions with the SM are
too weak to allow full thermalization in the early Universe,
could also be realized with many FIPs, including light gauge
bosons or HNLs [15]. The axion and axion-like particles are
prime candidates for bosonic DM as well [16–19], and the
QCD axion is often invoked as a solution to the strong CP
problem [20]. Right-handed neutrino fields, involved in neu-
trino mass generation mechanisms [21], are another promi-
nent example of FIPs belonging to the fermion portal. In all
cases, a substantial fraction of the parameter space remains
to be explored.

The use of the portal framework is mostly driven by the
aim of embracing a large fraction of the phenomenology rel-
evant to FIP searches with the attitude that more complex
models that address broader SM puzzles would inevitably be
covered by this approach. As such, the portal framework is
expected to be superseded by more complete models that
will provide clues to help prioritize regions of parameter
space deserving of special experimental attention. On the
other hand, this systematic approach is allowing the com-
munity to combine/compare different experimental results
in order to identify promising and still uncovered regions of
parameter space to guide future proposals/efforts, and also to
crucially test possible new physics explanations in the case
of positive signals.

In order to explore the broad range in mass and couplings
that FIP physics suggests, a healthy diversity of small to
medium scale experiments operating at several facilities and
employing a range of techniques is required. Deriving mean-
ingful scientific conclusions from these varied studies will
require extensive collaboration and cross-fertilization across
different communities. The FIPs 2020 workshop has been an
important step in this direction.

This document follows closely the structure of the work-
shop where each Session aimed at approaching the same
topic from multiple different viewpoints. In the Introduc-
tory section (Sect. 1), the search for FIPs is put into context:
after a brief introduction of the phenomenological frame-
work (Sect. 1.1), the strict connection of FIPs physics with
cosmology (Sect. 1.2) and astrophysics (Sect. 1.3) are pre-
sented along with the most common techniques used to
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explore a large spectrum of possible FIP candidates, rang-
ing from ultra-light bosonic DM (Sect. 1.4) to FIP searches
at accelerator-based experiments (Sects. 1.5–1.6). Section 2
is fully dedicated to models and experimental searches for
DM with thermal origin in the MeV-few GeV range using
direct detection techniques (Sect. 2.2) and experiments at
extracted beams (Sect. 2.4) and colliders (Sect. 2.3). Axions
and axion-like particles (ALPs) are presented in Sect. 3: After
a theoretical overview (Sect. 3.1), the most used experimen-
tal techniques are presented covering a vast range of cou-
plings and mass ranging from 10−12 eV to the TeV scale
(Sects. 3.3–3.7). The scalar portal, and its deep connection
to Higgs physics, is outlined in Sect. 4. Finally, heavy neu-
tral leptons or HNL as responsible of the origin of the neu-
trino masses and oscillations and leptogenesis (Sect. 5.1) are
presented in Sect. 5 along with multiple studies that can be
performed to test their Majorana nature (or not). These tests
include correlations with active neutrino physics parameters
and neutrinoless double-beta decays (Sect. 5.2). The current
status and prospects for direct searches for HNLs at extracted
beams and colliders is presented in Sects. 5.4 and 5.5, respec-
tively.

At the end of each Chapter, a Section with the summary
of current experimental bounds and future projections is pre-
sented along with a few recommendations for the next round
of experimental results. Conclusions and outlook are sum-
marised in Sect. 7.

1 Introductory talks

1.1 Models for feebly-interacting particles

Author: Simon Knapen, <simon.knapen@cern.ch>

1.1.1 Theory priors for FIPS

The concept of feebly interacting particles (FIPs) has
(re)generated a lot of interest in the recent years, both on
the theoretical and experimental ends. My impression is
that this is largely driven by pragmatic considerations, as
FIPs can be accessible to a very diverse set of probes,
which includes dark matter direct detection experiments,
astrophysical/cosmological observations and various low and
high energy (future) accelerator facilities. That said, there is
solid theory motivation for FIPs, though it is substantially
more subtle and diverse than more well known theoretical
paradigms such as weak scale supersymmetry or WIMPs.
Perhaps a comprehensive review on models for FIPs is in
order, given the interest of the experimental community and
the very large body of theory literature that is out there. This
talk does not attempt to do that. I merely hope to supply some
thoughts on how one may organize the available models for

FIPs and provide a few concrete examples. The list of topics
and especially references are therefore highly incomplete,
and largely due to personal bias.

A set of crisp criteria of what commonly counts as “fee-
bly interacting particles” are not so trivial to pin down: One
may be tempted to define “feeble” as “weaker than weak”, as
compared to the SM weak force. I don’t particularly like this
definition. This definition does not reflect the FIPs world, as,
for example, millicharged particles can interact much more
strongly with our detectors than the SM neutrinos.1 Neces-
sary conditions do appear to be that the FIP is not charged
under the SM strong force and has a mass � 10 GeV. The
latter is largely for pragmatic reasons, though there are the-
oretical arguments for this mass range as well.

Since FIPs are by definition feebly coupled to the SM, this
begs the question of how we produce them in the first place.
I know broadly speaking of 4 ways:

1. We do not produce them, as they are already around as
a cosmological relic. This either be as dark radiation or
(a component of) the dark matter. Critical energy scales
for this class of models are the temperatures at which the
neutrinos decouple (T ≈ 10 MeV) and the temperature
of the QCD phase transition (T ≈ 1 GeV).

2. We can produce them in decay or oscillation of extremely
narrow SM resonances, primarily in meson factories.
This works well for FIPs with mass below the b mass,
though in some cases the SM Higgs can also be important.

3. We can detect or produce them through a coherent
enhancement, such as the Primakoff effect or in 5th force
experiments.

4. They can be produced in a very large and hot oven, such
as various stars, or in some cases, nuclear reactors. Espe-
cially the stellar probes tend to be extremely powerful, as
long as the FIP has a mass below the temperature of the
star under consideration (T ≈ 100 MeV for supernovas,
T ≈ 1 keV for most other stars).

Most of the experimental probes of FIPs that I am aware of
fall in one of these categories, though there are exceptions,
such as invisibly decaying dark photons in experiments such
as LDMX or NA64. I have attempted to qualitatively sum-
marize the various scales and probes in the cartoon in Fig. 1.

At the present day, the vast majority of the FIPs-related
activities are focused on millicharged particles, axion-like
particles (ALP), heavy neutral leptons (HNL), dark photons
and dark Higgs bosons, to the extent that often this set is
taken as the definition of what constitutes a FIP. Perhaps
driven by some degree of childhood nostalgia, I will refer to
these 5 models as the “the fabulous five”, which is meant

1 The SM neutrinos are themselves sometimes counted as FIPs, though
in this write-up I will exclusively focus on extensions of the SM.
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Fig. 1 Cartoon representation
of the parameter space of FIPs,
schematically indicating the
existing constraints are the
parameter space preferred by
classic models such as WIMPs
and the QCD axion. Dashed
constraints depend to various
degrees on the cosmological
history

Table 1 The fabulous five. The “milicharged particle” can be charged
under a nearly massless dark photon which mixes with the SM photon.
Its phenomenology then resembles that of a particle carrying a small
electric charge, as written in the table

Portal Coupling

Dark photon, A′ − ε
2 cos θW

F ′
μνB

μν

Axion-like particles, a a
fa
Fμν F̃μν , a

fa
Gi,μν G̃

μν
i , ∂μa

fa
ψγ μγ 5ψ

Dark Higgs, S (μS + λHSS2)H†H

Heavy neutral lepton, N yN LHN

Milicharged particle, χ εAμχ̄γμχ

to reflect their enormous popularity in the FIPs community.
They are popular by virtue of their theoretical simplicity,
which in turn is dictated by the cardinal principle in effec-
tive field theory, stating that in perturbative models operators
with higher operator dimensions should be parametrically
suppressed. Indeed, 4 out of the fabulous five merely rep-
resent the leading interactions for the 4 lowest dimensional
representations of the Lorentz group: the scalar (dark Higgs),
pseudoscalar (ALP), vector (dark photon) and spinor (HNL).

The simplicity of the fabulous five means that they can be
fairly easily sliced into appealing 2D plots on which many
experiments can be overlaid. This is both a blessing and a
curse: While they are good tools to investigate the comple-
mentarity between various experimental approaches, there is
a danger that this apparent simplicity can be interpreted as

fabulous five, as defined in Table 1, being very predictive
models. They are not. On their own, the fabulous five do not
address any of the deficiencies of the SM.

They therefore do not even predict their own existence, let
alone a particular choice of parameters. On the other hand,
over the years we have found that the fabulous five are very
frequent guest characters in more complete models which do
address important problems, such as the hierarchy problem,
the strong CP problem, the origin of dark matter, the neu-
trino masses and the baryon asymmetry of the Universe. It
are those connections which in my mind justify their status
as “fabulous”, and any of their predictions and limitations
of applicability must thus be viewed in the context of this
broader model space.

1.1.2 The fabulous five and where to find them

Comprehensively reviewing how the fabulous five are fea-
tured in the modern model building literature is a gargantuan
task, which at the present I feel unequipped to undertake.
For these proceedings, I will therefore merely provide one
example for each of the fabulous five. The examples are cho-
sen among those models which I happen to be most familiar
with, and such that the hierarchy, the strong CP, neutrino,
dark matter and baryogenesis problems are all represented.
Many different identifications are of course possible.

The dark photon: The dark photon [22] is perhaps the
model builder’s primary workhorse, and often the first ingre-
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dient one reaches for when constructing a dark sector with
some coupling to the SM. I think its main appeal is perhaps
due to the following salient features: (i) all its parameters can
be made technically natural, (ii) one can easily couple it to
the SM fermions without fearing gauge anomalies, anoma-
lous flavor violation or Yukawa suppression factors for the
lower generations and (iii) its phenomenology is reassur-
ingly familiar from our experience with the SM photon and
Z bosons. The dark photon is particularly useful in dark mat-
ter models, where it can act as the mediator in the freeze-out
process. The connection of the dark photon with light DM
models is presented in Sect. 2.1.

Here I chose to highlight another handy feature of the dark
photon: It is very natural to have an O(1) coupling of the
dark photon (A′) with dark sector matter while maintaining
a very small coupling with the SM. This is achieved simply by
setting its gauge coupling to be O(1) but its mixing with the
photon to be tiny (ε � 1), which is technically natural. This
is particularly convenient in models were one has a nasty,
light relic floating around which is in danger of overclosing
the universe. Let us call this relic “π” for now. By turning on
the ππ → A′A′ annihilation or π → A′A′ decay channels,
one can easily deplete the relic abundance of π by building
up the abundance of A′. As long as mA′ � 10 MeV, the A′
can then harmlessly decay back to the SM before to onset
of BBN, without running afoul with other constraints on the
dark photon itself.

This mechanism has been used in many occasions,
and I must limit myself to a single recent example by
Eleanor Hall et al. [23] which I happen to be familiar with:
Hall et al. constructed a dark sector similar in structure to
the SM, but which harbors a first order phase transition. This
phase transition can be used to generate the SM baryon asym-
metry as well as an asymmetric dark matter candidate, which
is the dark sector neutron in their case. Having a dark sector
with baryons, their model naturally also contains dark pions
which are lighter than the baryons, and whose relic density
could create a phenomenological problem. This is resolved
by adding the ever-so-convenient dark photon, as explained
above.

Axion-like particles: In 1977 Roberto Peccei and Helen
Quinn [20,24] argued that the strong CP problem could be
addressed by promoting the CP-violating θ angle in the QCD
sector to a pseudoscalar field, the axion, whose potential sets
its expectation value to zero. This clever trick however only
works if all other contributions to the axion’s potential are
tiny compared to those from the SM QCD sector. In other
words, if the potential gets tilted even slightly at the origin,
the minimum will no longer occur at zero, which reintro-
duces the strong CP problem. Quantum gravity in particular
is thought to induce such dangerous contributions, unless the
axion’s decay constant is chosen to be very low. In practice,

this means that at face value, the Peccei–Quinn solution is
already excluded by stellar cooling bounds and exotic Kaon
transitions. This is the axion quality problem.

The axion quality problem can be addressed by either sup-
pressing the operators quantum gravity is expected to induce
or by raising the axion mass rather than its decay constant.
Either options requires additional model building in the ultra-
violet, but deserves to be taken seriously. In the second case,
we can effectively treat the axion mass and decay constants
as independent parameters. We usually refer to such parti-
cles as “axion-like particles” (ALPs), to emphasize that the
connection with the strong CP problem is more indirect. In
other words, if an ALP with different couplings from those
predicted by the standard QCD axion prediction is discov-
ered, it may or may not play a role in solving the strong CP
problem. This question can then only be answered in the con-
text of a concrete UV completion, and measuring the various
couplings of the ALP the best we can would therefore be
essential to pin down its origin and role in our universe. For
more details see Sect. 3.2.

It is also important to bear in mind that even just as
an effective theory, independent of their specific theoreti-
cal motivation, all ALP models still demand a UV comple-
tion. The nature of this UV completion predicts the relative
strength of the couplings of the ALP to the SM fermions and
gauge bosons, especially if the approximate unification of the
SM gauge couplings is to be preserved. Generally UV com-
pletions fall in the class of models proposed by Dine, Fischler,
Srednicki and Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) [25,26] or those follow-
ing Kim–Shifman–Vainshtein–Zakharov (KSVZ) [27,28]
scheme. In DFSZ models, the couplings to fermions tend
to dominate, while in KSVZ models the ALP’s couplings to
the gauge bosons are typically larger.

Heavy neutral leptons: The (type I) seesaw mechanism
famously explains the smallness of neutrino masses in the
SM in a very minimal and elegant manner. It relies simply
on a set of neutral fermions Ni which carry lepton number
and a simple Yukawa interaction with the SM Higgs (H ) and
lepton doublets (L)

L ⊃ yi j H Li N j + 1

2
mi j Ni N j . (1)

where themi j are Majorana mass terms for the Ni . In the limit
mi j � mν , (1) reduces to the famous Weinberg’s effective
interaction yikm

−1
k� y�j H Li H L j , which in turn reproduces

the neutrino mass term upon substituting H with its vacuum
expectation value. Motivated by grand unification, one may
obtain the correct range for the neutrino masses by setting
y ∼ 1 and m ∼ 1016 GeV.

On the other hand, the Majorana masses m may also be
within the kinematic range of our accelerators, as long as
y � 1. This scenario is typically parametrized in terms of a
numerically small mixing matrix Ui j between the active and
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the sterile heavy neutrinos. In the minimal setup in (1), one
finds parametricallyU ∼ √

mν/mN , withmN ∼ m the mass
scale associated with the heavy neutral lepton’s mass eigen-
states. In practice, values of Ui j which are experimentally
accessible tend to over-predict the mν .

Of course there is also the possibility that HNLs are more
indirectly related to the generation of the neutrino masses.
This can be obtained by adding a Dirac mass term in (1) for
the N

L ⊃ yi j H Li N j + 1

2
mi j Ni N j + Mi j Ni N j . (2)

The presence of the Dirac mass term effectively decouples
U and mN from the masses of the active neutrinos. In this
more general scenario, observable HNLs are possible. This
is because mN and U now depend on the lepton number
preserving parameters y and M , while the active neutrino
masses are kept small by the small, lepton number violat-
ing Majorana masses in mi j [29]. The price we pay for this
slight generalization is that the direct connection with the
SM neutrino masses is lost by construction, and model is
less predictive than the more minimal setup in (1).

In this very brief description, I have of course not done jus-
tice to the rich phenomenology of this subject. For instance,
in certain parts of the parameter space, the model may gener-
ate the baryon and lepton asymmetry in the Universe [30]. A
rather complete overview of the HNLs phenomenology and
model building activity is provided in Sect. 5.1.

The dark Higgs: The dark Higgs model is a simple exten-
sion of the SM Higgs sector with a single, real scalar S

L ⊃ −1

2
m2

S S
2 − μSH†H − 1

2
λSH S2H†H (3)

which develops a small mixing with the SM Higgs. S thus
inherits its couplings to the SM fermions proportional to their
mass. The dark Higgs is therefore often the most convenient
way to couple a hidden sector to the SM if suppressed cou-
plings to the lower generations are desired. Depending on
the size of λSH , the exotic Higgs decay h → SS can also
be relevant. This model often features in dark matter models
or models with extended Higgs sectors, such as the next-to-
minimal supersymmetric SM.

There I touch on the example of the relaxion mechanism
[31]. In this setup, the cosmological evolution of the vev of
S is used to dynamically drive the vacuum expectation of
the SM Higgs to a relatively small value, which provides a
solution to the hierarchy problem. The available parameter
space for the relaxion extends down to masses as low as
mS ∼ 10−20 eV and can be partially accessed through 5th
force experiments, stellar cooling bounds and exotic meson
decays. (See [32] for a recent overview.) I refer the reader to
Sect. 4.1 for a discussion about other models.

Milli-charged particles: The name “milli-charged” par-
ticles is a bit of a misnomer for two reasons: We use this

name to refer to all particles with charge � 1, regardless on
whether the charge is ∼ 10−3. Moreover, in most models
one considers a particle coupled through a very light kinet-
ically mixed dark photon. Such a particle behaves for all
intends and purposes as a particle with a tiny electric charge,
though it does not carry SM electroweak quantum numbers.2

Among the fabulous five, it is probably the strangest charac-
ter, because it is the only one which comes with a build-in,
screened, long-range interaction. This makes it particularly
fun to think about their cosmological imprints on e.g. the
CMB and about their non-trivial interactions with our parti-
cle detectors. For more on this, I refer the reader to Sects. 1.2
and 2.5.

Milli-charged particles are strongly constrained by stellar
cooling considerations, but can be a good dark matter candi-
date for masses � 10 keV, through the freeze-in mechanism
[15]. In this scenario the Universe starts off with a negligible
dark matter abundance during radiation domination, which
is then slowly populated by out-of-equilibrium interactions
such e+e− → χχ etc.

1.1.3 Concluding thoughts

At the start of this talk, we posed the question whether the all
of the fabulous five are featured frequently in UV complete
models which address shortcomings of the SM. This was
important, because they derive all their theory motivation
from being embedded in such more complete models. By
supplying an example for each of the fabulous five, I hope
to have showed that answer is clearly “yes”. A more subtle
question is whether the reverse is also true: By studying the
fabulous five in great detail, are we covering all possible
FIPs? This is a much trickier question to answer, and I am
inclined to think the answer is “no”. A compelling counter
example is that of the Twin Higgs [33] and in particular its
generalizations in the context of Neutral Naturalness [34,35].
These models are themselves examples of Hidden Valleys
[36], which can easily exhibit a phenomenology that is much
more complicated and subtle than that of the fabulous five.
How to systematically probe these and other possibilities is
still an open question.

1.2 Feebly-interacting particles and cosmological
constraints

Author: Maxim Pospelov, <pospelov@umn.edu>

2 This is particularly good news for those readers who are anxious
about grand unification.
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1.2.1 Introduction

Experimental developments of the last 60 years have trans-
formed Big Bang cosmology from a hypothesis to a firmly
established branch of science. Today the knowledge of
the cosmological expansion history is in some instances
quite detailed (Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), cosmic
microwave background (CMB), structure formation), allow-
ing to measure the composition of the Universe with some
accuracy. This knowledge brings about clear understand-
ing of what is possible within the prevailing cosmological
paradigm, and what is constrained, as far as the field content
of the Standard Model (SM) and its extensions are concerned.
The sensitivity of cosmological scenarios to properties of
particles was realized long ago, perhaps starting from one
of the earliest papers on the topic, by Alpher, Hermann and
Follin [37] who noted the sensitivity of the elemental yield
of the BBN to the properties of neutrinos, and specifically
their Dirac vs Majorana nature.

The discovery of dark matter and dark energy as the most
important, yet not fully identifiable components in terms of
their connection with the rest of the SM particles, remains
to be one of the most intriguing drivers in investigating the
connection between particle physics and cosmology. Today
there are many efficient tools that one can use to constrain
the properties of SM extensions using cosmology. It is quite
clear that only certain types of new physics models can be
probed. For example, new TeV-scale resonances that con-
serve all quantum numbers of the SM, and decay quickly
to lighter SM states cannot be constrained using cosmologi-
cal considerations. On the other hand, extensions of the SM
that contain feebly interacting particles (FIPs) can indeed be
constrained if these particles are sufficiently long-lived. It is
appropriate to remark at this point that longevity often comes
hand-in-hand with the smallness of couplings. In this talk, I
will cover some aspects of the cosmological sensitivity to
FIPs.

The most straightforward sensitivity to light new states
occur in models where such states can be thermally pop-
ulated and therefore contribute, at a considerable level, to
Universe’s energy balance, affecting the expansion rate of the
Universe. As a consequence, the timing of nuclear reactions,
and elemental yield of helium and deuterium can be altered.
In addition, the presence of an extra component to radiation-
like energy density can be severely constrained by the CMB
observable Nef f that parametrizes the neutrino contribution
to the energy density of the Universe.

I will discuss several examples of cosmological con-
straints imposed on FIPs, noting that the topic is much
broader than the scope of the current talk. In particular,
the interesting example I will concentrate on are: (i) sin-
gle production of extremely weakly coupled FIPs with their
subsequent decay during the BBN and CMB time, (ii) pair-

annihilation of fully thermalized FIPs, with the subsequent
decay of left-over during the CMB, (iii) dark radiation of
FIPs that never is fully thermalized with the SM, yet being
able to drive photon-dark photon oscillations after the CMB
epoch.

1.2.2 Single production of FIPs with subsequent decay

The portals to light neutral hidden sectors are an effective
field theory classification of all lowest dimension operators
that mediate interaction between SM and the hidden sector.
Symbolically, we can write this type of contributions to the
effective Lagrangian as [9]

ΔL =
∑

cOOSMOhidden. (4)

We assume that the hidden sector is not charged under the SM
fields, and therefore both OSM and Ohidden are SM singlet
operators separately. Note, however, that they have to form
a Lorentz singlet only in the product directly entering into
ΔL, but separately they can transform under the Lorentz
group. Given that, one can write down a set of terms of lowest
dimension operators in ΔL:

BμνF
′
μν kinetic mixing portal (5)

(H†H)(AS + λS2) Higgs portal (6)

(L̄ H)N neutrino portal (7)

(ψ̄SMγμψSM)A′
μ generic gauge portal (8)

(ψ̄SMγμγ5ψSM)∂μa/ fa axion − like portal (9)

In the expressions above, Bμν is the SM hypercharge field
strength, H is the SM Higgs doublet, L is a SM lepton dou-
blet, and ψSM stands for a generic SM fermion. Particles
from dark sector are denoted as A′

μ, N and a. Fμν stands for
a usual field strength of Aμ.

In this framework, it is easy to see that the dark sector
states, S, A′, N , a etc are not stable, on account of the exis-
tence of linear coupling to the SM. It is then clear that the
small enough coupling will result in the extremely long life-
times of these new particles, and the same coupling can
be responsible for the early Universe production of these
states. Thus we have, symbolically, the following situation
constrained by cosmology:

Production : SM → FIP at T ∼ Tprod (10)

Decay : FIP → SM at T ∼ TBBN , TCMB (11)

The timing of the production varies depending on the type
of FIPs. The production of HNL is typically peaked at
T ∼ ΛQCD , if the mass of HNLs is in the keV range. The
production of dark vectors is maximized at T ∼ mA′ , while
the production of scalar is mostly occurring during the elec-
troweak epoch. Details of the ensuing limits can be found
e.g. in these papers: [38,45–47].
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Fig. 2 An overview of the
excluded parameter space for
the super-renormalizable Higgs
portal scalar, including the
updated constraints to the
diffuse X-ray background
(XRay), CMB anisotropies,
spectral distortions, Neff and
BBN from Ref. [38]. Constraints
from new short-range forces
(Force) [39–42] and stellar
cooling (Stellar) [43] from other
authors are also shown. We also
display the projected SHiP
sensitivity and an estimate of
supernova (SN) constraints [44].
It is easy to see that the
constraints goes to very small
values of ϑ , and deep inside the
naturalness territory

The example of constraints on the parameter space of the
model of a scalar particle mixed with the Higgs is shown in
Fig. 2. (Note that the mixing angle is a simple consequence
of the trilinear AH†H portal.) One can see extreme sensi-
tivity to mixing angles down to values comparable to the
gravitational coupling of the electrons. (For example, a mix-
ing angle of 10−17 times the Yukawa coupling ye ∼ 10−6 is
comparable to me/Mpl ). It is clear that no terrestrial exper-
iments would ever be able to probe such small couplings,
underlining the importance of cosmological constraints.

Where does the strength of the constraints is coming from?
It is because in the early Universe, despite the smallness of
coupling, every particle has enough energy to produce FIPs,
and the SM bath is dominated by radiation-like species. Dur-
ing the CMB decays, however, the expansion has diluted the
radiation, making baryons and dark matter to be the domi-
nant – but still not very numerous, ηb = nb/nγ = 6×10−10

– species. The decay of FIPs then releases mFI P amount of
energy, a significant fraction of which can go to ionization.
Current ionization sensitivity of CMB observables allows at
most ∼ 10−1 eV energy injection per baryon, while putting
together the production and decay estimates one arrives at

Eper baryon ∝ αε2Mpl

10ηb
∝ (ε/10−17)2 × eV (12)

for the case of vector portal FIPs. Much more details on this
topic can be found in Ref. [46].

1.2.3 Higgs-mediated depletion of FIPs

One of the more interesting in terms of the LHC application is
the model of scalar FIPs with large quartic and small trilinear
coupling:

Lportal = (H†H)(AS + λS2) at (A/v) � λ. (13)

Currently, the constraints on λ emerge due to its con-
tribution to the Higgs boson decay via h → SS. Today’s
data, however, do not allow limiting the Higgs width bet-
ter than 10% accuracy (in the assumption of the SM +
portal couplings). A more hopeful approach is based on
production of S in the Higgs decay with subsequent sen-
sitive detection of S with a purposely-built large vol-
ume detector [48]. To estimate the strength of a signal
at given λ, one needs to know how large/small A is
allowed to be. A determines the mixing angle between
the Higgs and S, and the overall lifetime of S particles.
The longer S lives, the weaker the signal is from its
decay.

Cosmology comes to help, as detailed in [49], via the
upper limit on S lifetime. At sizeable λ there is a com-
plete thermalization of S particles in the early Universe,
followed by the Higgs-mediated SS → h∗ → SM deple-
tion at T < mS . This depletion happens in exact analogy
with WIMP annihilation. The cosmological sensitivity to the
model comes from the decays of residual population of S
during the initial stages of BBN. These decays add charged
pions (also kaons, neutrinos etc) into the primordial fluid
that affects neutron-proton interconversion at the critical time
of n/p freeze-out that determines both 4He and D abun-
dances.

The resulting constraints are summarized in Fig. 3. They
are expressed in terms of the physical observables, such as
Higgs boson branching ratios, and the lifetime of S. The
good news, from the point of view of building an adja-
cent to LHC large volume detector, is that the lifetime of
the S particles cannot be taken arbitrarily large, and at all
points in the parameter space the lifetime has to be below
0.1 s. This sets an upper bound on the decay rate inside the
detector with linear dimensions of ∼ 100m, which is esti-
mated to be P > 10−6. Given copious production of the
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Fig. 3 Constraints on the lifetimes of the scalar S with three different
inputs of the h → 2S decay branching ratio. Constraints are typically
stronger than 0.1 seconds, except for lightest mS

Higgs bosons at the LHC collision points, the proposal of
building a large volume detector next to it would capture
most of the cosmology-allowed parameter space of model
(13).

1.2.4 21 cm physics and dark radiation

Perhaps one of the most anticipated yet unexpected results
of the last few years is the claimed detection of the global
21 cm absorption signal [50]. While the start of the 21 cm
cosmological physics has been widely anticipated, the results
of [50] taken at face value have been somewhat controversial.
Indeed, the stronger than standard cosmology allows, absorp-
tion line at redshifts O(15) implies serious breakdown of
standard physics. The stronger absorption feature may imply
two things in the beyond SM FIP physics: either there is
a presence of some sort of non-trivial agent that cools off
baryons (and consequently spin temperatures to level much
below SM cosmology), or somehow the infrared content of
the CMB (around 21 cm at corresponding redshifts) is much
stronger than theory predicts.

The cooling off of baryons is not possible without employ-
ing an agent that is numerous, cold, and stronger coupled to
baryons at later times. The only candidate that comes to mind
in that respect is a millicharged FIP, that has 1/v4 dependence
of its cross section of scattering on free charged particles [51].
Even then, the model has to be constructed rather carefully, as
the CMB constraints limit the amount of such millicharged
dark matter to be below 10−2 [52], while its mass cannot
exceed tens of MeV. Then the 21 cm preference for the cou-
pling is at the level of ∼ 10−4. Such coupling constants can be
probed indeed with the next generation of dedicated searches
of millicharged FIPs (see e.g. [53]).

Increasing the photon number densities at the IR tail of the
CMB is another distinct possibility. It is clear that in order
to achieve that the photons have to be “added” via some sort
of a non-thermal process. In Ref. [54], the new mechanism
of transferring dark radiation into soft photons was pointed
out that conforms all other cosmological constraints. Imag-
ine dark radiation in terms of the dark photons A′. If masses
of dark photons are very small, they are not going to get ther-
malized by re-scattering on SM particles. Yet, the transfer of
A′ to A is possible due to a resonance, when the plasma fre-
quency becomes equal to the dark photon mass. At that point,
a very IR-enhanced population of A will develop, superim-
posing on the regular Planck distribution. The concrete sce-
nario considered in [54] was realizing the dark radiation as
the product of decay of light dark matter a, in the following
sequence:

a → A′A′∣∣
τa>10τU

; A′ → A
∣∣
mA′=ωpl

. (14)

This process becomes of great interest for the 21 cm physics
if the masses of decaying DM particles are in the range of
ma ∝ 10−4−10−3 eV, while the masses of dark photons are
in thema ∝ 10−12−10−8 eV range. The latter insures that the
resonance occur between recombination and reionization.

The analysis of Ref. [54] showed that the 21 cm physics
is indeed capable of probing very soft dark radiation. (To
be perfectly clear, this radiation is not detectable via mea-
surements of Nef f ). The resulting depth of the absorption
can match observations (which remain highly tenuous at this
point, as not confirmed by other groups yet) if the size of
the kinetic mixing is in the ε ∼ 10−7 range. The particular
mechanism of A → A′ oscillations is difficult to probe in
the lab, but perhaps not impossible in the future.

In conclusion, cosmology provides a unique window of
FIPs. Aside of the identity of dark matter – which very well
may be one of the FIP particles – it offers unique probes of
unstable FIPs via modifications to the BBN and the CMB.
In this talk we have shown some application of cosmolog-
ical constraints to very weakly coupled FIP states. In addi-
tion to the well understood phenomena of energy injection
via decays, one could also entertain the modifications of the
CMB spectrum provided by the photon-dark photon oscilla-
tions in the early Universe. With the right range of parameters
such oscillations may affect late time cosmology, and even
21 cm physics - after the CMB itself the next widely antici-
pated chapter in the history of the Universe.

1.3 Stellar constraints on feebly-interacting particles

Author: Maurizio Giannotti, <MGiannotti@barry.edu>
Astrophysical considerations have played a quite signifi-

cant role in the investigation of the physics of feebly inter-
acting particles (FIPs) [55], allowing to set bounds that often
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exceeded the current experimental searches. Indeed, stars are
sensitive to extremely rare processes, which are very difficult
to probe in a collider. Very often the bounds on light, fee-
bly interacting particles from astrophysical considerations
have exceeded the bounds from direct experiments. Axions
are a notorious example. Only very recently were terrestrial
experiments able to test regions of the axion parameter space
compatible with stellar evolution. The same is true for other
FIPs, such as dark photons, and for non-standard neutrino
properties.

Interestingly, having a feeble interaction may actually
increase the impact a particle has on the evolution of stars.
Once produced, FIPs can easily escape the stellar plasma thus
contributing very efficiently to the energy transport. The addi-
tional energy loss, in turn, contributes to the stellar evolution
and so impacts the observed stellar populations.

The advances in experimental astrophysics promise a sig-
nificant advancement in our understanding of FIPs and it is
likely that, if a FIP does exist and has a mass below a few keV,
its impacts on stars would be revealed before its detection in
a dedicated laboratory experiment.

1.3.1 Bounds and hints from stellar evolution

The idea of probing FIPs from stellar evolution is over half
a century old. In 1963, Bernstein, Ruderman and Feinberg
derived bounds on the electromagnetic properties of neutri-
nos from observations of the sun [56]. The developments of
the following years were summarized in well known mono-
graphs [55,57] and recent years have witnessed significant
advancements, as we shall discuss below. In Table 2, we
present a summary of the updated bounds from stellar evo-
lution on FIPs.

Furthermore, perhaps more intriguingly, a series of anoma-
lous astrophysical observations in the last three decades have
led to speculations that new physics is at play (see, Refs.
[66,67,77–80] for recent reviews). The possibility that stars
were hinting at new physics was put forward in 1992, with
the interpretation in terms of axions [81] of the anomalous
period change of the white dwarf variable (WDV) G117-
B15A. Since then, more observations have been interpreted
as a hint to the existence of FIPs. These include: a few
WDV stars [65]; red giant branch (RGB) stars [82]3; horizon-
tal branch (HB) stars [71,72]; the WD luminosity function
(WDLF) [63,64,83,84]; red clump stars [85]; helium burning
intermediate mass stars [73,86]; and supernovae (SN) pro-
genitors [69] (see also discussion in Sect. 3.4.3 of Ref. [87]).
All these hints should be taken with cautions since their sig-
nificance is not very large (see Ref. [77]). However, they do
show a systematic problem with the present understanding of
stellar cooling and require some further investigations. The

3 Notice, however, that Ref. [70] did not confirm this hint.

Table 2 Updated bounds on FIPs from stellar evolution. WDLF White
Dwarf Luminosity Function, WDV White Dwarf Variables, RGBT Red
Giant Branch Tip, HB Horizontal Branch, SN Supernova, NS Neu-
tron Star. For the couplings, gai refers to the axion, μν to the neu-
trino magnetic moment, and ε to the dark photon with mass mV .
The axion bound from SN 1987A is on the effective coupling gaN =
(g2

an +0.6 g2
ap +0.5 gan gap)1/2. In all cases, we are showing the results

of the most recent analysis and, when a statistical analysis is available,
we provide the 2 σ bound. Whenever independent studies presented dif-
ferent results we have shown all of them. This is the case of the RGBT,
where there exist two independent analyses, one based on 22 galactic
globular clusters (GGCs) and one of the NGC 4258 galaxy, and of the
NS, where an analysis is based on CAS A and one on HESS J1731-347.
We have not reported the hint from the NS in CAS A [58] since it is in
tension with the more recent bound in [59]. See text for more details

Star Bound References

Sun gaγ ≤ 2.7×10−10 GeV−1 [60]

μν ≤ 4×10−10 μB [61]

ε · mV ≤ 1.8 ×
10−12 eV formV ≤
1 eV

[60]

ε � 2 × 10−15 for mV ∼ 300 eV [62]

WDLF gae ≤ 2.1×10−13 [63]

μν � 5×10−12 μB [64]

WDV (combined) gae ≤ 4.1×10−13 [65–67]

WDV (1351+489) μν � 7×10−12 μB [68]

RGBT (22 GGCs) gae ≤ 1.5×10−13 [69]

RGBT (NGC
4258)

gae ≤ 1.6×10−13 [70]

μν ≤ 1.5×10−12 μB [70]

RGBT (generic) ε � 10−15 for mV ∼ 25 keV [62]

HB gaγ ≤ 0.65×10−10 GeV−1 [71,72]

ε � 10−15 for mV ∼ 2.6 keV [62]

Massive Stars gaγ ≤ 0.8×10−10 GeV−1 [73]

μν � 5×10−11 μB [74]

SN 1987A g2
aN � 8.3×10−19 [75]

NS (CAS A) g2
ap + 1.6 g2

an � 1.1×10−18 [59]

NS (HESS) gan ≤ 2.8×10−10 [76]

axion case is especially compelling [66,77] since, contrarily
to other new physics candidates, it was shown to fit particu-
larly well all the astrophysical observations [77].

Below, we review some of the most significant stellar
bounds and hints on FIPs couplings to standard model fields.

1.3.2 Axion–photon coupling

Axions are expected to interact with photons through the
Lagrangian term

Laγ = −1

4
gaγ aF F̃ . (15)
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The most relevant axion production mechanism induced by
this coupling is the Primakoff process, γ + Ze → Ze + a,
which consists in the conversion of an axion in the elec-
tric field of the nuclei and electrons in the stellar plasma.4

This process is efficient in the sun and is in fact expected
to be one of the principal solar axion production mecha-
nisms. Helioseismological considerations allow to set strong
bounds on the the axion–photon coupling, as originally dis-
cussed in Ref. [92]. Currently, the strongest solar constraint
is gaγ ≤ 4.1 × 10−10 GeV−1 at 3 σ [60], derived from
a global analysis of several solar properties. A somewhat
weaker bound, gaγ ≤ 7 × 10−10 GeV−1, was inferred in
Ref. [93] from observations of neutrinos from 8Be.

Hotter stars, for example helium burning low mass stars
in the HB evolutionary stage, are significantly more efficient
at producing axions through the Primakoff process, which is
very sensitive to the plasma temperature. Effects of exotic
cooling on HB stars can be properly addressed from mea-
surements of the R-parameter, defined as the ratio of the
number of stars in the HB and in the upper portion of the
RGB: R = NHB/NRGB. From a recent analysis of 39 glob-
ular clusters in Ref. [71], based on the sample reported in
Ref. [94], it was derived R = 1.39 ± 0.03. In the presence
of axions, this parameter is expected to be [79]

R = R0(Y ) − Faγ

(
gaγ

10−10GeV−1

)
− Fae

( gae
10−12

)
,

(16)

where R0(Y ) is a function of the helium abundance (Y ) in
the globular clusters and the F are some positive-defined
functions of the axion couplings to photons and electrons.
Though it is known that both couplings can impact the
R parameter [77], surprisingly, there are no explicit stel-
lar numerical evaluations of the R parameter which include
also the axion–electron coupling. Instead, historically, the
analysis has always been done in order to derive a bound
on the axion–photon coupling under the assumption that
gae = 0 [71,72,95,96]. The most recent result is gaγ ≤
0.65 × 10−10 GeV−1 at 2 σ [71,72].

A slightly weaker bound on the axion–photon coupling,
gaγ ≤ 0.8 × 10−10 GeV−1 was derived from the observa-
tion that additional cooling during the He burning stage of
intermediate mass stars could prevent the blue loop stage,
whose existence is assessed by observation of the Cepheid
stars [73,86].

The bounds discussed above are derived under the
assumption that axions are light, meaning that their mass is

4 It is also possible to produce axions from the conversion of thermal
photons in the solar magnetic field. In some cases, this process may even
dominate over the Primakoff rate, although there are some uncertainties
on the exact structure of the magnetic field in the solar interior. See Refs.
[88–91] for recent analyses.

such that their production is not hampered by the Boltzmann
factor. In the case of HB stars, with a core mass of about 10
keV, the limits discussed above extend to 30 keV or so. The
dependence of the bound on the axion mass was analyzed in
Ref. [97], and later updated in Ref. [98], which corrected the
previous result to account also for axion production through
photon coalescence and for the possibility of axions decay
inside the star. The bound at a few 100 keV defines the low
mass edge of the so called cosmological triangle, a trian-
gular area in the ALP parameter space which is free from
astrophysical and experimental constraints, even though in
tension with considerations from standard cosmology.

To probe even higher masses, one has to rely on hotter
stars, particularly SNe. Massive ALPs coupled to photons
can be produced in a SN through Primakoff and through
photon coalescence. Detailed discussions can be found in
[98–102]. Particularly interesting, in this case, is the trapping
regime, in which axions are coupled so strongly that they do
not leave the star. Because of trapping, if the axion–photon
coupling is increased above a certain value, the SN will not be
cooled sufficiently and the bound would disappear. The exact
value of the axion–photon coupling in the trapping regime
is uncertain since different approaches give slightly different
results (see discussion in Ref. [102]). This bound defines the
lower edge of the cosmological triangle. A summary of the
current bounds from stars on axions with photon-coupling is
shown in Fig. 22 in Sect. 3.3.

1.3.3 Axion–electron coupling

The axion electron coupling is defined from the Lagrangian

Lae = gae aψ̄γ5ψ , (17)

where ψ is the electron field. This interaction can be best
tested in high density stars, in particular in RGB and WD
stars, where axions can be efficiently produced through the
electron/ion bremsstrahlung process e + Ze → e + Ze + a.

In particular, the RGB tip (RGBT) provides the currently
most efficient laboratory to test this coupling. The RGBT
is the brightest point of the RGB, corresponding to the
time when the core reaches the conditions required to ignite
helium. Due to the high temperature dependence of the 3α

nuclear reaction, which produces carbon from helium, the
exact ignition time, and thus the position of the RGBT, is
very sensitive to any exotic cooling. The strongest bounds
on gae are derived from analyses of the RGBT in several
globular clusters [82] and in the galaxy NGC 4258 [70]. The
two analyses lead to very similar results, gae � 1.5 × 10−13

(see Table 2).
Similar bounds can also be inferred from the evolution of

WDs, as shown in Table 2. Notice also that the analysis of the
WD luminosity function (WDLF) seems to indicate a hint to
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additional cooling which is, in general, compatible with the
RGB bounds. The hint is subject to several uncertainties but
is confirmed in the most recent analyses (see Refs. [83,84]).

The combination of all the hints on the axion–photon
and axion–electron coupling from WDs, RGB and HB stars
indicates a best fit for gae  10−13 and gaγ  0.2 ×
10−10GeV−1, indicating also a preference for a finite axion
electron coupling at slightly more than 2σ .

Contrarily to the case of the axion–photon coupling, where
terrestrial searches for solar axions are now competitive
with [103] (and may exceed [104,105]), the astrophysical
bounds on the axion–electron coupling discussed above are
significantly stronger than the current experimental bound,
at least in the case of solar axion searches (see, e.g., dis-
cussion in Ref. [79]). Direct experimental bounds on the
axion–electron coupling from solar axion searches5 are, at
the moment, about an order of magnitude weaker than the
astrophysical bounds. In particular, the excess found in the
2020 results from the Xenon 1T collaboration [108], which
steered a lot of attention on the axion–electron coupling,
cannot have a simple explanation in terms of solar axions,
as originally proposed (see Ref. [80] for a detailed discus-
sion). The data, however, do not exclude the possibility that
Xenon 1T observed dark matter axions with a considerably
reduced coupling to electrons, compatible with astrophysical
observations. Indeed, Ref. [109] proposed a possible solution
in terms of dark matter axion-like particles, very weakly cou-
pled to photons, and with a coupling to electrons in the range
gae ∼ (0.5 − 0.7) × 10−13. Remarkably, this range overlaps
with the RGB best fit value in Ref. [82].

1.3.4 Neutrino magnetic moment

Neutrinos are a primary example of FIP and their importance
for stellar evolution is well known. Specifically, neutrinos
drive the energy loss during the RGB stage and, again, at the
end of the evolution of low mass stars, during the early WD
phase. In such cases, characterized by a dense and degener-
ate plasma, neutrinos are mostly produced through plasmon
decay γ → νν̄. At higher temperature, the e+ + e− → ν̄ ν

process becomes very important and indeed dominates after
stars begin burning carbon in the core. In all cases, a non-
vanishing neutrino magnetic moment could contribute sig-
nificantly to the neutrino production, since it would provide
a direct coupling between neutrinos and photons.

Early attempts to constrain the neutrino magnetic moment
in stars can be traced back to the already mentioned 1963
paper by Bernstein et al. [56]. The analysis, based on solar
observations, was revised in Ref. [61], which found μν ≤
4 × 10−10μB , where μB is the Bohr magneton. However,

5 for a reference, the LUX collaboration [106] reported gae < 3.5 ×
10−12 and PandaX-II collaboration [107] reported gae < 4 × 10−12.

considerably stronger bounds can be found from the analysis
of RGB and WD stars, where neutrino processes actually
dominate the stellar energy loss. The strongest constraint,
μν ≤ 1.5×10−12 μB , was recently derived in [70] from a
study of the RGBT in the galaxy NGC 4258. Massive stars
in the carbon burning and later stages provide a less stringent
bound (Table 2) but do show some interesting implication of
a large magnetic moment for the late evolution of massive
stars and for the SN explosion [74].

1.3.5 Axion–nucleon coupling

The axion nucleon coupling is controlled by the Lagrangian
terms

LaN = gan a n̄γ5n + gap a p̄γ5 p , (18)

where n, p are, respectively, the neutron and proton fields.
The most well known argument to constrain the axion inter-
action with protons and neutrons is the one based on the
observed neutrino signal from supernova (SN) 1987A. The
signal duration depends on the efficiency of the cooling and
is compatible with the assumption that SN neutrinos carry
about 99% of the energy released in the explosion. For a light,
feebly-interacting particle, a bound can be extracted from
the requirement that this observational result is not spoiled
[57,110–112].

A SN, in the first few seconds after the explosion, has
a core with a temperature of about 30 MeV and density of
about 3 × 1014 g cm−3. The most efficient axion production
mechanisms in such environment are the nucleon-nucleon
bremsstrahlung N+N → N+N+a, and the pion production
process π−+ p → a+n, both induced by the axion coupling
to nucleons. The first of these processes has been widely
studied in the past and resulted in several strong bounds, the
most recent being [75]

g2
an + 0.61 g2

ap + 0.53 gan gap � 8.26 × 10−19 . (19)

The second process, induced by pions, has been recognized
for a long time as possibly competitive with the nucleon
bremsstrahlung [113–115]. However, it received consider-
ably less attention until, very recently, it was shown that the
pion abundance in the early stages of a SN is much larger than
previously expected [116]. Although a complete study of the
SN evolution which includes pions self-consistently at the
moment does not exist, Ref. [117] showed that pion induced
processes may well dominate over the bremsstrahlung, and
so likely reinforce the bound in Eq. (19).

Other strong bounds on the axion–nucleon coupling are
derived from observations of the cooling of neutron stars
(NS) [59,76,118–120]. Here, the literature presents several
different analyses and results. One of the most studied NS
is the NS in CAS A. In recent years, there has been some
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speculation that its anomalously rapid cooling could be a
hint of axions with coupling to neutrons [58] gan  4 ×
10−10. However, later on the data was explained assuming a
neutron triplet superfluid transition occurring at the present
time, t ∼ 320 years, in addition to a proton superconductivity
operating at t � 320 years [59]. Under these assumptions,
it was possible to fit the data well, leaving little room for
additional axion cooling. Quantitatively,

g2
ap + 1.6 g2

an ≤ 1.1 × 10−18 . (20)

A stronger bound, though only on the axion–neutron cou-
pling,

gan ≤ 2.8 × 10−10 , (21)

was inferred from observations of the NS in HESS J1731-347
[76]. However, more recently Ref. [120] proposed a consid-
erable less stringent result,

gan � (2.5 − 3.2) × 10−9 . (22)

1.3.6 Dark photons

The relevant low energy Lagrangian describing the dark pho-
ton (DP) is (see, e.g., Ref. [121])

L = − 1

4
F2

μν + eJμAμ − 1

4
V 2

μν + 1

2
m2

V VμV
μ

− 1

2
εFμνV

μν , (23)

where A is the standard model photon field and V is the DP.
The Lagrangian in Eq. (23) describes a massive spin 1 field,
the DP, which mixes kinematically with the standard model
photon.

The kinematic mixing allows DPs to be produced in stars.
Therefore, if they existed in certain parameter regions, they
would contribute to the stellar energy loss [62,122–124]. The
possibility to explain the observed cooling anomalies through
DP production in stars was considered in Ref. [77]. An addi-
tional DP-induced energy loss can explain well the individual
observations but not easily fit all the observed anomalies.

Contrarily to the case of axions, the production of DPs
depends strongly on the mass. In particular, it can be shown
that the production of the transverse modes of the DP is res-
onant when the DP mass matches the plasma frequency of
the stellar plasma (see, e.g., Ref. [122]). Stars in different
evolutionary stages have quite different plasma frequencies.
In the core of the sun, ωpl ∼ 300eV, in a RGB close to the
tip ωpl ∼ 25keV, and in a HB star ωpl ∼ 2.6keV. Thus,
bounds on the DP kinetic mixing are particularly strong at
considerably different masses. The most current bounds on
DP from RGB and HB stars are provided in Refs. [62,123].

In both cases, the minimal value of the kinetic mixing is
about ε ∼ 10−15, at masses equal to the plasma frequency in
the core of the corresponding star. The limits weaken rapidly
away from that mass. The same references considered also
the solar bounds, finding ε � 2 × 10−15 for mV ∼ 300 eV.
As with the other stars, the bound decreases rapidly away
from that mass. At much lower masses, mV ≤ 1 eV, the sun
provides the strongest stellar bound ε ·mV ≤ 1.8×10−12 eV
[60].

The recent excess observed in the Xenon 1T data [108]
stimulated considerably the discussion about DPs and their
astrophysics. Even in this case, the excess cannot be ascribed
to solar DP, since that would require parameters in strong ten-
sion with stellar evolution considerations [124]. However, the
possibility that the observation was induced by dark matter
DPs cannot be excluded. Indeed, it was shown that the DP
parameters required to explain the excess overlap with those
hinted by HB stars [125].

Just like for axions, strong bounds on DP can be extracted
from the observed neutrino signal from SN 1987A. Such
analysis is particularly relevant for more massive DP, mV ∼
0.1−100 MeV, a range not accessible from the analysis of
low mass stars. Currently, the strongest bound constrains
the kinetic mixing parameter to ε � 10−10−10−8 in the
mass range mV ∼ 0.1−100 MeV [126] (see also Fig. 17 in
Sect. 2.6.)

1.3.7 Stars as FIP factories

Besides allowing to study FIPs through the impact they
have on the stellar evolution, stars are also factories which
may produce FIPs in large quantities. Such FIPs can then
be detected through their interaction with the interstellar
medium or because they decay in standard model particles.
Examples are light axion-like particles converted into pho-
tons in the galactic magnetic field or heavy DP decaying into
standard model photons. The literature about all these pos-
sibilities is too vast to be properly reviewed. Here, we just
provide a list of references to recent works.

By far the most studied stellar FIP factory is the sun, partic-
ularly in relation to experiments aiming at a direct detection.
Being so close to the Earth, the solar FIP flux is substantially
larger than that of any other star. Solar axions and DPs are
being studied by a variety of experiments. Here, we mention
CAST [103], LUX [106], PandaX [107], Xenon [108,127],
and the proposed IAXO [104] and BabyIAXO [105]. A very
recent proposal suggests that the sun may act as a basin for
axions and DPs [128,129]. Indeed, light FIPs produced in
the low energy tail of the thermal spectrum could be trapped
in the solar gravitational field, forming a basin of extremely
low energy particles, possibly detectable with next genera-
tion experiments.
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Stars other than the sun have to pay a big price because
their distance reduces substantially the expected flux. How-
ever, the distance may be compensated by a higher production
rate. Several production processes are steeply dependent of
the plasma temperature and the sun has a relatively cold core.
Moreover, in certain cases the distance may be an advantage.
The best example is the case of axions like particles convert-
ing in an external magnetic field. Evidently, a higher distance
implies a higher conversion probability.

Arguably the most widely studied stellar FIP factories,
besides the sun, are SNe. Light axions can be produced in
a SN either through Primakoff process [130–132] or, if they
are coupled also to nucleons, through nuclear bremsstrahlung
[133]. Either way, when produced they can leave the star and
convert into photons in the galactic magnetic field. The non-
observation of a gamma flux associated by the explosion of
SN 1987A allows then to set a quite strong bound, gaγ ≤
5.3 × 10−12GeV−1, on very light axion-like particles [132].
In Ref. [134], it was estimated that the bound might improve
by over an order of magnitude by observations from Fermi
LAT, in the case of a new galactic SN.

References [133,135] considered the diffuse axion back-
ground from the totality of the SN explosions. Even in this
case, if axions are very light the diffuse background can be
detected through conversion in the galactic magnetic field
[133]. On the other hand, the diffuse background of ALPs
with masses above a few keV can be detected through their
decay into photons [133,136]. The analogous case of DP was
studied in details in Ref. [137] and later revised and improved
in Ref. [136].

Conventional stars and neutron stars are also surprisingly
efficient in producing observable fluxes of FIPs. Studied
examples of conventional stars include Betelgeuse [138] and
Wolf-Rayet stars in superclusters [139]. Both cases were
applied to axion like particles and resulted in strong bounds
on the ALP–photon coupling, comparable to the bounds from
SN 1987A. Another notable example is the observed excess
of hard X-ray events from a group of NS known as the Mag-
nificent Seven (M7) [140]. The origin of this anomaly is not
understood but it was speculated in Ref. [141] that the excess
might be attributed to axion-like particles with couplings to
both photons and neutrons, or even to QCD axions [142].

1.3.8 Conclusions and future expectations

Stars are efficient laboratories to test the physics of FIPs, and
often complement the potential of terrestrial experiments.
Nowadays, laboratory experiments are becoming extremely
sensitive to very weak couplings and the predominance of
stellar arguments witnessed in the past is diminishing. This
is actually exciting, since finally laboratory will be able to test
regions of the FIP parameter space which are not in tension
with astrophysical arguments. Astrophysical experiments are

also witnessing important developments in recent years,
likely leading to significant improvements in our understand-
ing of the physics of FIPs.

1.4 Search for ultra-light scalar and pseudoscalar
feebly-interacting particles: atomic physics, quantum
technology

Author: Yevgeny Stadnik, <yevgenystadnik@gmail.com>

1.4.1 Introduction

One of the main motivations to search for feebly-interacting
bosons with very small masses (� eV) is the possibility that
they may account for the observed dark matter content of
our Universe. Low-mass spinless bosons may be produced
non-thermally via the “vacuum misalignment” mechanism
[16–18] and can subsequently form a coherently oscillating
classical field:

φ(t) ≈ φ0 cos(mφc
2t/h̄) , (24)

which occurs, e.g. in the case of the harmonic potential
V (φ) = m2

φφ2/2 when mφ � H , where mφ is the boson
mass and H is the Hubble parameter describing the relative
rate of expansion of the Universe. The field in Eq. (24) car-
ries an energy density, averaged over a period of oscillation,
of 〈ρφ〉 ≈ m2

φφ2
0/2.

The oscillations of the field in Eq. (24) are temporally
coherent on sufficiently small time scales, since the feebly-
interacting bosons remain non-relativistic until the present
day; i.e., all of the boson energies satisfy Eφ ≈ mφc2. Nowa-
days, the galactic dark matter is expected to be virialised, with
a root-mean-square speed of ∼ 300 km/s in our local galac-
tic region. The typical spread in the boson energies is hence
ΔEφ/Eφ ∼ 〈v2

φ〉/c2 ∼ 10−6, which implies a coherence

time of τcoh ∼ 2π/ΔEφ ∼ 106Tosc, where Tosc = 2π/mφ is
the period of oscillation. In other words, the oscillations of the
bosonic field are practically monochromatic, with an associ-
ated quality factor of Q ∼ 106. On time scales exceeding the
coherence time, the amplitude of oscillation φ0 fluctuates in
a stochastic manner.

The classical nature of the field in Eq. (24) follows from
the fitting of � 1 bosons into the reduced de Broglie volume,
nφ[λdB,φ/(2π)]3 � 1, which for the local galactic dark-
matter energy density of ρDM,local ≈ 0.4 GeV/cm3 [143] is
satisfied for mφ � 1 eV. If very-low-mass bosons are to
account for the observed dark matter, then their mass can-
not be arbitrarily light, since such bosonic fields would sup-
press the formation of structures on length scales below the
ground-state de Broglie wavelength of the bosons [144,145],
which becomes astronomically large for sufficiently low-
mass bosons. The analysis of structures in Lyman-α for-
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est data provides a lower mass bound of mφ � 10−21 eV
[146,147], which is comparable to bounds from other astro-
physical observations [148,149].

The interesting range of dark-matter particle masses
10−21 eV � mφ � 1 eV corresponds to oscillation frequen-
cies in the range 10−7 Hz � f � 1014 Hz. From an experi-
mental point of view, this range of frequencies is convenient
and physically accessible, with the lower end correspond-
ing to periods of oscillation of the order of a month and the
upper end corresponding to the infra-red region of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum. Searching for possible particle-like
signatures of very-low-mass bosonic dark matter is practi-
cally impossible, since the kinetic energies of non-relativistic
very-low-mass particles are extremely small. Instead, one
may take advantage of possible wave-like signatures due to
the large number density of bosons.

Searching for wavelike signatures of the oscillating clas-
sical field in Eq. (24) via its gravitational effects, e.g. using
pulsar timing methods, is limited to the lowest possible dark-
matter particle masses [150,151]. It is possible, however,
to probe much larger ranges of dark-matter particle masses
if the boson field additionally interacts non-gravitationally
with the standard-model sector. For spinless bosons, the
non-gravitational interactions are distinguished according
to the underlying parity: scalar-type interactions are nom-
inally associated with an even-parity spinless field, while
pseudoscalar-type interactions are associated with an odd-
parity spinless field. Scalar-type interactions have previously
been considered in the context of dark-energy-type models
(see, e.g., [152,153]). The axion, perhaps the most widely
studied type of feebly-interacting pseudoscalar boson, may
solve the strong CP problem of particle physics (see, e.g.,
[154] for a review).

1.4.2 Scalar portal: apparent variations of the fundamental
“constants”

Consider the following linear-in-φ scalar-type interactions:

L = φ

Λγ

FμνFμν

4
− φ

Λ f
m f f̄ f , (25)

where the first term represents the interaction of the scalar
field with the electromagnetic field tensor F , and the sec-
ond term represents the interactions of the scalar field with
the standard-model fermion fields f . Here m f is the “stan-
dard” mass of the fermion, f̄ = f †γ 0 is the Dirac adjoint,
and the parameters Λγ, f denote the effective new-physics
energy scales of the underlying model. For the oscillating
field in Eq. (24), the interactions in Eq. (25) result in the
following apparent oscillations of the electromagnetic fine-

structure constant α and the fermion masses [155]:

δα

α
≈ φ0 cos(mφ t)

Λγ

,
δm f

m f
≈ φ0 cos(mφ t)

Λ f
. (26)

Oscillations of the fundamental constants would induce
oscillations of atomic transition frequencies [155,156] and
of lengths of solids [155,157], which can be sought with a
variety of precision techniques, including (in order of increas-
ing dark-matter particle masses): atomic clock spectroscopy
[155,156], cavity comparisons [155,157], atom interferome-
try [158] and optical interferometry [159]. Bounds on linear-
in-φ interactions from atomic clock spectroscopy experi-
ments [160,161] and clock-cavity comparison measurements
[162] are shown in Fig. 4. Also shown (as dashed lines) are the
projected sensitivities for various existing and future experi-
ments. In this case, searches for oscillating fundamental con-
stants give more stringent bounds over a range of dark-matter
particle masses compared with traditional torsion-pendulum
experiments [163,164], which search for static equivalence-
principle-violating forces mediated by virtual bosons [165].

Besides the linear-in-φ interactions in Eq. (25), quadratic-
in-φ interactions are also possible, e.g. if the underlying
model admits a Z2 symmetry under the φ → −φ transforma-
tion. In this case, Eqs. (25) and (26) are modified according
to:

L = φ2

(Λ′
γ )2

FμνFμν

4
− φ2

(Λ′
f )

2 m f f̄ f , (27)

δα

α
≈ φ2

0 cos2(mφ t)

(Λ′
γ )2 ,

δm f

m f
≈ φ2

0 cos2(mφ t)

(Λ′
f )

2 . (28)

In the case of φ2 interactions, there are not only appar-
ent oscillations of the fundamental constants, but also
slow “drifts” in the fundamental constants that are corre-
lated with changes in the dark-matter density over time
[155,166]. Additionally, in models of scalar dark matter
with φ2 interactions, the dark-matter field can be strongly
(anti)screened near the surface of massive bodies such
as Earth, leading to equivalence-principle-violating forces
directed along the resulting dark-matter density gradients
[165]. This (anti)screening phenomenon is caused by the φ2

interactions acting as a potential term in the classical equation
of motion for the scalar field, in contrast to the linear-in-φ
interactions, which instead provide a classical source term in
the scalar-field equation of motion and give rise to Yukawa-
type equivalence-principle-violating forces mediated by vir-
tual bosons. For the signs appearing in Eq. (27), the scalar
dark-matter field is screened near Earth’s surface.

Bounds on quadratic-in-φ interactions from atomic clock
spectroscopy [166,167], big bang nucleosynthesis [166], and
torsion-pendula measurements [165] are shown in Fig. 4.
In this case, searches for dark-matter-induced variations
of the fundamental constants give more stringent bounds
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Fig. 4 Parameter spaces for an
oscillating scalar dark-matter
field interacting with the
electromagnetic field via a
linear-in-φ coupling (top
subfigure) and via a
quadratic-in-φ coupling (bottom
subfigure). The coloured regions
denote regions of parameter
space ruled out by previous
searches, while the dashed lines
denote the projected sensitivities
for existing and future
experiments. The bounds on the
φ2 coupling assume the sign of
the first term in Eq. (27), for
which the scalar dark-matter
field is screened near Earth’s
surface

over a broad range of dark-matter particle masses compared
with short-range tests of gravity and supernova energy-loss
bounds [168]. We remark that the quadratic-in-φ interaction
parameters may be below the Planck mass-energy scale, in
contrast to the linear-in-φ interaction parameters which are
already constrained to be above the Planck scale for a very-
low-mass scalar boson.

1.4.3 Pseudoscalar portal: time-varying spin-dependent
effects

Traditional detection methods for pseudoscalars (axions and
axion-like particles) have generally focused on their possi-
ble electromagnetic coupling of the form aFF (see Sect. 3
for a full discussion about models and detection techniques
for axions and axion-like particles). Let us instead consider

the following non-electromagnetic pseudoscalar-type inter-
actions:

L = g2

32π2

CG

fa
aGG̃ − C f

2 fa
∂μa f̄ γ μγ 5 f , (29)

where the first term represents the interaction of the pseu-
doscalar field with the gluonic field tensor G and its dual
G̃, and the second term represents the derivative interactions
of the pseudoscalar field with the standard-model fermion
fields f . Here g2/(4π) is the strong coupling constant,
f̄ = f †γ 0 is the Dirac adjoint, fa is the axion decay constant
(with dimensions of energy), and CG, f are model-dependent
dimensionless parameters.

For the oscillating field in Eq. (24), the gluon coupling in
Eq. (29) induces oscillating electric dipole moments of nucle-
ons [169], as well as atoms and molecules [170,171]. In the
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laboratory frame of reference, the orbital motion of the Solar
System through the practically-at-rest galactic dark-matter
halo results in the oscillating dark-matter field acquiring a
motional gradient term according to:

a(t, x) ≈ a0 cos(mat − pa · x) , (30)

where pa is the linear momentum of the dark-matter “wind”
as seen in the laboratory reference frame. In the non-
relativistic limit, the derivative interaction of the field in
Eq. (30) with a fermion field according to Eq. (29) gives
rise to the following time-dependent Hamiltonian:

H(t) ≈ C f a0

2 fa
sin(mat) σ f · pa , (31)

which can be interpreted as the precession of fermion spins
about a time-varying pseudo-magnetic field.6

These time-varying spin-dependent effects can be sought
with co-magnetometry [170,172] and g-factor measure-
ments [173]. By analogy with Sect. 1.4.2, these measure-
ments can be interpreted in terms of apparent temporal
variations of physical “constants”, including electric dipole
moments, magnetic dipole moments and g-factors of parti-
cles. In the case of the electron coupling, the “axion wind”
spin-precession effect in Eq. (31) can also be sought using
spin-polarised torsion pendula [170,172]. These types of
searches can be extended to higher dark-matter particle
masses by using resonant narrow-band techniques, includ-
ing nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) for the gluon and
nucleon couplings [174], and electron spin resonance (ESR)
for the electron coupling [175–177].

Bounds on the various pseudoscalar interactions are
shown in Fig. 5, including bounds from neutron EDM exper-
iments and neutron-mercury co-magnetometry [178], ace-
tonitrile co-magnetometry [179], formic acid NMR [180],
anti-proton g-factor measurements [173], spin-polarised
torsion-pendulum measurements [181], and ferromagnetic
ESR [182–184]. In some cases, searches for dark-matter-
induced time-varying spin-dependent effects already give
more stringent bounds than astrophysical or different types
of laboratory signatures over a range of dark-matter particle
masses. The pseudoscalar interaction parameters may gen-
erally be below the Planck scale (compare with Sect. 1.4.2).

1.4.4 Concluding remarks

Atomic-physics and quantum-technology experiments pro-
vide a sensitive and promising avenue to search for ultra-light
feebly-interacting particles. Rapid recent advances in these
technologies have already paved the way for some of the

6 Flambaum, in Proceedings of the 9th Patras Workshop on Axions,
WIMPs and WISPs, Mainz, Germany, 2013, http://axion-wimp2013.
desy.de/e201031/index_eng.html. See also [170].

most stringent bounds at present, courtesy of these “uncon-
ventional” approaches. Further technological advances are
expected to extend the reach of these methods into new and
uncharted territory.

1.5 Search for FIPs with experiments at extracted beams

Author: Bertrand Echenard, <echenard@caltech.edu>
Accelerator based searches are playing an essential role

in probing light FIPs. In particular, beam dump and fixed tar-
get provide unique sensitivity to (very) small coupling at and
below the QCD scale, ideally complementing the reach of
collider searches. These experiments are also very versatile,
as a wide variety of beams and techniques can be used to
probes various couplings and final states. For example, pro-
tons produce many different final states, while muon beams
open a unique window on the second generation of leptons.
Finally, many dark sector searches can be performed at exist-
ing facilities with minor modifications, leveraging current
infrastructures and previous investments.

1.5.1 Experimental techniques

Before discussing the experimental situation, we will first
review the different FIP search techniques, which can be
broadly classified into the following four categories:

– Visible and semi-visible decays FIP decaying to visi-
ble final states can be fully reconstructed in the detec-
tor. Short lived FIPs are typically identified as narrow
resonances over large irreducible backgrounds in detec-
tors placed next to production targets, while long-lived
FIPs are reconstructed in detectors placed farther away
from electron or proton beam dumps. The constraints
derived for long-lived particles usually exhibit a “trian-
gular” shape characteristic of the beam intensity and the
decay length between the dump and the detector. This
technique requires large intensities, as FIP production is
at least suppressed by the square of the coupling constant,
and excellent detector performances to extract the elu-
sive signals. Semi-visible final states can also arise from
more complicated decay chains, multiple lifetimes and
mass scales. Examples include inelastic DM, strongly
interacting massive particle, dark sector showers,...

– Re-scattering off detector material light DM produced
by beams dumped in a stopping target can travel across
shielding and scatter of electrons or protons in a detector
far downstream. This technique requires a very large elec-
tron/proton flux to compensate the small production and
scattering probabilities, overall suppressed by the fourth
power of the coupling between the SM and dark sector,
but it has the advantage of being sensitive to the dark sec-
tor coupling constant. The neutrino background, usually
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Fig. 5 Parameter spaces for an oscillating pseudoscalar (axion-like)
dark-matter field interacting with the gluons (top-left subfigure), the
nucleons (top-right subfigure), the antiproton (bottom-left subfigure)
and the electron (bottom-right subfigure). The coloured regions denote

regions of parameter space ruled out by previous searches, while the
dashed lines denote the projected sensitivities for existing and future
experiments

a limiting factor, can be reduced by using timing infor-
mation and a thicker target to defocus the secondary neu-
trino beam. A good understanding of electromagnetic or
hadronic shower development in material is also needed
to correctly predict the DM flux.

– Missing mass this technique is used to infer the mass of
an invisible particle in reactions where the four-momenta
of all remaining particles are well measured. Examples
include e+e− → γ A′ in e+e− collider of positron beam
dump where the photon is detected, and meson decays
such as K → πX and π0 → γ A′. The FIP is typically
reconstructed as a narrow resonance over a large back-
ground in the missing mass distribution. This technique
is limited by backgrounds in which additional particles
escape undetected.

– Missingmomentum/energy long-lived or invisibly decay-
ing FIPs are emitted in fixed target reactions (e.g. eZ →
eZ A′), and identified through the missing momen-
tum/energy carried away by the escaping particle(s). The
missing momentum approach requires the ability to mea-
sure individual incoming beam particles to determine

the momentum change. By contrast, the initial particle
is entirely absorbed inside an active calorimeter for the
missing energy case. For electron beams, the missing
energy technique has a larger signal yield per electron on
target (EoT), but neutrino induced backgrounds become
challenging beyond a certain level. The missing momen-
tum method remains essentially background free up to
a larger luminosity thanks to electron/photon identifica-
tion, and the transverse momentum spectrum contains
information about the mass of the underlying FIPs. Both
methods need excellent detector performance and her-
miticity to ensure than no additional particle was pro-
duced. They typically offers a better signal yield than
re-scattering experiments for a similar luminosity, as the
FIP does not need to be detected and the sensitivity scales
as the SM-mediator coupling squared.

1.5.2 Experiments at extracted beams

Equally diverse is the landscape of experimental efforts prob-
ing FIPs at extracted beams, including searches at electron,
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positrons and proton beams, as well as meson factories and
neutrino experiments. A large fraction of these experiments
can be performed at existing facilities with minor modifica-
tions, and a few dedicated efforts are already operating or
under construction. A brief overview of these projects is dis-
cussed in the following (collider experiments are reviewed in
another contribution to these proceedings). Further informa-
tion can be found, for example, in Refs. [6,9]. Experiments

at electron beams

– APEX (JLab) [185]
Resonance search for visible A′ → e+e− decays using
a high-resolution spectrometer. Status: completed.

– BDX (JLab) [186]
Search for DM scattering with homogeneous CsI calorime-
ter and active veto at 11 GeV beam. Sensitivity limited
by the irreducible neutrino background. Status: active,
BDX-Mini prototype collected 2 × 1021 EOT.

– DARKLIGHT (JLab) [187]
Originally proposed to search for e+ → e+A′(→ e+e−)

with full final state reconstruction. Very challenging con-
cept, re-purposed as a dual spectrometer operating at the
CEBAF injector. Status: under review.

– DARKMESA (MESA) [188]
Search for DM scattering with PbF2 and Pb-glass scin-
tillator at 155 MeV electron beam. Very low background
since the beam energy is below the e+ → e+π+ produc-
tion threshold. Status: under construction.

– HPS (JLab) [189]
Low-mass, high-rate silicon vertex tracker to search for
prompt and visible dark photon decays and strongly inter-
acting massive particles (SIMP). Status: active.

– LDMX (SLAC) [190]
Missing momentum (and energy) experiment proposal to
collect up to 1016 EOT at 4-8 GeV at the LESA beamline
with high-granularity calorimeter. Status: proposal.

– MAGIX (MESA) [191]
Dual arm spectrometer with windowless gas stream tar-
get. Search for visible dark photon decays and three-body
missing-mass (with recoil nucleus reconstruction). Sta-
tus: under construction

– NA64 (CERN) [192]
Missing energy experiment at the 100 GeV secondary
electron beam line at SPS with ECAL as active target to
produce dark photons. Status: active.

Experiments at positron beams

– MMAPS (CORNELL) [193]
Search for dark photon with missing mass technique at
5.5 GeV positron beam with the goal of collecting 1017 −
1018 EOT/year. Status: proposal.

– PADME (LNF) [194]
Search for dark photon with missing mass technique at
550 MeV positron beam from LNF linac. Status: active.

– VEPP3 (BIN) [195]
Search for dark photon with missing mass technique at
500 MeV positron beam with the goal of collecting 1015−
1016 EOT/year. Status: proposal.

Experiments at proton beams

– DarkQuest (FNAL) [196]
Fixed target experiment at the 120 GeV proton beam
with a short decay volume. Sensitive to many dark sec-
tor signatures (dark photon, dark scalar, inelastic DM,
SIMP,...). Status: proposed upgrade of SeaQuest experi-
ment (2023+).

– SHIP (CERN) [197]
Proton beam dump experiment to search for dark sector
signature and study neutrino physics. Two detectors for
complementary search strategies: scattering (LDM and
neutrino) and visible decays (dark sector particles). Sta-
tus: proposal.

Neutrino experiments

– COHERENT (ORNL) [198]
Series of detectors ∼20m from target at 1 GeV proton
beam. First observation of Coherent Elastic Neutrino
Nucleus Scattering (CEvNS). Sensitivity study to sub-
GeV DM for planned 750 kg liquid argon scintillation
detector. Status: active.

– Dune (FNAL) [199]
Multi-purpose neutrino experiment with sensitivity to
several FIPs, including DM, dark sector particles and
HNLs. Status: under construction.

– LSND (LANL) [200]
Reinterpret electron–neutrino elastic scattering measure-
ment as constraints on light dark matter (re-scattering
process) with 170 ton mineral oil detector. Status: com-
pleted.

– MicroBooNE (FNAL) [201]
Multi-purpose neutrino experiment at BNB beamline.
Search for long-lived dark scalar produced at rest in the
beam dump. Status: active.

– MiniBooNE-DM (FNAL) [202]
Search for DM with dedicated beam dump run with 800
ton mineral oil detector. Status: completed.

– T2K/ND280 (J-PARC) [203]
Multi-purpose neutrino experiment with dataset corre-
sponding to a few 1021 POT. Search for HNLs in kaon
decays with near detector, setting limits on mixing ele-
ments down to ∼ 10−9. Status: active.
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Experiments at meson factories

– KOTO (J-PARC) [204]
Rare neutral kaon decay experiment with sensitivity
to scalar and vector portals, axions and HNLs. Status:
active.

– NA62 (CERN) [205]
Rare charged kaon decay experiment with sensitivity to
scalar and vector portals, axions and HNLs. Possibility
to run in beam dump mode to increase FIP production
rate. Status: active.

– REDTOP (CERN) [206]
Intense η/η′ factory with sensitivity to several FIPs,
including dark photon, dark scalar, baryonic dark force
and axions. Status: proposal.

Experiments at muon beams

– Mu3e (PSI) [207]
Experiment searching for charged lepton flavor violating
μ → eee decays with sensitivity to visible dark photon
decays.

– M3 (FNAL) [208]
Experimental concept similar to LDMX with muon
beams to probe couplings to second generation and light
thermal DM. Status: proposal.

– NA64-mu (CERN) [192]
Experimental concept similar to NA64 with muon beams
to probe couplings to second generation and light thermal
DM. Status: proposal.

The current status for the existing bounds and future pro-
jections for different portals are shown in the plots contained
in Sects. 2.6, 3.8, 4.4 and 5.6.1. A significant fraction of the
parameter space has already been explored, and future exper-
iments will improve the sensitivity by orders of magnitude.
In particular, most of the light thermal freeze-out DM below
a few hundreds MeV will be explored, as well as important
portions of the (extra heavy) QCD axion parameter space.
Searches for HNLs will be conducted by several experiments,
probing a currently largely unexplored region of masses and
couplings.

In summary, a vibrant program of fixed target and beam
dump experiments is crucial to comprehensively explore fee-
bly interacting particles. A wide variety of beam and tech-
niques can be used to probe many couplings and final states,
offering unique sensitivity to a large fraction of the FIP
parameter space. Most interestingly, many of the current and
future proposals can exploit existing infrastructure and facil-
ities, or would only require small modifications. This syner-
gistic approach has played a central role in maximizing the
discovery potential of dark sector searches so far, and will

continue to be instrumental in defining an exciting future
program.

1.6 Search for FIPs with collider-based experiments

Author: Heather Russell, <heather.russell@cern.ch>

1.6.1 Overview

Both proton–proton and electron–positron collisions pro-
vide the opportunity to discover feebly-interacting parti-
cles (FIPs). In such collisions, FIPs can be produced either
directly in the collision or through the decay of a known par-
ticle. General-purpose detectors, such as ATLAS and CMS,
can search for many different flavours of FIPs in many dif-
ferent ways. However, FIPs are generally light particles with
very low production cross-sections. Standard model (SM)
backgrounds are overwhelming to many proposed models,
though this can be counteracted by looking in rare decays,
where SM backgrounds are significantly smaller. Addition-
ally, SM backgrounds can be dramatically reduced by search-
ing for FIPs with signatures that are uncharacteristic of the
SM, such as displaced vertices from long-lived, neutral par-
ticles (LLPs).

While the breadth of searches for FIPs at the LHC general-
purpose detectors has dramatically increased over the past
few years, the detectors were not built with FIPs in mind.
Thus, such searches remain limited in reach by the detectors
themselves, in terms of both the FIP mass and lifetime. Con-
sequently, a variety of new experiments have been proposed
to supplement the existing LHC experiments. Some propos-
als focus on improving the reach for LLPs, while others focus
on (meta-)stable milli-charged particles. These new experi-
ments are in varying states of approval and construction, with
the earliest aiming to start their physics program during Run
3 of the LHC in 2022.

Experiments at e+e− colliders provide complementary
sensitivity to LHC experiments. Searches are performed both
in a continuum with the e+e− → γ X process and through
searches for rare decays in quarkonia samples.

1.6.2 Collider experiments

General-purpose detectors at the LHC

– ATLAS [209] and CMS [210] (CERN)
In general, ATLAS and CMS have similar sensitivity to
a wide range of proposed new particles. However, in the
corners of phase-space that some searches focus on, dif-
ferences start to appear. For example, due to the larger
diameter of ATLAS, there is a larger fiducial volume that
LLPs can decay in and thus ATLAS and CMS are sensi-
tive to complementary LLP lifetime ranges [211,212].
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One of the main impediments to searching for low-mass
FIPs are the overwhelming SM backgrounds. The high
LHC collision rate means that hardware and software
triggers must rapidly select interesting events to record,
with limitations of 100 kHz for hardware trigger accep-
tance and 1 kHz for full-events accepted by the soft-
ware trigger. The latter limitation comes largely from
offline processing and storage requirements, and thus can
be bypassed by reducing the event size. This technique
is used by CMS to search for inclusive production of a
dimuon resonance in the range 11.5–45 GeV, where tra-
ditional searches would have limited sensitivity [213].
Many ATLAS and CMS searches focus on FIPs produced
in SM Higgs boson decays, i.e. through a Higgs portal.
FIPs are searched for both in leptonic and hadronic decay
channels, and with H → XX and H → Z X decays
[211,212,214–226]. For the case where X is a dark pho-
ton, Zd , the latter decay is a more generic process to
search for. This is because H → Z Zd can be achieved
by simply adding a dark gauge symmetry U(1)d to the
SM, while for H → Zd Zd there must be additional mix-
ing between a dark sector and the Higgs boson. Many of
these searches are performed for both prompt and long-
lived X .
A result from ATLAS [214] showed that the fiducial
acceptance for promptly-decaying pseudoscalar particles
(H → aa) events was significantly different than for
promptly-decaying vector particles (H → Zd Zd ). There
are no public searches addressing differences in fiducial
acceptance between scalar, pseudoscalar, and vector par-
ticles that are long-lived.
Higgs boson decays to FIPs can also be constrained indi-
rectly through precise studies of SM decays or direct mea-
surements of invisible Higgs boson decays [227,228].
The strongest limits come from a combined measure-
ment of all Higgs boson couplings [229,230]. Long-lived
particles are not usually reconstructed by standard recon-
struction algorithms and will appear as invisible decays
in many cases, so these searches also set constraints on
longer-lifetime LLPs.
Both ATLAS and CMS also have searches for heavy neu-
tral leptons (HNLs), with similar sensitivity for prompt
HNLs [231,232]. ATLAS has also addressed the possibil-
ity for the HNL to be long-lived, increasing the sensitivity
for low-mass, small-coupling HNLs [231].
In addition to proton–proton collisions, the LHC can also
act as a photon collider. During both proton and lead ion
collisions, particles from both beams can emit photons
and those photons can inelastically collide. In these col-
lisions the beam particles remain intact, and thus there is
very low detector activity. ATLAS and CMS have pub-
lished searches for axions in γ γ → γ γ events, provid-

ing the strongest constraints in the axion mass region
5 < ma < 100 GeV [233,234].

– LHCb (CERN) [235]
The LHCb detector provides coverage in the forward
angular region 10 < θ < 300 mrad, and is designed to
detect both prompt and displaced light resonances. LHCb
searches for promptly-produced FIPs and FIPs produced
in secondary decays.
A recent search for prompt and displaced dimuon reso-
nances was designed to be as generic as possible [236].
Although the search is less sensitive than dedicated dark
photon searches [237], the simplicity of the analysis
allows for easy reinterpretation and broad applicability
to other models.
LHCb has also performed searches for new scalar parti-
cles produced in B-decays (B0 → K ∗0χ(μ+μ−), B+ →
K+χ(μ+μ−)) [238,239]. The scalar particles are required
to decay to muons, and the backgrounds are significantly
constrained by requiring the secondary vertex to be con-
sistent with the B-mass. These searches are sensitive to
scalar masses as low as 2mμ.
One difficulty with many searches for new resonances
is the possibility that they are hiding under known res-
onances. Often, for simplicity, these regions will be
excluded from searches. LHCb has performed a dedi-
cated search for a dimuon resonance X in the Υ mass
region 5.5 < mX < 15 GeV, though the peak regions
are still excluded from the search [240]. For a detailed
discussion about LHCb results see Sect. 6.

.
Experiments dedicated to FIPs

All of the collider-based experiments dedicated to discov-
ering FIPs that are currently-proposed or ongoing are based
at the LHC, operating parasitically at one of the four main
collision points.

– AL3X (CERN) [241]
AL3X is a newly-proposed detector that would be located
in the ALICE/L3 cavern during LHC Run 5 and beyond. It
would comprise a large tracking chamber located within
the L3 solenoid, designed to detect LLP decays. The
ALICE time projection chamber (TPC) detector could
be repurposed as the AL3X tracking chamber, though a
larger, dedicated tracker filling the entire solenoid would
have optimal sensitivity.
Status: Proposed for LHC Run 5 and beyond if ALICE
does not continue their program beyond Run 4.

– ANUBIS (CERN) [242]
ANUBIS is a proposed LLP detector that would be
located in the 18 m wide, 56 m high access shaft (PX14)
located directly above the ATLAS detector. Although
the access shaft remains closed during LHC operations,
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ANUBIS would need to be removed and stored on the
surface during LHC shutdowns. The detector would be
made of four tracking stations, each with two triplet lay-
ers. Because ANUBIS would be located directly above
ATLAS, ATLAS could be used both to trigger ANUBIS
and to provide an active veto of SM activity.
Status: Proposed, demonstrator planned for LHC Run 3.

– CODEX-b (CERN) [243]
The CODEX-b detector would be located fully under-
ground in the DELPHI/UXA cavern, 25 m away from the
LHCb interaction point IP8. The UXA cavern is separated
from IP8 by a 3 m wide concrete wall, which would pro-
vide passive shielding. CODEX-b targets low-mass LLPs
that are produced transversely and decay to charged par-
ticles, though the addition of calorimetry to detect photon
decays is being considered. The detector would be 10 m3,
with six tracking layers on each wall to reconstruct the
LLP decay vertex, with five tracking triplet layers evenly
spaced throughout the volume of the detector.
Status: Proposed, CODEX-β demonstrator planned for
LHC Run 3. Full detector planned for HL-LHC.

– FASER (CERN) [244]
FASER is very forward LLP detector that will be located
480 m from the ATLAS interaction point, IP1, in an
unused service tunnel (TI12). FASER has a 1.5 m decay
volume aligned directly with the beam axis, and targets
light LLPs decaying to charged particles or photons.
Status: Under construction, full detector planned for LHC
Run 3.

– MATHUSLA (CERN) [245]
MATHUSLA is a proposed LLP detector that would
be located on the surface, 60 m above and 70 m hori-
zontally displaced from the CMS interaction point, IP5.
Like CODEX-b and ANUBIS, it targets transversely-
produced LLPs that decay to charged particles. CMS
could be used as an active veto.
Status: Proposed, demonstrator planned for LHC Run 3.
Full detector planned for HL-LHC.

– milliQan (CERN) [246]
MilliQan is a detector designed to search for stable,
milli-charged particles, positioned in PX56, a small
drainage gallery above CMS/IP5. The relatively small
1 m×1 m×3 m detector would be comprised of three
scintillating layers. During 2018, a demonstrator already
showed competitive sensitivity to existing experiments
[247].
Status: Demonstrator collected 35 fb−1 of data during
2018. Full detector planned for LHC Run 3.

– MoEDAL-MAPP (CERN) [248]
MoEDAL is a detector located at IP8 designed to
detect magnetic monopoles or other highly-ionizing par-
ticles. Two extensions to MoEDAL have been proposed:
MAPP-mQP, to search for milli-charged particles, and

MAPP-LLP, to search for neutral LLPs.
Status: Successful mQP prototype tested during LHC
Run 2. Full detector planned for LHC Run 3.

Experiments at e+e− colliders

– Belle II (KEK) [249]
Belle II has just started its physics programme, and has
already released the results of two searches for FIPs. The
exact momenta of incoming particles is known in e+e−
collisions, which allows for searches for processes not
possible at the LHC. A search for a new vector boson
Z ′ decaying invisibly provides sensitivity to Z ′ masses
below 2mμ, a region often excluded due to searches
focusing on Z ′ → μμ decays [250]. Belle II has also
performed a fully data-driven search for a narrow reso-
nance consistent with an axion in the resolved, di-photon
final state, e+e− → γ a(γ γ ) [251].
Status: Active.

– BES III (IHEP) [252]
The BESIII detector at BEPCII operates with variable
beam energies in the τ -charm region. BESIII has col-
lected a massive sample of quarkonia, and has performed
multiple direct searches for FIPs and searches for rare
decays that could be enhanced by FIPs [253–256], includ-
ingψ(3686) → π+π− J/ψ(γ X), where X decays invis-
ibly.
Status: Active.

– KLOE-2 (LNF) [257]
The KLOE-2 experiment at DAφNE collected e+e− col-
lision data at the φ(1020) mass. They have performed
many searches for FIPs, including searches for a new
boson U both rare φ decays, such as φ → ηU , and con-
tinuum resonance searches in e+e− → Uγ events, with
U decaying to muons or pions [258,259].
Status: Data-taking completed in 2018, analysis ongoing.

1.6.3 Summary

There is a large variety of searches for both prompt and long-
lived FIPs with the current available set of detectors. Despite
the general purpose detectors not being designed with long-
lived particles in mind, many searches are successfully prob-
ing a wide range of FIP phase-space. However, there are limi-
tations to this sensitivity, and a range of new experiments have
been proposed, each of which would dramatically increase
sensitivity to FIPs. Additionally, the milliQan and MoEDAL
MAPP-mQP detectors have been proposed to increase sensi-
tivity to milli-charged particles. Experiments at e+e− collid-
ers provide a complementary sensitivity to searches for FIPs
at the LHC, especially in the very low-mass regime.
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2 Feebly-interacting vector particles as mediators for
sub-GeV DM with thermal origin

2.1 Theory overview of DM models in the
(1 MeV–10 GeV) mass range

Author: Asher Joseph Berlin, <ajb643@nyu.edu>

2.1.1 Dark Matter Theory Overview

The theory space of DM is vast. Various attempts to pro-
vide some organizational guidance often categorize the land-
scape of theories according to: (1) particle content, (2) phe-
nomenological signatures, or (3) DM’s cosmological origin.
Although each has its merits, the last stands out as partic-
ularly compelling. This is because the most detailed under-
standing of DM arises from cosmological observations (its
precise abundance is inferred from the acoustic peaks in the
CMB angular anisotropies [260]). In organizing the theory
space around DM’s cosmological origin, we note that the
era in which the SM bath was in thermal equilibrium is well
understood in many respects. It is therefore natural to frame
our questions around whether or not DM was also part of
such a thermal bath.

An organizational flowchart, using cosmologically-based
questions as a guide, is shown in Fig. 6. Stepping through
from the top of the flowchart, if DM was in thermal equi-
librium with the SM bath at early times, thermodynamics
dictates that it possessed a large amount of thermal entropy.
DM could not have decoupled from the SM with the entirety
of this entropy, i.e., it is not a “hot relic” [261]. As a result, this
entropy was either transferred to other hidden sector degrees
of freedom or to the SM bath. Instead, if DM was never
in thermal contact with the SM at early times, its density
may have been set by initial conditions or ultra-weak contact
with thermalized particles. These possibilities encompass a
vast array of cosmologies. Of the various branches shown in
Fig. 6, in this section we will focus on cosmologies in which
DM directly transferred its thermal entropy to the SM, since
these are especially economical and predictive.

2.1.2 Cosmology

There is strong motivation to consider such models of “ther-
mal relics.” This class of cosmologies is minimal in the sense
that the evolution of the DM abundance has reduced sensitiv-
ity to initial cosmological conditions and it is directly related
to dynamics that are closely tied to the physics of the known
universe, such as BBN. In the minimal case that thermal
freeze-out occurs through DM annihilations directly into SM
species, matching to the observed energy density requires an
annihilation cross section of σv(T ∼ mDM) ∼ 1/(10 TeV)2

at temperatures comparable to the DM mass mDM, where v

is the relative DM velocity. As a result, thermal relics that
only couple to the SM through the electroweak force must
be heavier than the GeV-scale in order to not overclose the
universe, as required by perturbativity [263].

The possible mass range of thermal relic DM is much
wider than that typically considered for conventional WIMPs.
In fact, thermal DM that is neutral under the SM gauge groups
is generically viable down to MeV-scale masses, provided
that its interactions with the SM are mediated by a new force-
carrier parametrically lighter than the electroweak scale. This
lower mass boundary is motivated by the successful pre-
dictions of BBN and observations of the CMB [264–267],
although natural exceptions exist if the DM predominantly
couples to neutrinos [268–270]. In this sense, the cosmology
of sub-GeV thermal relics directly motivates the considera-
tion of new light mediators.

The paradigm of thermal freeze-out does much more
than simply motivate the presence of light mediators, it
explains why we haven’t yet detected such new forces. For
instance, if the DM-mediator couplings are O(1), then ther-
mal freeze-out motivates SM-mediator couplings of size
∼ 10−5 × (mforce/mDM)2 (mDM/100 MeV), where mforce

is the mediator mass. The existence of new light forces that
couple to the SM at the 10−5 level has not yet been definitely
tested, but the discovery prospects in upcoming terrestrial
experiments are promising in many scenarios.

Annihilations of thermal DM are typically no longer
able to significantly modify its cosmological abundance at
temperatures much below its mass. Regardless, annihila-
tions often do proceed at much later epochs, such as near
recombination (when the temperature of the universe was
T ∼ eV). For annihilations into electromagnetically-coupled
particles, measurements of the CMB constrain the quantity
σv(T ∼ eV)/mDM, such that

σv(T ∼ eV ) � 10−3 × σv(T ∼ mDM) (mDM/100 MeV) ,

(32)

where σv(T ∼ mDM) ∼ 1/(10 TeV)2 is fixed by thermal
freeze-out. In other words, for small masses the annihilation
rate to visible final states must be considerably suppressed
compared to that near freeze-out.

Since Eq. (32) is a statement about the same process but at
parametrically different momentum transfers, an investiga-
tion of how easily this bound is satisfied requires specifying
concrete models and interaction structures. As a case exam-
ple, let’s consider scenarios in which DM annihilates directly
to the SM through the exchange of a spin-0 or spin-1 media-
tor. We can then categorize such toy-models by additionally
specifying the DM spin (0 or 1/2), leading to four distinct
interaction structures within this model subspace. As it turns
out, only one of these four possibilities (scalar DM coupled to
a scalar mediator) predicts an annihilation rate that is unsup-
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Fig. 6 Organizational flowchart of the DM theory space, adapted from Ref. [262]. DS is an abbreviation for a dark sector particle

pressed at late times [271]. The other interaction structures
naturally evade the bound of Eq. (32) since they predict rates
that are parametrically smaller near recombination due to the
small late-time DM velocity (v � 1), a suppression that is
alleviated near freeze-out when v ∼ O(1).

2.1.3 A concrete model

We now turn to discussing a concrete example of such mod-
els. It is important to stress from the beginning that although
the model presented below is simple in its particle content
and interaction structure, this does not imply that it is a sim-
plified version of a necessarily more involved framework.
As we will discuss, there exist both simple and theoretically
consistent models of thermal DM, thus giving a complete
answer to the question regarding its cosmological origin.

The most minimal and viable way that a new light force
can couple to the SM is through mixing with the photon.
This can be realized if a massive dark sector gauge boson A′
kinetically mixes with electromagnetism [22],

L ⊃ ε

2
F ′

μνF
μν +1

2
m2

A′ A′
μA

′μ + e Aμ J μ
em

+eD A′
μ J ′μ . (33)

In Eq. (33), ε is the kinetic mixing parameter, A′
μ is the dark

photon field associated with a broken U (1)D symmetry, Aμ

is the SM photon, F ′
μν and Fμν are the dark photon and elec-

tromagnetic field-strengths, J ′μ and J μ
em are the dark and

electromagnetic currents, eD and e are the dark and elec-
tromagnetic gauge couplings, and mA′ is the dark photon
mass. Through the mixing term, SM particles of electromag-
netic charge eq acquire a millicharge under U (1)D given by
ε × eq. The natural size of ε is 10−3 (10−6) if it is gener-
ated radiatively at one (two) loop(s) by any particles charged
under both electromagnetism and U (1)D . Importantly, such
small mixing parameters are consistent with small dark sector
mass scales in theoretical constructions where electroweak
symmetry breaking triggers U (1)D breaking at the scale
∼ ε × TeV ∼ MeV − GeV [272].

If the constituent of DM is a particle χ that is directly
charged underU (1)D andmA′ � mχ , then annihilations into
pairs of dark photons is kinematically suppressed, and instead
thermal freeze-out proceeds through direct annihilations into
electromagnetically-charged SM states. For mA′ � few ×
mχ , the annihilation rate near freeze-out is proportional to
σv ∝ αem y/m2

χ where

y ≡ ε2 αD (mχ/mA′)4 , (34)

and αD ≡ e2
D/4π [273]. In this case, the abundance of χ

is consistent with the observed DM energy density provided
that

y ∼ 10−10 ×
( mχ

100 MeV

)2
. (35)

Although this cosmologically-motivated range for y is inde-
pendent of mA′/mχ in the limit that mA′/mχ � few,
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DM observables at low-energy accelerators scale with mχ ,
mA′ , and αD differently, depending on the relative hierarchy
between the collisional center of mass energy and mA′ [274].
As a result, when presenting existing or projected sensitivi-
ties to these models in the y−mχ plane, αD and mA′/mχ are
often fixed to the representative choices αD = 0.5 (αD = 0.1
is also commonly used) andmA′/mχ = 3. The motivation for
this particular choice of parameters arises from the fact that
large αD weakens existing constraints on the cosmologically-
motivated regions of parameter space, while mA′ � mχ

maintains the predictive structure of Eq. (34). For investiga-
tions that explore the consequences of relaxing these standard
assumptions, see the discussion in, e.g. Refs. [262,274].

The sections below are dedicated to various experimen-
tal signatures of these models, with a particular emphasis
on the ability of upcoming experiments to test the regions
of parameter space that are relevant for thermal DM. Simi-
lar to the organizational structure of the theory landscape in
Fig. 6, it is also useful to provide a simple categorization of
experimental signals, using DM’s cosmological origin as a
guide. As discussed above, cosmologies in which DM is a
thermal relic that freezes-out through direct annihilations to
the SM are especially interesting, since they are predictive in
regards to the DM–SM interaction strength. However, such
statements can only be made about the nature of DM–SM
interactions at momentum-transfers comparable to the DM
mass, q ∼ mDM, since this scale is parametrically tied to the
temperature at freeze-out. To meaningfully compare differ-
ent DM search strategies, it is therefore useful to compare
the momentum scales probed by experiments to those that
are relevant in the early universe.

Accelerator searches for thermal DM are less sensitive
to model variations (provided the model parameters remain
consistent with standard thermal freeze-out). This is because
accelerator production of DM is a probe of the interaction
structure at momentum transfers q � mDM. As a result, such
signatures are robust tests within a regime of momentum
transfer that is directly dictated by the thermal cosmology. It
is useful to contrast this to the situation for direct detection
experiments. In this case, DM scattering is dictated by the
small characteristic velocity in the galactic halo (v ∼ 10−3),
such that q � mDM. Such experiments therefore probe the
same couplings relevant for thermal freeze-out but in a para-
metrically different regime of momentum transfer. In this
case, it is not surprising to note that slight variations to the
interaction structure, although of little consequence to freeze-
out, can lead to parametric suppressions (or enhancements)
at low momentum transfer. This closely parallels our previ-
ous discussion regarding the suppression in the annihilation
rate near the time of recombination.

2.2 Status and prospects of DM direct detection
experiments in the (1 MeV–10 GeV) mass range

Author: Susana Cebrian, <scebrian@unizar.es>

2.2.1 Introduction

Different experimental approaches are followed for the direct
detection of the dark matter (DM) particles which can be
pervading the galactic halo [275].

The direct detection has been typically focused on the elas-
tic scattering off target nuclei of Weakly Interacting Massive
Particles (WIMPs), either spin independent (SI) or dependent
(SD); it is challenging as it is a rare signal, concentrated at
very low energies with a continuum energy spectrum entan-
gled with background. Therefore, ultra low background con-
ditions and very low energy threshold are a must and the
identification of distinctive signatures, like the annual mod-
ulation of the interaction rates and the directionality of the
signal, would be extremely helpful to assign a DM origin
to a possible observation. To probe specifically DM candi-
dates with a mass below the GeV scale, lighter targets are
required (to keep the kinematic matching between nuclei and
DM particles), lower thresholds are necessary (to detect even
smaller signals) and different search channels are being con-
sidered. Light WIMPs cannot transfer sufficient momentum
to generate detectable nuclear recoils; therefore, absorption
or scattering off by nuclei (NR) or electrons (ER) are also
being investigated, which requires the development of new
technologies [4]. The proposed Migdal effect [276], where
the WIMP-nucleus interaction can lead to excitation or ion-
ization of the recoiling atoms, provides an additional signal
which indeed is larger for low mass DM. DM searches in the
low mass range will be discussed here (Sect. 2.2.2) together
with those of distinctive signatures (Sect. 2.2.3).

Figure 7 show the current bounds and future projections
for DM direct detection via SI elastic scattering off target
nuclei in the mass range (0.3–1000) GeV.

2.2.2 Search for low mass DM: experimental techniques

Different detection techniques are being used in the direct
detection of DM; the basics of each technique and the status
and latest results of main experiments implementing them
will be summarized here.

Bolometers In solid-state cryogenic detectors, phonons are
measured by the tiny temperature increase induced, which
requires operation at temperatures of tens of mK at most;
a simultaneous measurement of ionization or scintillation
allows discrimination of ER and NR. Very low mass crystals
have reached low thresholds even below 100 eVnr , and then,
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Fig. 7 Current bounds and future projections for DM direct detection via SI elastic scattering off target nuclei

this type of detectors are producing leading results in GeV
and sub-GeV regions.

EDELWEISS-III operated at the Laboratoire Souterrain
de Modane (LSM) in France 24 Ge bolometers (870 g each),
presenting very good results at 5–30 GeV and limits also on
Axion-Like Particles (ALPs) [277]. EDELWEISS is using
now much smaller Ge bolometers (33 g), having achieved
a 60 eV threshold, exploring DM masses down to 45 MeV
(considering the Migdal effect) and electron interactions and
dark photons [278,279].

SuperCDMS operated Ge and Si bolometers of hundreds
of grams at the Soudan Underground Laboratory in US.
A 70 eV threshold was achieved exploiting the Neganov–
Trofimov–Luke (NTL) effect at high bias voltage (HV) to
convert charge into heat; results down to 1.5 GeV were
presented from different analyses [280,281]. Very small Si
detectors (0.93 and 10.6 g) have been recently operated on
surface considering nucleon and electron scattering and dark
photons [282,283]. The operation of SuperCDMS at SNO-
LAB in Canada with different types of Ge and Si detectors
(up to ∼30 kg) is expected to start in mid-2021.

CRESST-III is operating at Laboratori Nazionali del Gran
Sasso (LNGS) in Italy 10 CaWO4 scintillating bolometers
(24 g each), after using larger crystals too in CRESST-
II [284]. A 30 eV threshold has been achieved, producing

the best limits for WIMP-nucleus SI interaction down to
160 MeV [285] and also for SD scattering (neutron-only
case) [286]. The use of up to 100 crystals is foreseen, with
the goal of lowering the threshold to 10 eV.

Liquid Xe and Ar detectors Noble gases like Xe or Ar
scintillate and can be ionized. In liquid state, they can form
massive DM targets, which have produced leading results
in the high mass range from a few GeV to TeV. A dual-
phase detector is a TPC which can measure both the primary
scintillation (S1) and the secondary scintillation from drifted
electrons (S2); the ratio of these signals allows to distinguish
ER and NR, with an energy threshold at the level of 1 keVee.7

Three Xe-based experiments have released over the last
years the strongest constraints on WIMP-nucleus interaction
above 6 GeV: XENON1T at LNGS [287], LUX at the San-
ford Underground Research Facility (SURF) in US [288] and
PANDAX-II at Jinping Underground Laboratory in China
[289,290]. Considering only the S2 signal, above 0.4 keVee,
XENON1T has also derived results for electron scattering
[291]. Searches for light DM, considering the Migdal effect
and Bremsstrahlung looking for ER, have been performed
by XENON1T [292] and LUX [293]. Many different DM
models have been considered in the analyses (inelastic scat-

7 Electron-equivalent energy.
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tering, effective interactions, bosonic Super-WIMPs, light
mediators, dark photons . . . ); axions have been proposed as
an explanation of the excess of ER observed by XENON1T
[108]. Extensions of these experiments with several tonnes
of active mass are being built or commissioned for operation
over the next five years: XENONnT at LNGS, LUX-ZEPLIN
(LZ) at SURF and PANDAX-4T at Jinping. In a longer term,
the DARWIN observatory is expected to start at the end of
the decade using 40 tonnes.

In Ar-based detectors, the different scintillation pulse
shape of ER and NR provides a very efficient discrimination
method. DEAP-3600 is a single-phase detector operated at
SNOLAB that has shown an outstanding background rejec-
tion factor [294]. DarkSide-50, at LNGS, has used a dual-
phase detector filled with underground Ar having a reduced
(by a factor ∼1400) 39Ar content [295]; a low mass DM
search, detecting S2 only with a 100 eVee threshold, pro-
duced leading sensitivity at 1.8–3.5 GeV [296] and results on
electron scattering [297]. The Global Argon DM Collabora-
tion (GADMC) has been formed to work on the procurement
of underground Ar from the Urania and Aria facilities in Col-
orado (US) and Sardinia (Itay), respectively, and to develop
SiPMs. The DarkSide-20k project at LNGS will be the first
step, with a smaller version using a 1 tonne target optimized
for low mass DM searches (DarkSide-LowMass). For the
end of the decade, the ARGO detector, with 300 tonnes at
SNOLAB, is foreseen.

Ionisation detectors Purely ionization detectors, based on
semiconductors or gas chambers, are producing also very
interesting results in the search for low mass DM.

Point-Contact Ge detectors can reach sub-keV thresholds
thanks to a very small capacitance in combination with a
large target mass, as shown by CoGENT [298]. Detectors
with a mass of ∼1 kg each and a threshold of 160 eVee

are being operated at Jinping; CDEX-1, with one detector,
set constraints on WIMP-nucleon SI and SD couplings and
including the Migdal effect [299]. CDEX-10, using a 10 kg
detector array immersed in liquid N2 has already presented
results [300] and larger set-ups are in preparation.

Silicon charge-coupled devices (CCDs) offer 3D position
reconstruction and effective particle identification for back-
ground rejection. DAMIC, operating 7 CCDs (6 g each) at
SNOLAB with a threshold 50 eVee has presented results on
electron scattering and hidden photon DM [301,302] and on
nucleon scattering [303]. The commissioning of DAMIC-
M, at LSM, is foreseen for 2023 using 50 larger CCDs
with Skipper readout, where the multiple measurement of
the pixel charge allows to reduce noise and achieve single
electron counting with high resolution. This technology is
already being used in the SENSEI experiment; small proto-
types (0.0947 and 2 g) have been operated at Fermilab, setting
leading constraints on electron scattering and hidden-sector

candidates [304,305]. SENSEI plans to install a 100-g detec-
tor at SNOLAB.

A Spherical Proportional Counter is able to achieve very
low threshold thanks to a very low capacitance. The SEDINE
detector filled with Ne-CH4 reached a 50 eVee threshold at
LSM [306]. NEWS-G is installing a larger sphere at SNO-
LAB, after taking commissioning data with CH4 at LSM.
Other gas detectors are being considered, like a high pressure
TPC equipped with Micromegas readouts in the TREX-DM
experiment being commissioned at LSC [307].

Bubble chambers Bubble chamber use target liquids in
metastable superheated state; sufficiently dense energy depo-
sitions start the formation of bubbles, read by cameras.
Although no direct measurement of the recoil energy is
obtained, they are almost immune to ER background sources
and, as most of the considered targets contain 19F, they offer
the highest sensitivity to SD proton couplings. PICO has
operated a series of bubble chambers at SNOLAB. PICO-
60, with a 2.45 keVnr threshold, released the best SD limits
[308], PICO-40L is already taking commissioning data while
preparation of PICO-500 is ongoing.

In summary, for SI WIMP-nucleon cross section, above
10 GeV the best limits come presently from XENON1T but
at lower mass results from different technologies, including
liquid Xe and Ar detectors, bolometers and ionization detec-
tors, must be considered. The huge projects like DARWIN
and ARGO are expected to reach the neutrino floor. For SD
interactions, also different experiments using several targets
are giving the best limits at different mass ranges when con-
sidering both proton and neutron-only interactions. Concern-
ing WIMP-electron scattering, SENSEI and XENON have
presented the lowest limits for the interaction cross section
below and above ∼10 MeV, respectively.

2.2.3 Searches for distinctive signatures

Annual modulation The movement of the Earth around the
Sun makes the relative velocity between DM particles and
the detector change in time, producing an annual modulation
in the expected DM interaction rate with well-defined fea-
tures [309]. The DAMA/LIBRA experiment, using 250 kg
of NaI(Tl) scintillators at LNGS, has observed a modula-
tion with all the proper features at 12.9σ C.L. over 20 years
and model-dependent corollary analyses have been carried
out [310]. No annual modulation signal has been found
with different targets like Xe [311–313] or Ge [314] and
the exclusion results obtained are in tension when inter-
preting the DAMA/LIBRA anual modulation as DM even
assuming different halo or interaction models. Therefore,
several projects are attempting a model-independent proof
or disproof with the same NaI(Tl) target. COSINE-100 and
ANAIS-112 are both taking data with ∼100 kg of NaI(Tl)
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in the Yangyang Underground Laboratory in South Korea
and at LSC, respectively; COSINE has presented a limit
for SI cross sections [315] and the first annual modulation
analysis is compatible with both null hypothesis and the
DAMA/LIBRA signal [316]. From the analysis of 3 years
data of ANAIS, the deduced modulation amplitude is incom-
patible with DAMA/LIBRA results at 2.6 (3.3) σ for the 2–6
(1–6) keVee region [317,318]. COSINUS is developing at
LNGS NaI scintillating bolometers with capability to dis-
criminate ER and NR [319] and SABRE is working on more
ultrapure crystals to operate twin detectors in northern and
southern hemispheres at LNGS and in Australia [320].

Directionality The average direction of the DM particles
moving through the solar system comes from the constel-
lation of Cygnus, as the Sun is moving around the Galac-
tic center. A measurement of the direction of NR tracks
could be used to distinguish a DM signal from background
events (expected to be uniformly distributed) [321–323].
Track reconstruction is challenging as they are very short
(∼1 mm in gas, ∼0.1 μm in solids) for keV scale NR. The
identification of at least a head-tail asymmetry would be use-
ful. Low pressure gas targets in TPCs with different amplifi-
cation devices and readouts (Multi-wire proportional cham-
bers (MWPC), Micro pattern gaseous detectors (MPGDs),
optical readouts) [324] together with nuclear emulsions are
being considered as directional DM detectors. Gas detectors
are mostly based on mixtures with 19F. DRIFT used MWPC
at the Boulby Underground Laboratory in UK [325]; MIMAC
is using Micromegas at LSM [326]; NEWAGE develops a
micro-pixel chamber (μ-PIC) at Kamioka in Japan [327];
and DMTPC is working on optical readouts at the WIPP
facility in US [328]. These experiments have measured direc-
tional NR, confirmed the head-tail effect and set limits for
SD WIMP–proton interaction. A proto-collaboration, named
CYGNUS [329], has been formed to develop a multi-site,
multi-target observatory of DM with directionality; first pro-
totypes are already in operation. Regarding nuclear emul-
sions, the NEWS-dm project [330] is working on a 10 g pro-
totype at LNGS after showing excellent spatial resolution.

2.2.4 Summary and outlook

Focused on the detection of smaller and smaller energy depo-
sitions and on the background suppression, advanced detec-
tors based on recently developed technologies have been
proposed or are at R&D phase using, for instance: scin-
tillating bubble chambers [331]; superfluid helium [332];
supercooled water [333]; diamond detectors [334]; or paleo-
detectors [335]. Specific ideas are being considered also to
obtain the recoil direction, based on columnar recombination,
anisotropic scintillators, crystal defect spectroscopy [336] or
planar targets like graphene [337].

Presently, the best limits from the direct detection of low
mass DM, on cross sections for SD and SI interactions with
nuclei and for electron scattering, come from several exper-
iments based on very different detection techniques: cryo-
genic detectors, liquid noble detectors operated for charge
collection only, purely ionization detectors and bubble cham-
bers. The use of light targets, achieving extremely low energy
thresholds and/or searching for different interaction chan-
nels are the strategies followed and new detection technolo-
gies are in development. The proposed Migdal effect helps
to enhance sensitivity particularly for low mass DM. Con-
cerning the identification of distinctive signatures of DM,
important results (even if still with low significance) from
NaI(Tl) experiments have been presented to solve the long
standing conundrum of the DAMA/LIBRA annual modula-
tion result; work for the construction of a directional DM
detector is underway, considering low-pressure TPCs and
nuclear emulsions.

2.3 Searches for light DM and vector mediators at FASER,
CODEX-b, MATHUSLA, SHiP

Author: Jakob Salfeld-Nebgen, <jakob.salfeld@cern.ch>

2.3.1 Introduction and model

As a minimal extension of the Standard Model of particle
physics (SM) the vector portal is very well motivated and
resembles one of the four gauge and Lorentz invariant portals
into the Dark Sector [3,6,22,338]. Assuming an additional
broken UX (1) gauge symmetry one can in general extent the
SM Lagrangian with additional operators

L = LSM + LDS + 1

2
m2

X X
μXμ − gX j Xμ Xμ

− ε

2cosθW
BμνX

μν. (36)

The kinetic mixing term of the U (1)X gauge field-strength
tensor Xμν and the SM hypercharge field-strength tensor
Bμν is parametrised by the kinetic mixing parameter ε and
describes the coupling of SM particles with hypercharge to
the new vector mediator. In its minimal version, the new
model has only two parameters (mX , ε) and is often referred
to as Dark Photon model and the decay width (and lifetime)
is proportional to ε2. Possibly flavour dependent couplings
of the new vector mediator gX can arise in case one of the
global SM symmetries, such as U (1)Li−L j or U (1)B−L , as
studied in e.g. [339], are gauged.

An independent Dark Sector Lagrangian LDS describes
the dynamics in the Dark Sector with possible coupling of
the new vector boson X to the Dark Sector particle content.
In its minimal form one can assume a dark fermion χ with
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dark vector mediator coupling aD and mass mχ :

LDS ⊃ χ̄(i /D − mχ )χ, (37)

with covariant derivative Dμ = ∂μ − iαDXμ. Another less
minimal example with phenomenological impact at colliders
is the inelastic dark matter model as discussed in [340–342]
with operator

LDS ⊃ iαDXμχ̄1γ
μχ2, (38)

where χi denote the two almost mass degenerate states of
Dark Matter particles.

Finally, a mass term with vector mediator mass parameter
mX can be generated for example via a spontaneous sym-
metry breaking mechanism of the U (1)X gauge symmetry.
In case of the latter, a dark Higgs boson S can give rise to
additional production mechanisms for a dark vector mediator
at high-energy colliders via its mixing κ with the SM Higgs
field, as discussed in e.g. [343]. The relevant operators in the
Lagrangian are then:

L ⊃ |DμS|2 − κ|S|2|H |2, (39)

and dark photons from decays of dark Higgs bosons can still
be observed even for very small kinetic mixing parameter for
suitably high κ .

2.3.2 The MATHUSLA, CODEX-b, FASER, and SHiP
experiments

The MATHUSLA [48,344,345], CODEX-b [243], FASER
[244,346,347] and SHiP [197] experiments are new detec-
tors proposed to exploit the full physics potential of the
LHC and CERN North area accelerator complex. The search
for feebly interacting particles motivates dedicated detec-
tors significantly displaced from the interaction points and
highly shielded from irreducible radiation and background
processes. The detectors vary in their location and pseudo-
rapidity coverage which specifies the detector designs (for
details see the please respective citations). Table 3 compares
some of the characteristics of the four experiments. While the
SHiP experiment is a fixed-target experiment using the SPS
proton beam of 400 GeV (0.028 TeV centre-of-mass energy),
the MATHUSLA, CODEX-b and FASER experiments make
use of particle production in

√
s = 14 TeV pp collisions at

the IP5, IP8 and IP1, respectively (see also Sect. 1.6).
MATHUSLA and CODEX-b, being located at more cen-

tral pseudorapidities (|η| < 1.5), are of significant size to
achieve good acceptance. CODEX-b is located closer to the
IP than MATHUSLA and achieves good sensitivity for par-
ticle decays with significant lifetime for a O(100) times
smaller detector size. FASER and SHiP are both primarily
targeting low mass vector mediators. While SHiP is expected
to have excellent sensitivity to a full suite of long-lived parti-

cles, good sensitivity can already be achieved with 105 times
smaller detector such as FASER.

The FASER detector is located about 480 m away from
IP1 and centered around the tangential extrapolation of the
beam-axis at IP1. As such it can benefit from the highly
collimated beam of mesons produced along the beam-axis
and the decay volume can be small, 1.5 m in length and
0.2 ×0.2 m2 in transverse dimensions. The detector features
3 tracking stations interleaved with 3 magnets of 0.55 T field-
strength to bend the charged particle tracks, and followed by
a calorimeter for proper energy measurements. As of now all
detector components are assembled, fully commissioned and
final installation has started with full completion expected
before LHC Run-3.

2.3.3 Vector mediator production modes

For the framework mentioned in Sect. 2.4.1, there are mul-
tiple relevant production modes at the LHC providing sen-
sitivity with the proposed detectors. In its minimal version
with parameter space (mX , ε) and mX < mη,mπ0 , the vec-
tor mediator is produced via virtual photon conversion from
meson decays, π0 → γ + X or η → γ + X . Mesons with
momenta above 1 TeV are copiously produced at high pseu-
dorapidities at the LHC, motivating the location of detectors
in the far forward region of the LHC interaction points. In
this case, vector mediators with kinetic mixing parameter in
the range 10−6 < ε < 10−4 can travel O(100)m before
decaying into SM particles, see e.g. [347].

For masses mη,mπ0 � mX , vector mediators are pre-
dominantly produced from Bremsstrahlung via virtual pho-
ton exchange, pp → pp + X , or hard scattering process,
via e.g. quark anti-quark annihilation qq̄ → X or t-channel
quark exchange qg → q + X . Proton parton distribution
functions for small x and Q2 exhibit significant theoretical
uncertainties and are experimentally insufficiently measured,
hence predictions for hard scattering production rates for
large pseudorapidities at the LHC are difficult. For fixed-
target experiments such as SHiP, however, vector media-
tor production via parton interactions can be well predicted
[348].

For |η| � 5, mX ≈ O(1) GeV and HL–LHC integrated
luminosities of O(1) ab−1 the expected number of vector
mediators produced at the LHC via hard scattering is too low
to observe a potential decay significantly displaced (O(10)

μm) from the pp interaction point.
However, in case the vector mediator mass is generated

via Higgs mechanism the production through the scalar portal
opens new discovery possibilities for sufficiently large mix-
ing parameter κ (c.f. Eq. 39). The ATLAS and CMS collabo-
rations are expected to measure the Higgs total decay width
only with up to O(1)% precision at the HL-LHC [349], and
hence significant branching ratios into beyond the standard
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Table 3 Comparison of some of the characteristics of the four experi-
ments. The pseudorapidity range for SHiP is omitted because it is a fixed
target experiment and the decay volume is roughly computed based on

the information given in [48,197,243,346]. The distance and location
of the detectors defines their acceptance to different vector mediator
production modes

Experiment
√
s (TeV) η–range IP-distance (m) Decay volume m3

FASER 14 >9 480 0.06

CODEX-b 14 0.13–0.54 25 1 k

MATHUSLA 14 0.9–1.5 ≈ 150 800 k

SHiP 0.028 – 70 10 k

model particles remain non-excluded. In particular, detec-
tors positioned centrally (|η| � 2) and distant with respect to
the interaction point can observe enough events to discover
vector mediators produced via decays of dark Higgs bosons
[48,243,343]. The inelastic dark matter model can result in
additional sensitivity to new vector mediators from χ2 decays
(χ2 → χ1X , c.f. Eq. 38) which are in turn produced in pp
collisions at the interaction point for example via dark photon
decay [340].

Secondary production modes of vector mediators at the
LHC can increase the sensitivity in certain non-minimal
extensions of the vector mediator model and are discussed
in e.g. [350]. In case of a secluded dark Higgs model with
mS < mX and κ < 10−6 dark Higgs boson scatterings off
nuclei via t-channel vector mediator exchange can result in
additional vector mediator production. Similarly, in case of
the inelastic dark matter model up-scatterings of χ1 to χ2 via
vector mediator interactions with nuclei can result in addi-
tional vector mediator production from subsequent decays
χ2 → χ1X . Finally, Dark bremsstrahlung from Dark Mat-
ter particles traversing dense material provide an additional
source for vector mediator production.

2.3.4 Sensitivity within a minimal vector model

All four detectors exploit visible decays of the vector media-
tor and are hence sensitive to vector mediator masses above
1 MeV (twice the electron mass). Only FASER and SHiP are
expected to be sensitive to vector mediator production in the
minimal Dark Photon model. For only O(10)μm displace-
ment and dark photon masses at about 5 GeV, kinetic mixing
parameter values ε < 10−5 would be needed, resulting in too
low production rates via hard scattering for centrally located
detectors.

With copious production of π0/η-mesons in direction of
the SHiP and FASER decay volumes, these detectors will
be able to probe so far non-excluded parameter space. The
sensitivity is shown in Fig. 17 assuming 150 fb−1 of pp
collisions for the FASER and 1020 protons on target for the
SHiP experiments. The expected sensitivity and yield for the
FASER experiment subdivided into Dark Photon production
mode is shown in Fig. 8. The leading contribution in the pro-

Fig. 8 Sensitivity for a FASER-like detector subdivided into produc-
tion modes via π0/η-mesons decays and Bremsstrahlung [346]. The
grey area indicates the parameter space already excluded by previous
searches

duction cross section times branching ratio at ε above 10−4

is roughly σ A ∝ e−m2ε2
, resulting in exponential increase

for decreasing kinetic mixing parameter due to the accep-
tance of the FASER experiment [346]. The production cross
section times branching ratio then decreases according to
σ A ∝ m2ε4 for ε below roughly 10−4, which leads to the
distinct shape in parameter space coverage.

2.3.5 Sensitivity within non-minimal vector models

The sensitivity of the proposed MATHUSLA and CODEX-
b experiments to vector mediators from decays of dark
Higgs bosons is shown in Fig. 9. Also shown are possible
sensitivities of searches performed with the ATLAS detec-
tor. Detectors such as FASER and SHiP have no sensitiv-
ity to this production mode due to the low Higgs boson
production rate at high pseudorapidities and low center of
mass energy, respectively. Due to the distant placement and
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highly shielded detector environments the MATHUSLA and
CODEX-b experiments can extent the sensitivity reach up
to vector mediator decay lengths of O(1) km and O(10) m
at BR(H → XX) = 0.06, respectively, where the decay of
X to SM particles is set to be 100%. Likewise, on the right
in Fig. 9 the lifetime is converted to values of kinetic mix-
ing parameter ε for different Higgs branching fractions in
case of the MATHUSLA experiment. In this model, MATH-
USLA would be able to probe kinetic mixing parameter
values as low as about ε = 10−10 at mX = 10 GeV
and BR(H → XX) = 0.10. Different contours and the
numbers indicate the coverage for different exponents for
BR(H → XX), relating the parameter space to different
scenarios of measurements of the Higgs total decay width.

In principle, all of the four experiments have additional
sensitivity in case further assumptions about the Dark Sec-
tor are made, as can be seen in Fig. 10. A light dark matter
particle (mχ = 1 GeV) produced at the IP can radiate off
the vector mediator away from the IP according to the dark
coupling constant αD . This way, in particular with FASER
and SHiP, larger kinetic mixing parameters can be probed for
small mX when compared to the production mode via meson
decays dominant in the minimal model. In this case, FASER
can probe yet non-excluded phase space formX < 0.05 GeV
and 10−4 < ε < 10−3. In the inelastic dark matter model in
particular large vector mediator masses can be probed also
with a forward detector such as FASER. Sensitivity lines
are shown in Fig. 10 right, with mX

mχ1
= 3, αD = 0.1 and

mχ2 − mχ1 = 0.03. Assuming the main production mode
X → χ1χ2 the FASER detector reaches good sensitivity
in the (mX , ε) plane for large kinematic mixing parameter,
due the acceptance favouring χ2 production with large boost.
MATHUSLA and CODEX-b have qualitatively similar phase
space coverage. However, MATHUSLA has better reach due
to its increased acceptance. For these centrally located detec-
tors, the on average smaller transverse boost leads to sensitiv-
ity to mostly smaller kinetic mixing parameter, or likewise,
small mass splitting Δ.

2.4 Searches for light DM and vector mediators at NA62,
NA64, MESA, PADME

Author: Sergei Gninenko, <sergei.gninenko@cern.ch>

2.4.1 Introduction

Despite the intensive experimental searches dark matter
(DM) still is a great puzzle. The difficulty so far is that DM
can be probed only through its gravitational interaction with
visible matter (VM). An exciting possibility is that in addition
to gravity, a new interaction between DM and VM through a
vector portal might exists. The new force could be transmit-

ted by a new gauge boson, A′ , called dark photon. The A′
couples to the standard model (SM) via kinetic mixing with
the SM photon, described by the term ε

2 F
′
μνF

μν and param-
eterized by the mixing strength ε. The A′ could have a mass,
e.g. mA′ � 1 GeV, associated with the spontaneously broken
UD(1) gauge group, and a coupling eD of theU (1)D interac-
tions to the Dark scalars or fermions. The mixing term results
in the interaction Lint = εeA′

μ J
μ
em of A′s with the electro-

magnetic current Jμ
em with a mixing strength εe, where e is

the electromagnetic coupling and ε � 1.
Since there are no firm predictions for the A′, its experi-

mental searches have been performed over a wide range of
A′ masses and decay modes. If the A′ is the lightest state in
the dark sector, then it would decay mainly visibly, i.e., typi-
cally to SM leptons or hadrons which can be used to detect it.
Such dark photons in the mass region below a few GeV has
been mainly searched for in beam dump, fixed target, col-
lider and rare meson decay experiments, which already put
stringent limits on the mixing strength ε2 � 10−7. However,
in the presence of light dark states χ , in particular, DM with
the masses mχ < mA′/2, the A′ would predominantly decay
invisibly into those particles, i.e. Γ (A′ → χ̄χ)/Γtot  1,
provided that coupling gD > εe. Various dark sector mod-
els motivate sub-GeV scalar and Majorana or pseudo-Dirac
fermion DM coupled to dark photons [4,6,262].

To interpret the observed abundance of thermal relic den-
sity, the requirement of the thermal freeze-out of DM anni-
hilation into visible matter through γ − A′ kinetic mixing
allows one to derive a relation among the parameters

αD  0.02 f
(10−3

ε

)2( mA′

100 MeV

)4(10 MeV

mχ

)2
(40)

where αD = e2
D/4π , f � 10 for a scalar [200], and f � 1

for a fermion [352]. This prediction combined with the fact
that the intrinsic scale of the dark sector could be smaller
than, or comparable to, that of the visible sector, provide an
important target for the (ε, mA′ ) parameter space that can be
probed at energies currently attainable at the current CERN
SPS and other facilities. This has motivated a worldwide
experimental and theoretical effort towards dark forces and
other portals between the visible and dark sectors, see Refs.
[3,4,143,353] for a review.

If such A′ exists, many crucial questions about its mass
scale, coupling constants, decay modes, etc. arise. One pos-
sible way to answer these questions, is to search for the
invisible A′ decays in high-intensity accelerator experiments.
The A′s could be produced in a beam dump and gener-
ate a flux of DM particles through their decays, which can
be detected through the scattering off electrons in a detec-
tor target. In this case, the signal event rate in the detector
scales as ε2y ∝ ε4αD , where the parameter y is defined as

y = ε2αD

(
mχ

mA′

)4
. If the A′ is the lightest state in the dark
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Fig. 9 Left: sensitivity for CODEX-b and MATHUSLA for vector
mediators from BR(H → XX) decays as a function of decay length
[243]. Also shown are the sensitivities of the AL3X and ATLAS exper-
iments. Right: sensitivity of the MATHUSLA experiment for vector
mediators from BR(H → XX) in the (mX , ε) parameter plane. The

contours and numbers indicate the sensitivities for different exponents
for BR(H → XX). The grey area indicates the parameter space already
excluded by previous searches. [351]. Also shown is the expected sen-
sitivity for searches by the ATLAS Collaboration

Fig. 10 Left: sensitivity regions in the (mX , ε)-plane of FASER,
MATHUSLA and SHiP (filled areas with different colours) for vector-
mediator detection via Dark Bremsstrahlung production mode. Also
shown is the constraint from Cosmic Microwave Background mea-
surements [350]. Right: sensitivity lines in particular for CODEX-b,

FASER and MATHUSLA in the (mχ1 , ε) plane for vector mediators
from χ2 → χ1X decays in the inelastic dark matter model. Also shown
is the line indicating the correct relic abundance for the parameters
assumed [340]

sector, then it would decay mainly visibly to SM leptons or
hadrons.

Another approach, proposed in Refs. [354,355], is based
on the detection of the large missing energy, carried away by
the energetic A′ produced in the interactions of high-energy
electrons in the active beam dump target. The advantage of
this technique is that the sensitivity is proportional to the mix-
ing strength squared, ε2, associated with the A′ production

in the primary reaction and its subsequent prompt invisible
decay, while in the former case it is proportional to ε4αD , with
ε2 associated with the A′ production in the beam dump and
ε2αD coming from the χ particle interactions in the detec-
tor. The accessibility of ε, αD, y parameter space that could
explain the observed abundance of the thermal relic DM den-
sity at accelerator experiments, has motivated a worldwide
effort towards dark forces and other portals between the visi-
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ble and dark sectors; see Refs. [3,4,6,9,262,353] for a review.
Below we report new results and prospects on the search for
the A′ and light DM in the fixed-target experiment NA64,
NA62, MESA and PADME.

2.4.2 NA64

NA64 is specially designed as a hermetic general purpose
detector to search for dark sector physics in missing energy
events from high-energy electron and muon scattering off
nuclei in an active dump. The main aim of the NA64 exper-
iment (North Area experiment 64) at the CERN SPS is the
detection of Light Dark Matter (LDM) motivated by freeze-
out DM models. The method of the search can be illustrated
by considering, as an example, the search for the vector medi-
ator, e.g. the dark photon A′, of Dark Matter (χ ) produc-
tion in invisible decay mode, A′ → χχ [354,355]. If the
A′ exists it could be produced via the kinetic mixing with
bremsstrahlung photons in the reaction of high-energy elec-
trons absorbed in an active beam dump (target) and exhib-
ited itself as an event with a large missing energy due to
its prompt invisible decay into DM particles in a hermetic
detector [356,357].

NA64 exploits the high luminosity achievable at the
extracted 100 GeV e− beam serving the experiment to look
with high sensitivity to manifestations of the A′. The long
period (4.8 s long beam spills) over which the beam particles
arrive provides a relatively clean experimental environment
with acceptable rate of events overlapping in time (pile-up).
This allows the clean detection of events with large miss-
ing energy on an event-by-event basis. For the search of the
A′ → invisible decay mode, the NA64 experiment looks
for events where a 100 GeV electron with intensity up to
∼ 107 e− per SPS spill deposits less than about 50 GeV
in a hermetic electromagnetic (em) calorimeter served as an
active dump. The missing energy would be carried away by
the A′, and the occurrence of A′ → invisible decays would
appear as an excess of events with isolated single em showers
accompanied by a large missing energy above those expected
from standard e− interactions. NA64 aims for a single event
sensitivity of better than 10−12 per incoming electron (EOT).
Such sensitivity requires an extremely precise understanding
of the incoming beam, where contamination by other parti-
cles, such as pions, kaons, muons, and antiprotons, must be
controlled at the 10−6 level, whereas the typical hadron con-
tamination present in the beam can be at the  1% level. This
is achieved by analyzing the synchrotron radiation emitted
by the electrons in the beam, combined with precise tracking.

With small modifications to the setup, the NA64 experi-
ment will also search for the so-called visible decay mode
A′ → e+e− . As a first step, NA64 started a search for a
recently reported signal at 17 MeV mass in a 8Be anomaly
(see discussion below). For a second phase, searches with

other beam particles, such as pions or muons, are considered.
The experimental signature of events from the A′ → e+e−
decays is clean and they can be selected with small back-
ground due to the excellent capability of NA64 for the pre-
cise identification and measurements of the initial electron
state.

In the 2016-18 runs, the NA64 experiment has accumu-
lated about ∼ 3×1011 EOT and successfully performed sen-
sitive searches for LDM production mediated though the vec-
tor portal and other rare processes in missing energy events.
The combined 90% C.L. exclusion limits on the mixing ε as
a function of the A′ mass, calculated by taken into account
the expected backgrounds and estimated systematic errors,
can be seen in Fig. 11 (top left panel). The limits are obtained
with a full NA64 detector simulation [356] and by using the
A′ production cross section obtained with the exact tree-level
calculations [357]. The derived bounds are currently the best
for the mass range 0.001 � mA′ � 0.2 GeV [143].

Using constraints on the cross section of the DM annihi-
lation freeze-out and obtained limits on mixing strength, one
can derive constraints on the LDM models, which are shown
in the (y;mχ ) and (αD;mχ ) planes in Fig. 11, top right and
bottom left panels, respectively, for masses mχ � 1 GeV.
On the (y;mχ ) plot one can also see the favored y parameter
curves for scalar, pseudo-Dirac (with a small splitting) and
Majorana scenario of LDM obtained by taking into account
the observed relic DM density [262]. The limits on the vari-
able y are calculated under the convention αD = 0.1 and
mA′ = 3mχ [4,6] and shown also for comparison with
bounds from other experiments. One can see that using the
NA64 approach allows us to obtain more stringent bounds
on ε, y, αD for the mass range mχ � 0.1 GeV than the lim-
its obtained from the results of classical beam dump exper-
iments, thus, demonstrating its power for the dark matter
search. Further improving of the sensitivity is expected after
the NA64 detector upgrade.

Recently, the XENON1T collaboration has published new
results on the search for direct electron LDM scattering [291].
New bounds on elastic electron-LDM cross sections were
obtained for masses mχ ≥ 30 MeV. For the model with dark
photon mediator the use of XENON-1T results allows the
Collaboration to derive bound on ε2αD and cross-sections
of LDM scattering on electrons [291]. Using bounds on
the γ − A′ mixing strength obtained by NA64 [365] and
BaBar [360], allows us also to extract 90% CL upper lim-
its on cross-sections of LDM-electron scattering transmit-
ted by the dark-photon mediator A′ [364]. In Fig. 11 (bot-
tom right panel) the comparison of 90 % CL upper limits
on cross-sections of LDM-electron scattering calculated by
using NA64 and BaBar bounds and αD = 0.1, and the
XENON1T bounds [291] is shown. For mA′ ≤ 50 MeV
NA64 bounds are stronger than those from XENON-1T.
Note that for pseudo-Dirac fermions with not too small mass
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Fig. 11 The top left panel shows the NA64 90% CL exclusion regions
in the (mA′ , ε) plane. Constraints from the E787 and E949 [358,359],
BABAR [360] and recent NA62 [361] experiments, as well as the muon
αμ favored area are also shown. The top right panel presents limits in
the (y;mχ ) plane obtained for αD = 0.1 and mA′ = 3mχ . The favored
parameters to account for the observed relic DM density for the scalar,
pseudo-Dirac and Majorana type of light DM are shown as the lowest
solid line; see, e.g. [262]. The bottom left panel shows an example of the
NA64 constraints in the (αD ;mχ ) plane on Majorana DM. The limits
are shown in in comparison with bounds obtained in Refs. [3,4,352]

from the results of the BABAR [360], LSND [10,200], E137 [362],
and MiniBooNE [363] experiments. The bottom right panel shows the
comparison of 90% CL upper limits on LDM-electron scattering cross-
sections calculated in Ref. [364] by using NA64 [365] and BaBar [360]
constraints on kinetic-mixing with results from LDM direct searches by
XENON1T [291]. The blue curves are calculated for αD = 0.1, while
the dashed blue for αD = 0.5. The yellow curve shows XENON1T lim-
its obtained without considering signals with < 12 produced electrons
[291]

splitting δ = mχ2 −mχ1
mχ1

the reaction of χ2 electro-production

χ1 e → χ2 e for nonrelativistic LDM χ1 is prohibited due
to energy conservation law, while elastic χ1 e → χ1 e scat-
tering is absent at tree level. This fact extremely complicates
the direct LDM detection for pseudo-Dirac fermions.

The final results of the LDM analysis using the 2016–
2018 dataset presented the best exploration of the parame-
ter space for the sub-GeV DM as well as prospects for the
searching beyond LS2. NA64 also has sensitivity to vari-
ous other rare processes related to the observed experimen-
tal anomalies , as well as some hidden sector models. Below,

new results of a search for a new X17 boson from the the
8Be- 4He (ATOMKI) anomaly are presented. The ATOMKI
experiment of Krasznahorkay et al. [376] has reported the
observation of a 6.8 σ excess of events in the invariant mass
distributions of e+e− pairs produced in the nuclear transi-
tions of excited 8Be∗ to its ground state via internal pair cre-
ation. This observation has been recently confirmed by the
same group from the measurements with 4He nuclei [377].
The anomaly can be interpreted as the emission of a new
X17 boson with a mass of ∼17 MeV followed by its e+e−
decay. The X17 could be a scalar, pseudo-scalar, vector, or
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Fig. 12 The 90% CL exclusion areas in the (mX ; ε) plane from the
NA64 experiment (shaded blue area) using 2017 data only (dashed line)
and 2017–2018 data combined. For the mass of 16.7 MeV, the X − e−
coupling region excluded by NA64 is 1.2 × 10−4 < εe < 6.8 × 10−4.
The NA48 limits only apply to dark photons, but not the X boson because
differently from the dark photon it has nonuniversal couplings to u, d
quarks allowing to explain the anomaly [366]. The full allowed range of
εe for the X17 boson, 2×10−4 < εe < 1.3 × 10−3 is shown as a vertical
red bar. The constraints on the mixing strength from the experiments
E774 and E141 [367–369], BaBar [370], KLOE [371], HADES [372],
PHENIX [373], NA48 [374] and bounds from the electron anomalous
magnetic moment (g-2)2 see e.g. [375], are also shown

an axial-vector particle. Assuming that the X is a vector with
non-universal coupling to quarks, coupling to electrons is in
the range 2 × 10−4 � εe � 1.4 × 10−3 and the lifetime
10−14 � τX � 10−12 s [366]. The NA64 90% CL exclusion
limits on the mixing ε as a function of the A′ mass obtained
from the 2017–2018 search for the A′(X17) → ee decays by
using the A′(X17) production and subsequent decay in the
reaction e− + Z → e− + Z + A′(X17); A′(X17) → e+e−
are shown in Fig. 12 together with the current constraints
from other experiments. The NA64 results exclude the X17
as an explanation for the ATOMKI anomaly for the X17−e−
vector coupling εe � 6.8×10−4 and mass value of 16.7 MeV
[378], leaving the still unexplored region 6.8 ×10−4 � εe �
1.4 × 10−3 as quite an exciting prospect for future searches
[379].

New preliminary limits on the existence of a new light
Z ′ able to explain the XENON1T and KOTO anomalies and
new results on searching for ALP and scalar particles [380]
were also presented at the workshop but not reported in these
proceedings.

Although NA64 has already produced significant results
on FIPs physics, it has just begun to exploit physics potential
of the proposed experimental techniques. The experiment is
expected to continue in 2021 aiming to accumulate a few
1012 EOT before the CERN Long Shutdown Period 3 (LS3)
and to improve the sensitivity reaches.

2.4.3 NA62

The primary goal of the NA62 experiment at the CERN
SPS is to measure the “golden” rare decay modes is K+ →
π+νν, which has a SM branching ratio of (8.4±1.0)×10−11,
with a 10% accuracy, based on 100 events with very small
backgrounds. The NA62 detector took data in 2016-2018
runs resulting in observation of a few signal events. After the
LS2 the detector must be able to collect many kaon decays
and thus have very high rate capability as well as excel-
lent timing resolution to disentangle overlapping events that
are very close in time. Backgrounds from other decays are
rejected by a combination of severe kinematic cuts, combined
with particle identification of the kaons in the beam (about
6% of the beam) and of the outgoing pion. A very hermetic
and efficient veto system completes the setup.

The high rate capability and excellent resolution and parti-
cle identification allow, as a by-product, the measurement of
or search for many other rare decays, including the dark pho-
tons, axion-like particles, and heavy neutral lepton (HNL)
decays into SM lepton or hadron pairs. The NA62 limits
on the mixing ε derived from a search for A′ → invisible
decays by using the decay chain K+ → π+ + π0;π0 →
g + A′; A′ → invisible as a source of A′s, are shown in top
left panel of Fig. 11. The NA64 constraints currently surpass
the NA62 ones, however one should take into account that
the latter are obtained just with 1% of full available statis-
tics. Hence, further improvement by a factor about ∼10 can
be expected. Another important feature making the further
NA62 search interesting is that the experiment is also sensi-
tive to the A′ predominantly coupled to quarks, thus making
the search complementary to the NA64 one.

A special search for dark sector particles, by operating
the detector into beam dump mode, is also under consider-
ation. The idea is to move the Be target used for the K+
production away from the beam and to allow the 400-GeV
protons impinge directly on the two 1.6 m long, beam defin-
ing, Fe/Cu collimators (about 21 nuclear interaction lengths
when closed) located about 22 m downstream of the primary
Be target. The long (∼ 100 m) decay volume along with a
good particle ID system and a tracker with excellent track-
ing performance make NA62 an attractive and cost-effective
setup to probe new physics in the beam dump mode. A high-
sensitivity search of a wide spectrum of feebly-interacting
long-lived particles, including dark photons, scalars, ALPs,
HNLs, etc. just with about a few months of running, is
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Fig. 13 The projected sensitivities of MAGIX (left panel) and Dark-
MESA (right panel) for the searches for A′ → e+e− and A′ → invisible
decays, respectively, in the (ε;mA′ ) plane (adapted from [191] and
[188]). The yellow curves corresponds to the recent NA64 results of

Ref. [378] and Ref. [365], respectively. The not yet excluded parameter
space for the vector X17 boson from the ATOMKI anomaly is indicated
by the arrow

expected. The current sensitivity to such particles will be
significantly improved. Projected exclusion limits for visible
dark photon decays are shown in Fig. 17 of Sect. 2.6.

The current status of the experiment: NA62 plan to resume
data taking in 2021. The promising program of searching
FIPs in beam dump mode, including A′, is expected to start
before LS3. NA62-dump plan to take 3 months run in this
period.

2.4.4 MESA

MESA – the Mainz Energy-Recovering Superconducting
Accelerator – with its two experiments, MAGIX and Dark-
MESA, is a facility dedicated to dark sector physics currently
under development in Mainz [188].

The MAGIX (MESA Gas Internal target eXperiment)
experiment will exploit the high-current electron-beam on
internal targets at low energies (� 105 MeV, 1 mA). With its
magnetic spectrometer system and a novel windowless tar-
get, MAGIX will contribute to the experimental searches for
dark photons, by exploring the reaction eZ → eZ A′ for the
A′ production with the subsequent A′ → e+e− decay.

Another dark sector experiment DarkMESA plans to
utilise the high-power beam dump facility from the P2 exper-
iment. At MESA, in the EB (Extracted Beam) operation
(∼150 MeV, 150 μA) the beam electrons for the P2 experi-
ment scatter in a 60 cm long liquid hydrogen target, losing an
average energy of 17 MeV. The beam dump is 12 m behind

the target and in 10,000 h of operation time approximately
3 × 1022 electrons with a total charge of 5400 C will be
dumped. This is ideally suited for DarkMESA, which intends
to use the reaction eZ → eZ A′; A′ → χχ in the dump
for the production of a flux of DM χ particles, which can
be detected via its scattering off electron and protons of the
downstream calorimeters of their setup. The expected sensi-
tivity of these experiments, which are currently in preparation
for running in a few years, is shown in Fig.13.

2.4.5 PADME

PADME is a fixed target experiment at the Beam Test Facil-
ity of Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati designed to search for
both, A′ → e+e− and A′ → invisible decay modes of the A′
produced in e+e− annihilations by using a 550 MeV bunched
positron beam [381,382]. It is expected to be sensitive to the
mixing ε � 10−4 for the A′ masses mA′ � 24 MeV after
about one year of running. PADME plan to search for the A′
by using the missing mass technique in events accompanied
with only one photon in the final state. This technique has
the advantage to be not controversial, if a signal bump above
a continuous background of standard electromagnetic pro-
cesses is observed. An excellent missing mass resolution is
obtained with a BGO calorimeter, which is further improved
by using a narrow positron beam and an active target to deter-
mine the beam position bunch-by-bunch.
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Fig. 14 The projected sensitivities of PADME for the searches for
A′ → e+e− decays, respectively (adapted from [381]). The yellow
spot indicates the not yet excluded parameter space for the vector X17
boson from the ATOMKI anomaly

Another aspect of PADME is the use of a bunched positron
beam to increase the number of positron on target (POT)
and improve the sensitivity. This choice leads to an increase
of events occurring in the same positron bunch which must
be disentangled. The strategy to cope with pile-up events
foresees to use fast detectors, to veto on charged particles
and small angle photons, to digitize all detector waveforms,
by a powerful data acquisition, and to develop robust multi-
hit reconstruction algorithms.

The current status of the experiment: PADME is the first
experiment to search for a dark photon with the missing mass
technique and a pulsed positron beam. In the first data tak-
ing period from September 2018 to February 2019 about
7.5 × 1012 POT were collected with stable positrons beams
during the experiment commissioning runs. The next steps
are to finalize the detectors absolute calibration, to measure
bremsstrahlung and annihilation cross-sections with the col-
lected data, minimize the beam background, and, finally, to
collect up to about 1013 POT in the physics run in 2020 (Fig.
14).

In conclusion the NA62, NA64, MESA and PADME
experiments are complementary to each other providing a
remarkable sensitivity to the sub-GeV light dark matter
parameter space, including areas difficult to access by oth-
ers. They are also complementary to direct searches for DM,
and others at LHC and in astrophysics, can efficiently probe
large part of the remaining parameter space of sub-GeV LDM
model and variety of other models and experimental anoma-
lies.

2.5 Accelerator probes of milli-charged particles

Author: Yu-Dai Tsai, <yt444@cornell.edu>

2.5.1 Introduction

The study of the millicharged particle (MCP) is linked to
several fundamental mysteries in particle physics. To begin
with, it is connected to the test of the empirical electric
charge quantization [383] and the related theories [384–386].
It is also considered as a low-energy consequence of well-
motivated dark-sector models [22]. MCP is proposed as a
potential dark matter candidate [387–389], and has recently
been considered as a solution to the anomaly of 21 cm
absorption spectrum reported by the EDGES collaboration
[50,390–393].

We consider MCP, labelled χ , with electric charge Qχ

and define ε ≡ Qχ/e. This can arise if χ directly has a small
charge under standard model U (1) hypercharge, or if χ is
coupled to a massless kinetic mixing dark photon [22].

MCPs are heavily explored in terrestrial experiments, and
their signatures as dark matter is also studied in astrophys-
ical/cosmological observations [246,394–404]. Our focus
here is to briefly describe and classify the accelerator-based
probes. The MCPs are usually produced when the beam
collides with another beam or impacts a target. They can
be produced either directly, or through secondary mesons
decay. The experimental signature can be roughly classified
as tracking (dE/dx signature), hard scattering (to detect the
electron recoil), or missing momentum/energy. The electron-
scattering signatures have been one of the main focus to
study MCPs. When studying such signatures, since there is
a 1/E enhancement in the scattering cross-section (E here
is the electron-recoil energy), experiments with sensitivity to
low-energy recoil or scintillation are often preferred as MCP
probes [403].

2.5.2 Existing bounds and future projections

In the following paragraphs, we roughly classify the accel-
erator probes of MCPs.

Colliders Searches for MCPs at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) and the Tevatron have delivered the strongest con-
straints in the mass region above 100 MeV. These consist
of bounds from trident process searches, the invisible width
of the Z boson as well as direct searches for particles with
fractional charges at LEP [396] and low ionizing particles at
CMS [405,406], with focus on ±2e/3 and ±e/3 . In addition,
new sensitivity is achieved recently by milliQan (a proto-
type scintillator-based detector) for masses larger than a few
hundred MeV [247]. The proposed electron collider such as
Beijing Electron–Positron Collider [407] could also improve
the sensitivity to MCPs.

Proton fixed-target and neutrino experiments In the fixed-
target neutrino experiments category, the Liquid Scintilla-
tor Neutrino Detector (LSND) and MiniBooNE experiments
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Fig. 15 Expected 95% confidence level sensitivity to millicharged
particles shown in the plane of the fractional charge versus MCP
mass. Exclusions from direct searches including SLAC [395], Colliders
[396,401], CMS [405,406], MiniBooNE and LSND [403], ArgoNeuT
at Fermilab [409], recent search by milliQan at LHC [247], the diffuse
supernova neutrino background search in Super-K [411], as well as the
projections for milliQan HL-LHC [401] (dashed blue), FerMINI [404]
at DUNE (dashed pink), SUBMET [412] (dashed purple), and FOR-
MOSA [413] (dot-dashed red) are shown for comparison (see the text
for details)

are found to provide new constraints in certain MCP mass
windows, 5–35 MeV and 100–180 MeV respectively [408].
Using existing data from Liquid Argon detectors in neu-
trino beams at Fermilab, ArgoNeuT has also constrained
new regions of the MCP parameter space [409]. Sensitiv-
ity projections for MCPs over a range of masses 5 MeV
to 5 GeV has been analyzed recently [408], considering
the proposed upcoming neutrino experiments and proton
fixed-targets such as MicroBooNE, the Short-Baseline Neu-
trino Program (SBND) and the Deep Underground Neutrino
Experiment (DUNE) at Fermilab, as well as the Search for
Hidden Particles (SHiP) at CERN.

Lepton fixed-target experiments In the low-mass region,
the most sensitive constraints on MCPs were placed by elec-
tron fixed-target experiments, e.g. SLAC mQ experiment
[395] with the leading sensitivity for mMCP < 100 MeV.
Despite the mass reach limit due to the beam energy, further
sensitivity enhancement to MCP coupling can be reached by
future electron beam dump facilities using missing energy
and momentum techniques, e.g. LDMX [262] and NA64μ

[410] with 1016 electron-on-target and 5 × 1013 muon-on-
target, respectively.

milliQan/FerMINI: dedicated detectors Dedicated MCP
detectors were proposed at the LHC, proton fixed-target,
and neutrino experiments, e.g. milliQan [246] and FerMINI
[404]. The detectors consist of layers of scintillator arrays,
where MCPs traversing the scintillators would produce a few
photo-electrons in each layer. The idea is to use the multiple-
coincidence scintillation as an experimental signature within

Fig. 16 Shaded areas (in gray) are the existing bounds excluded by dif-
ferent source mentioned in the text. The projected sensitivities including
FerMINI [404] at DUNE, FORMOSA [413], milliQan HL-LHC [401],
NA64μ [410] with 5×1013 muon-on-target at CERN and LDMX [262]
with 1016 electron-on-target are shown by dashed curves for compari-
son. The reach of neutrino experiments such as μBooNE, SBND, SHIP
are taken from [408], and DUNE is taken from [415]

a short time window. The milliQan detector is located in
the transverse region with respect to the LHC beam-line.
The milliQan demonstrator, benefiting from the high beam
energy of the LHC, could deliver sensitivity for the high
mass region. Recently, new sensitivity has been achieved by
milliQan demonstrator for masses larger than a few hundred
MeV [247].

The FerMINI detector consists of a milliQan-type detec-
tor and is located downstream of the proton target of a neu-
trino experiment. Impressive sensitivity to ε below 10−3 and
up to about mχ ∼ 5 GeV could be provided by FerMINI
proposal due to the higher flux of MCP produced in the
high-luminosity proton beam on targets. SUBMET is also
proposed at the J-PARC proton fixed-target facilities hav-
ing a similar sensitivity as FerMINI for masses below 1 GeV
[412]. As another example of dedicated detectors, MAPP is a
new MoEDAL sub-detector in LHC’s RUN-3, which is being
designed to search for fractionally charged particles [414].
Recently, a new experimental setup, FORMOSA [413], has
been proposed to place a milliQan-like detector at the LHC
forward region to study MCP .

Cosmic-ray accelerator Another interesting and important
probe of the millicharged particles is through the production
of MCPs from cosmic ray hitting the atmosphere. Using large
underground neutrino detectors such as Super-K, a recent
study has set new limits on MCPs for the mass range 0.1–1.5
GeV [411].

In summary, the existing 95% CL sensitivity limits to mil-
licharged particles are shown in Fig. 15. The future sensitivity
reaches of different accelerator-based experiments are shown
in Fig. 16.
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2.6 Results and remarks for light DM and vector mediator
in minimal models

2.6.1 Results

The current status and future projections for searches for
dark photons in the minimal model are shown in Figs. 17, 18
and 19. These three plots correspond to the established PBC
benchmarks BC1 and BC2, as reported in [6] and sum-
marised here below for convenience.

– BC1, Minimal dark photon model in this case the SM
is augmented by a single new state A′. DM is assumed
to be either heavy or contained in a different sector. In
that case, once produced, the dark photon decays back to
the SM states. The parameter space of this model is then
{mA′, ε}.

– BC2, Light dark matter coupled to dark photon this is
the model where minimally coupled viable WIMP dark
matter model can be constructed. The preferred values
of dark coupling αD = g2

D/(4π) are such that the decay
of A′ occurs predominantly into χχ∗ states. These states
can further rescatter on electrons and nuclei due to ε-
proportional interaction between SM and DS states medi-
ated by the mixed AA′ propagator.
The parameter space for this model is {mA′, ε,mχ , αD}
with further model-dependence associated with proper-
ties of χ (boson or fermion). The suggested choices for
the PBC evaluation are 1. ε vs mA′ with αD � ε2α and
2mχ < mA′ , 2. y vs. mχ plot where the yield variable y,
y = αDε2(mχ/mA′)4, is argued to contain a combina-
tion of parameters relevant for the freeze-out and DM-SM
particles scattering cross section. One possible choice is
αD = 0.1 and mA′/mχ = 3.

2.6.2 Remarks about comparison between
accelerator-based and direct detection dark matter
searches in the sub-GeV range

This Section aims at clarifying a few aspects in the formalism
of light DM searches in the vector portal framework that are
important to properly compare results between accelerator-
based and direct detection DM experiments.
What we know:

1. Lee-Weinberg bound:
Thermal WIMPs interacting solely through the elec-
troweak force must be heavier than 1–2 GeV [263].
Hence: sub-GeV thermal DM requires new forces with
light mediators [445].

2. CMB bound:
If DM annihilates during CMB era, strong constraints
exist on the energy injected in the photon plasma dur-

ing recombination. The CMB bounds are based on visi-
ble energy injection at T∼ eV, which reionizes the newly
recombined hydrogen and thereby modifies the ionized
fraction of the early universe. Hence: for s-wave annihi-
lating DM, CMB bounds rule out mDM < 10 GeV.

3. Viable options:
Given bounds from 1. and 2. viable options for thermal
DM in the MeV-GeV range are:

(i) DM annihilates in p-wave (σv is v2 suppressed, hence
smaller at low temperature): assuming a vector medi-
ator, DM can be a scalar particle (Fig. 18, left).

(ii) Presence of a mechanism that cuts off late time anni-
hilation, as e.g. mass splitting in the χ − χ system
(χ is the DM): DM can be a pseudo-Dirac fermion
(Fig. 18, right). Similar considerations apply to DM
as Majorana particle.

These two cases are discussed in the following.

1. Vector mediator and DM as elastic scalar particle:

– How to compare accelerator-based resultswith direct
detection DM cross sections.
Accelerator-based results are usually shown in terms
of y variable versus mχ (being χ the DM candidate).
This is convenient because the results can be com-
pared against the non-relativistic cross section for
DM annihilation to a pair of light (m� << mχ ) SM
leptons:

σv(χχ∗ → A′∗ → �+�−)  8π

3

αemε2αDm2
χv2

(4m2
χ − m2

A′)2

 8παemv2

3

y

m2
χ

where:

y = ε2αD
m4

χ

m4
A′

, (41)

and v ∼ 10−3 is the relative DM velocity. We assume
that mA′ >> mχ .
Accelerator-based results usually show results in
the plane y versus mχ . In doing that they assume
αD = 0.1 (also αD = 0.5 is commonly used) and
mA′/mχ = 3. This is a conservative choice of the
parameters. The scaling of the bounds as a function
of αD and mA′/mχ are studied in Ref. [274].
In this model, the (non-relativistic) electron scatter-
ing cross-section measured by the DM direct detec-
tion experiments is:
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Fig. 17 Dark photon into visible final states: ε versusmA′ . Filled areas
are existing limits from searches at experiments at collider/fixed tar-
get (A1 [416], LHCb [237],CMS [417],BaBar [370], KLOE [258,371,
418,419], and NA48/2 [374]) and old beam dump: E774 [368], E141
[369], E137 [362,420,421]), ν-Cal [422,423], CHARM (from [424]),
and BEBC (from [425]).Bounds from supernovae [126] and (g − 2)e

[426] are also included. Coloured curves are projections for existing and
proposed experiments: Belle-II [427]; LHCb upgrade [428,429]; NA62
in dump mode [430] and NA64(e)++ [354,355]; FASER and FASER2
[347]; seaQUEST [196]; HPS [431]; Dark MESA [432], Mu3e [433],
and HL-LHC [343]. Figure revised from Ref. [9]

σχe = 16πααDε2μ2
eχ

m4
A′

 16παm2
e

m4
χ

× y

 3.7 × 10−27 cm2 · (10 MeV/mχ )4 · y, (42)

where μeχ is reduced mass of the {e, χ} system and
a similar formula applies for the scattering on nuclei.
Here y is the same yield parameter that largely con-
trols the abundance (see Eq. 41). Consequently, low
threshold direct detection experiments probing DM-
nucleus scattering can rule out significant fractions of
parameter space for this model (e.g. mχ > 400 MeV
is disfavoured by CRESST, see Fig. 18 (top), while
future planned DM-electron experiments have yet to
achieve the levels of sensitivity relevant for sub-GeV
freeze-out DM.
Equation 42 can be used to compare accelerator-
based with DM direct detection results within this
model.

– How to scale direct detection DM cross sections
above the thermal relic target
Above the “thermal relic target line”, if there are
no other ingredients in the theory, DM is under-
abundant. Below this line it is over-abundant and the
model is excluded unless some additional ingredients
are added to the model.

Let’s address the re-scaling when the experimental
results are above the thermal relic target line. In that
case we need to account for the fact that experi-
mental collaborations quote their limits saturating the
observed DM abundance. They typically have:

σ0(mχ ) · y < σlimit(mχ ) at Ωχ = ΩDM,obs (43)

where σlimit is the limit of their sensitivity in terms
of cross-section. To re-scale, we need to take into
account that:

Ωχ

ΩDM,obs
= y0

y
(44)

where {mχ , y} is a point in the parameter space above
the thermal relic target and {mχ , y0} is the point for
the same mass value on the thermal relic target. Then
the true bound re-scaled from direct detection exper-
iments in our parameter space should be given by:

y0

y
· σ0(mχ ) · y = σ0(mχ ) · y0 < σlimit(mχ )

(y0 < y). (45)

Notice that the result is independent of y. That means
the following: if the direct detection experimental
limit does not reach the thermal relic target then any
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Fig. 18 Existing limits (filled areas) and future sensitivities of existing
or proposed experiments (coloured curves) to light dark matter produc-
tion through a dark photon in the plane defined by the yield variable y
as a function of DM mass mχ for a specific choice of αD = 0.1 and
mA′/mχ = 3. The DM candidate is assumed to be an elastic scalar
(top) or a pseudo-Dirac fermion (bottom). Limits shown as filled areas
are: BaBar [360]; NA64e [365]; reinterpretation of the data from E137

[362] and LSND [200]; result from MiniBooNE [434]; inferred sensi-
tivity from the direct detection DM experiment CRESST-II [284]. The
projected sensitivities, shown as solid or dashed lines, come from: SHiP
[197], BDX [435], SBND [201], COHERENT [436], LDMX@SLAC
[190,437], LDMX@CERN [438], Belle-II [427]; SENSEI [4] and
SuperCDMS [439]. Figure revised from [9]
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Fig. 19 Existing limits and
future sensitivities for a massive
dark photon going to invisible
final states (αd >> αε2).
Existing limits from Kaon decay
experiments (E787 [440], E949
[441], NA62 [361]), BaBar
[360], and NA64(e) [192]. The
constraints from (g − 2)μ [442]
and (g − 2)e are also shown.
Future sensitivities for
NA64(e)++ [443], Belle II
[427], KLEVER [444], PADME
[194], LDMX@SLAC
[190,438], and LDMX@CERN
[190,437]. The sensitivity
curves for LDMX@SLAC and
LDMX@CERN assume
1014 electrons-on-target and
Ebeam = 4 GeV and
1016 electrons-on-target and
Ebeam = 16 GeV, respectively

value of y is allowed. This is because the larger the
y, the less abundance we have, and this compensates
the growth of the cross section. Therefore the actual
signal in DD that is given by abundance × cross sec-
tion stays constant.
We advocate to show DM direct detection bounds in
the y versus mass plane only if they stay below or at
the thermal relic curve (as done in Fig. 18, top).

2. Vector mediator and DM as a pseudo-Dirac particle
It can happen that theU (1)A′ breaking mass term Δm2χ2

generates a mass splitting Δm between the real compo-
nents of χ = 2−1/2(χ1+iχ2) that is easily larger than the
kinetic energy of DM today (Ekin ∼ 1

2mχc2(vSM/c)2 ∼
10−5eV×mχ/20 MeV). In this case, s-wave elastic direct
detection scattering is completely quenched, while hav-
ing a negligible effect on the primordial abundance. Sim-
ilar arguments apply to fermionic DM as well.
In this case accelerator-based experiments would see a
signal while DD would see none. This has been shown in
Fig. 18 (bottom).

Final considerations
It is important to stress the underlying physical comple-

mentarity between direct detection and accelerator probes,
especially when comparisons are made. Ultimately, direct
detection probes DM deep in the non-relativistic limit,
whereas accelerator experiments probe DM interactions in
the relativistic limit, and this has profound consequences on
the phenomenology.

For example, different choices of DM spin can lead to
direct detection rates suppressed by multiple powers of DM
halo velocity v ∼ 10−3 among different models, whereas

accelerator rates are only mildly affected by changing the spin
because production occurs near v ∼ 1. Additionally, direct
detection rates are extremely sensitive to even small pertur-
bations of the DM mass terms (as shown for the Pseudo-Dirac
case).

The examples above show that the direct detection pro-
gram alone cannot be viewed as a universal substitute to the
accelerator-derived probes of the vector portal DM models.
Likewise, accelerator probes alone cannot verify that the par-
ticles produced are indeed cosmologically long-lived. Both
types of experiments are crucially important.

3 Feebly-interacting pseudoscalar particles: axions and
ALPs

3.1 Phenomenology of axions/ALPs as DM candidates or
DM mediators

Author: Andreas Ringwald, <andreas.ringwald@desy.de>
Axions, or more generally ALPs, a, are pseudoscalar

pseudo-Nambu–Goldstone bosons arising from approximate
Abelian global symmetries beyond the SM which are broken
spontaneously at a scale fa much greater than the electroweak
scale v. At the latter, their most general interactions with the
SM fermions ψF and the SM SU (3)c, SU (2)L and U (1)Y
gauge field strengths Ga

μν , W A
μν and Bμν , respectively, and

their duals (denoted by a tilde) are summarised by the fol-
lowing low-energy effective Lagrangian [446,447]:
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Leff = 1

2

(
∂μa

)(
∂μa

) − m2
a,0

2
a2 + ∂μa

fa

∑

F

ψ̄FγμCFψF

− CaGG
αs

8π

a

fa
Ga

μν G̃
μν,a

− CaWW
α2

8π

a

fa
W A

μν W̃
μν,A

− CaBB
α1

8π

a

fa
Bμν B̃μν.

(46)

Here, αs = g2
s /(4π), α2 = g2/(4π) and α1 = g′ 2/(4π) are

the respective SM gauge coupling parameters, and F denotes
the left-handed fermion multiplets in the SM. CF is a Her-
mitian matrix in generation space with dimensionless entries
which, together with the dimensionless coefficients CaGG ,
CaWW and CaBB , depend on the specific UV completion
featuring the Abelian global symmetry. Since all the interac-
tions with the SM in Eq. (46) are inversely proportional to fa ,
axions and ALPs with fa � v are indeed feebly-interacting
pseudoscalar particles.

The low-energy effective Lagrangian (46) realises the
approximate Abelian global symmetry non-linearly through
an approximate symmetry under constant shifts, a → a +
κ fa , broken only by the bare mass term ∝ m2

a,0a
2, which

parametrises the effect of a possible explicit breaking of
the global symmetry, and by the coupling to the topological
charge density, αs

8π
Ga

μν G̃
μν,a , of the SU (3)c gauge fields.8

The axion [449,450], arising from the Peccei–Quinn (PQ)
solution of the strong CP problem [20], is defined via
CaGG �= 0 and ma,0 = 0. In fact, in this case, one can elim-
inate the CP-violating QCD θ̄ -term, θ̄ αs

8π
Ga

μν G̃
μν,a , by the

shift a → a+θ̄ fa/CaGG . Non-perturbative topological fluc-
tuations of the gluon fields in QCD induce a potential for the
shifted field whose minimum is at zero field value, thereby
ensuring the CP conservation of strong interactions [451].9

The second derivative of the dynamically induced potential
gives the axion mass. It is inversely proportional to the scale
fa and proportional to the square root of the topological sus-
ceptibility χ of QCD, which can be determined either using
chiral effective field theory (for recent evaluations, see Ref.

8 For the couplings of a to the SU (2)L the additional term arising from
a constant shift a → a + κ fa can be removed by field redefinitions
[448]. For U (1)Y it is unobservable in the SM.
9 In order for the axion vacuum expectation value to be relaxed to zero,
the PQ global symmetry has to be preserved from explicit breaking to a
great degree of accuracy, such that ma,0 ≈ 0 to a precision compatible
with the upper bound on θ̄ arising from the non-observation of the
neutron electric dipole moment.

[452–454]) or lattice QCD [455], resulting in the prediction10

ma = CaGG

√
χ

fa
 5.7

(
109 GeV

fa/CaGG

)
meV . (47)

Correspondingly, all the axion couplings to the SM grow
proportional to the axion mass, while their magnitude depend
on the specific model-dependent coefficients of the relevant
operators in the effective Lagrangian. This gives rise to the
so called axion bands in plots of coupling constant versus
mass, see for example Figs. 21, 22, and 24. Those display
the photon coupling,

Leff ⊃ −gaγ

4
a Fμν F̃

μν = gaγ a E · B , (48)

which, at energy scales below the confinement scale of QCD
and for ma � mπ ,11 is predicted in terms of the coefficients
in the effective Lagrangian (46) as [452,454],

gaγ = α

2π fa
[CaWW + CaBB − 1.92(4)CaGG ] , (49)

for particular UV completions of the axion model, notably for
the rather minimalist KSVZ [457,458] and DFSZ [26,459]
models and variants.

Recently, there have been proposals to enlarge the axion
bands by considering less minimal UV completions which
result in larger values of the coefficients of specific axion–
SM interactions, e.g. of the one for two-photon interactions,
Caγ γ = CaWW + CaBB . Such proposals are discussed in
Sect. 3.2. They allow the axion to populate new regions of
parameter space by moving vertically the axion band in the
mass versus coupling plane (for examples, see Fig. 21). The
results are then “channel specific”: different couplings are
modified differently.

The axion bands can be alternatively changed enlarg-
ing the confining sector beyond QCD. New contributions of
topologically non-trivial gauge field fluctuations give then
additional contributions to the right-hand side of Eq. (47).
The practical consequence is a universal modification of the
parameter space of all axion couplings at a given mass, at
variance with the vertical displacement scenarios discussed
above. Examples of horizontal enlargement of the param-
eter space towards the right of the canonical axion band
are heavy axion models that solve the strong CP problem
at low scales (e.g. fa ∼ TeV) [460–476]. More recently,
there has been also a proposal producing instead a left hori-
zontal shift, that is an axion solving the strong CP problem
with ma fa � CaGG

√
χ [477]. It is based on a mirror exten-

sion of the SM: N mirror and degenerate worlds are assumed

10 In the literature about axions, it is customary to absorb the coefficient
CaGG in the decay constant, f A = fa/CaGG .
11 At larger values of ma , additional contributions to the photon cou-
pling have to be taken into account, see Refs. [447,456].
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to coexist, linked by an axion field which implements non-
linearly a ZN symmetry. All the confining sectors contribute
now to the right-hand side of Eq. (47), conspiring by sym-
metry to suppress the axion mass exponentially by a factor
[478]

(
ma fa

CaGG
√

χ

)2

 1√
π

√
1 − z2(1 + z) N 3/2zN−1 ,

for N ≥ 3 , (50)

without spoiling the solution to the strong CP problem. Here
z ≡ mu/md ≈ 0.48, such that the above ratio goes as ∼ 2−N .
The resulting universal enhancement of all axion interactions
relative to those of the canonical QCD axion has a strong
impact on the prospects of experiments searching for sub-
eV mass ALPs, see Sect. 3.3. A pseudoscalar observed by
the light-shining-through-walls experiment ALPS II or by
the helioscope (Baby)IAXO can indeed solve the strong CP
problem and explain the hints of excessive stellar cooling (cf.
Sect. 1.3) in one stroke [478].

Sub-eV mass axions or ALPs with large decay constants
are excellent dark matter (DM) candidates. They are pro-
duced non-thermally in the early universe via the misalign-
ment mechanism [16–18] and, in case of post-inflationary
breaking of the Abelian global symmetry, also by the decay of
topological defects such as cosmic strings and domain walls.
Further mechanisms of their production such as kinetic mis-
alignment [479] and trapped misalignment [480] have also
been explored recently. The relevant parameters for the relic
density are the mass ma and the decay constant fa and for
pre-inflationary symmetry breaking also the initial value of
the ALP field in units of fa , −π ≤ θi ≤ π , attained in
the causally connected region which evolved into today’s
observable universe. For example, for an ALP with temper-
ature independent mass ma , the fractional energy density of
ALP from the misalignment mechanism is predicted to go
like [19]

Ωah
2 ≈ 0.12

(
ma

10 μeV

)1/2 (
fa

4.7 × 1012 GeV

)2

θ2
i ,

(51)

while, for the canonical axion, which obtains its mass from
the temperature dependent topological susceptibility [455],

Ωah
2 ≈ 0.12

(
fa

9 × 1011 GeV

)1.165

θ2
i ≈ 0.12

(
6 μeV

mA

)1.165

θ2
i .

(52)

Generically, a wide range in fa andma can be consistent with
axions or ALPs being the main component of dark matter.
Heavy axions or ALPs with too large two-photon coupling,

however, cannot be the dark matter, since their lifetime,

τa→γ γ = 64 π

g2
aγm

3
a

= 1.3 × 1016 s

(
10−10 GeV−1

gaγ

)2 (
keV

ma

)3

,(53)

tends to be smaller than the age of the universe.

3.2 Axions beyond the axion-band

Author: Prateek Agrawal,
<prateek.agrawal@physics.ox.ac.uk>

3.2.1 The QCD axion

The QCD axion is a very well motivated candidate for new
physics. It elegantly explains why the strong-CP angle is
small, and at the same time is an excellent dark matter candi-
date. Thus, it solves two puzzles in the standard model in an
economical framework. Additionally, the QCD axion model
is highly predictive, and there is a narrow range of expected
parameters.

The solution of the strong CP problem relies on the fact
that the axion receives almost all of its potential from non-
perturbative QCD effects. In the simplest models, this fixes
the axion mass in terms of its decay constant. The QCD axion
mass is generated by non-perturbative QCD dynamics, and
is determined by its coupling to gluons,

L = αs

8π

a

fa
Ga

μν G̃
aμν (54)

⇒ m2
a  f 2

πm
2
π

f 2
a

. (55)

The DM abundance of the QCD axion is also quite pre-
dictive. It depends on a few discrete choices – here we will
assume that the PQ breaking happens before inflation. In that
case, it depends on the initial misalignment angle of the axion
at the end of inflation,

Ωah
2 ∼ 0.1

(
fa

1012 GeV

)7/6

θ2
i . (56)

(In the region fa > 1015 GeV, the expression is modified
slightly.) Thus, the QCD axion has an extremely interesting
and relatively narrow target space. We have assumed that
the PQ symmetry is broken before inflation, but there is an
analogous target space for QCD axions where PQ symmetry
is broken after inflation.

While it is fortunate the axion provides us with a narrow
target, it is worth exploring the boundaries of this statement
– how difficult is it for extended models to modify some of
these predictions? We will list below a few possibilities that
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qualitatively change the prediction for axion phenomenol-
ogy.

3.2.2 Dark matter at higher fa

In many theoretical models the decay constant of the axion
is closer to the GUT scale, fa ∼ 1016 GeV. In this case,
generically there would be too much dark matter, unless the
initial misalignment angle is tuned. Additionally, there are
experimental techniques which are relevant to find axions in
the mass range dictated by large fa . Thus, it is important to
understand any mechanisms that lead to a viable cosmology
at large fa .

We will focus on a particular mechanism of particle pro-
duction. The axion is assumed to couple to a dark photon,

L = αs

8π fa
φ Ga,μν G̃a

μν + αdr

8π fa
φ Fμν

D (F̃D)μν , (57)

with a coupling that is r ∼ O(10) times larger than its cou-
pling to the standard model particles. This coupling is respon-
sible for depleting the axion abundance.

As the axion starts oscillating, the dark photon develops
an instability in the oscillating axion background, leading
to copious production of dark photons in a short duration
of time. Treating the homogeneous axion field as a classical
field, the equation of motion for the gauge field is,

A′′± +
(
k2 ± kφ′

fd

)
A± = 0 , (58)

where A± are the helicities of the gauge field. If the effective
frequency ω2(k, φ′) = k2 ± kφ′

fd
of a given mode becomes

negative, the corresponding mode becomes tachyonic which
can lead to an exponential growth of the corresponding
“mode function”.

The exponential growth extracts energy from the axion
field effectively, and depletes the axion abundance substan-
tially. This can make higher- fa axion models viable.

In Fig. 20 we show a benchmark parameter point where a
dramatic reduction of the axion abundance can be achieved.
This calculation ignores the effect of backscattering of the
dark photons to produce high-k axions; this effect was incor-
porated in a lattice study in [482].

3.2.3 Enhanced coupling to photons

The mass and the decay constant of the axion set much of
its phenomenology. An important coupling of the axion is to

Fig. 20 Cosmological evolution of the axion field (denoted φ here)
and the rescaled comoving energy density of the axion and the dark
photon field, which are defined to scale with the scale factor as ρa3 and
ρa4 respectively. Backscattering effects have been neglected for this
plot, see [481,482] for more details

the photon, for experiment. This coupling is given as

Laγ γ = e2

32π2 fa

(
E

N
− 1.92

)
aFμν F̃

μν

≡ 1

4
gaγ γ

a

fa
Fμν F̃

μν , (59)

where E, N are anomaly integers and the correction arises
from axion–meson mixing. In the simplest models,
E/N ∼ 1.

The clockwork mechanism or the Kim–Nilles–Peloso
mechanism provides an interesting way to enhance the cou-
pling to photons. The KNP alignment mechanism has been
proposed and studied extensively in the natural inflation con-
text [483–489]. In the KNP scenario, we have two axion fields
a(x) and b(x), one of which couples to photons and the other
to the QCD gluons. The basic mechanism could be described
by the Lagrangian

L = a

fa

α

8π
F F̃ + a

fa

αs

8π
GaG̃a + Λ4 cos

(
a

fa
+ Qb

fb

)
.

(60)
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The light eigenstate is

φ = −Q faa + fbb√
f 2
b + Q2 f 2

a

, (61)

and couples to photons with an enhanced coupling,

L = Qφ

feff

α

8π
F F̃ + φ

feff

αs

8π
GaG̃a , (62)

where feff =
√
Q2 f 2

a + f 2
b .

The clockwork mechanism operates on a series of aligned
potentials with n axions [490–492],

L = a1

f

α

8π
F F̃ + Λ4

(
a1

f
+ Qa2

f

)

+ · · · + Λ4
(
an−1

f
+ Qan

f

)
+ an

f

αs

8π
GaG̃a . (63)

The light eigenstate in this case is,

φ ≈ a1 + a2

Q
+ · · · + an

Qn−1 . (64)

This leads to an exponential enhancement of the coupling of
the light eigenstate to the photon,

L = Qn−1φ

feff

α

8π
F F̃ + φ

feff

αs

8π
GaG̃a . (65)

Thus, these extended models motivate experiments looking
for the QCD axion far from the standard QCD band.

There are a variety of other mechanisms that have been
used to enhance the photon–axion coupling. In Fig. 21, we
show the enhancement of the axion–photon coupling relative
to the standard QCD axion bands in various cases (details can
be found in [493]). We have focused on the clockwork mech-
anism in this note since that is the mechanism that provides
a model basis for the entire ma–gaγ γ plane.

3.2.4 Heavier QCD axions

In addition to changing the couplings and the decay constants
of the axion, it is also possible to change the relationship
between the mass and the decay constant of the QCD axion.
This occurs for an extension of the QCD axion framework
where instead of a single axion relaxing the vacuum to θ = 0,
two or more axions naturally cooperate to solve the strong CP
problem. Each of these axions can have a mass much larger
than the standard QCD axion, motivating searches for axions
in the (ma, fa) plane outside of the QCD axion window.

This multi-axion solution to the strong CP problem arises
in models that extend the low-energy SU (3)c gauge group

to be the diagonal subgroup of a parent SU (3) × SU (3) ×
. . . product gauge group, which is broken down to SU (3)c
at some high scale M . As an example, consider a simple
extension of the SM where the QCD gauge group emerges
from Higgsing a product group

SU (3)1 × SU (3)2 → SU (3)c . (66)

at a scale M � TeV. The SM quarks are charged only under
the SU (3)1 gauge factor, and there are no fermions charged
under SU (3)2. We take the theory to have two spontaneously
broken anomalous U (1)PQ symmetries at scales fi > M ,
giving an axion a1,2 in each SU (3) sector:

L = −1

4
(G1)

a
μν (G1)

a,μν + g2
s1

32π2

(
a1

f1
− θ1

)
(G̃1)

a
μν (G1)

a,μν

− 1

4
(G2)

a
μν (G2)

a,μν + g2
s2

32π2

(
a2

f2
− θ2

)
(G̃2)

a
μν (G2)

a,μν .

(67)

The gauge couplings gs1,2 and theta angles θ1,2 are indepen-
dent parameters not related to each other by any symmetries.
The presence of two independent axion degrees of freedom
will allow both physical θ -angles to be dynamically removed.

The theory will match to the SM at a scale M where
the SU (3)1 × SU (3)2 gauge group is Higgsed to a diago-
nal SU (3)c. The effective Lagrangian generated by short-
distance non-perturbative effects in the individual SU (3)1

and SU (3)2 factors is [494–496]

La = Λ4
1 cos

(
a1

f1
− θ̄1

)
+ Λ4

2 cos

(
a2

f2
− θ̄2

)

+ g2
s

32π2

((
a1

f1
− θ̄1

)
+

(
a2

f2
− θ̄2

))
GG̃ . (68)

The new short-distance non-perturbative contributions to
the axion potentials are exactly aligned to remove the effec-
tive θ -angle by a generalization of the Vafa–Witten argument
[497]. We can estimate how the mass of the two axions is
affected by these UV non-perturbative contributions to the
potential.

For brevity, we provide rough estimates for the mass
scales. In a particular model, precise calculation for the mod-
ifications to the axion mass can be calculated in e.g. the con-
strained instanton formalism (see [475,498]). In the SU (3)2

factor, where no colored fermions are present, the axion
potential is suppressed only by the non-perturbative instanton
action. The scale can be estimated as [494–496]

Λ4
2  D[αs2(M)]M4 , (69)
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Fig. 21 Enhancement of the
photon axion coupling in a
number of extended QCD axion
models. Details of the models
can be found in [493]. The
clockwork mechanism (yellow
solid lines) provides a dramatic
enhancement, making the QCD
axion viable in the entire
parameter space

where the dimensionless instanton density depends non-
perturbatively on the running gauge coupling as

D[α] = 0.1

(
2π

α

)6

e− 2π
α , (70)

with α denoting the running coupling evaluated at the scale
M . We have made the approximation that the contribution is
dominated by the instantons at the scale M . In the SU (3)1

factor, there is a further suppression due to the Yukawa cou-
plings and Higgs loops, which can be estimated as [499,500]

Λ4
1 ≈ K D[αs1(M)]M4 , (71)

where K is a chiral suppression factor capturing the breaking
of the U (1)6 axial symmetry of the individual quarks by the
Yukawa couplings,

K =
( yu

4π

) ( yd
4π

) ( yc
4π

) ( ys
4π

) ( yt
4π

) ( yb
4π

)
≈ 10−23 .

(72)

Of course, αs1 and αs2 are related by the matching condition
to the QCD coupling at the scale M ,

1

αs1

+ 1

αs2

= 1

αs
. (73)

The sensitivity to the large scale M can overcome the
non-perturbative and chiral suppression factors. The relation
equation (73) between αs1 and αs2 implies that Λ1 grows as
Λ2 shrinks. The most interesting regime is when Λ1,Λ2 �
Λ0 – in this case there will be no light state resembling the

standard QCD axion. This regime generally corresponds to
αs1 > αs2 to compensate for the extra chiral suppression
factor in Λ1. For gauge groups with additional SU (3) factors,
the gauge couplings in each gauge factor is larger, and the
masses of each of the axions can easily be parametrically
larger than the QCD axion.

3.3 Searches for axions/ALPs in the sub-eV range:
experimental review

Author: Igor Irastorza, <Igor.Irastorza@cern.ch>

3.3.1 Introduction

Axion-like particles (ALPs) appear in many extensions of the
Standard Model (SM), typically those with the spontaneous
breaking of one or more global symmetries at high energies.
ALP models are invoked in attempts to solve shortcomings
of the SM, but also of cosmological or astrophysical unex-
plained observations. Most relevantly, ALPs are ideal dark
matter candidates. In addition, and not exhaustively, ALPs
have been invoked to solve issues as diverse as the hierar-
chy problem in the SM, the baryon asymmetry of the Uni-
verse, inflation, dark energy, dark radiation, or to explain
the anomalous cooling observed in several types of star (see
recent reviews [79,501] for references and also Sect. 1.3 for
a brief discussion). The QCD axion is the prototype particle
of this category, proposed long ago to solve the strong-CP
problem of the SM. Still the most compelling solution to this
problem, it remains maybe the strongest theoretical motiva-
tion for the pseudoscalar portal.
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Typical axion models are constrained to very small masses
below ∼1 eV. Because of that, signatures of these particles
are not expected at accelerators, and novel specific detection
techniques are needed. The particular combination of know-
hows needed for these experiments, some of them not present
in typical HEP groups (and including, among others, high-
field magnets, superconducting magnets, RF techniques, X-
ray optics and astronomy, low background detection, low
radioactivity techniques, quantum sensors, atomic physics,
etc...), and their effective interplay with axion particle physi-
cists is an important challenge in itself. We will focus here
on the detection efforts of these low-energy axions.12

3.3.2 Detecting low energy axions

Most (but not all) of the axion detection strategies rely on
the axion-to-photon coupling gaγ . This is due to the fact that
this coupling is generically present in most axion models,
as well as that coherence effects with the electromagnetic
field are easy to exploit to increase experimental sensitivity.
The different experimental approaches can be categorized in
three groups, depending on the source of axions invoked:

– Experiments looking for axion or axion-induced effect
purely in the laboratory.

– Haloscopes looking for axions as local dark matter con-
stituents.

– Helioscopes searching for axions emitted by the sun.

Purely laboratory-based experiments constitute the most
robust search strategy, as they do not rely on astrophysical or
cosmological assumptions. However, their sensitivity is hin-
dered by the low probability of photon–axion–photon conver-
sion in the lab. Haloscopes and helioscopes take advantage
from the enormous flux of axions expected from extraterres-
trial sources. Because of this, they are the only techniques
having reached sensitivity down to QCD axion couplings.
Haloscopes rely on the assumption that 100% of the dark
matter is in the form of axions, and in the case of a subdom-
inant axion component their sensitivity should be rescaled
accordingly. Helioscopes rely on the Sun emitting axions,
but in its most conservative channel (Primakoff conversion
of solar plasma photons into axions) this is a relatively robust
prediction of most models, relying only on the presence of
the gaγ coupling.

In the following section, we briefly review the status of
these three experimental “frontiers”. Figure 22 shows the
overall panorama of experimental and observational bounds
on the gaγ -ma plane. For a description of the latter, we refer
to [501].

12 In this section, the term axion will be used to refer to ALPs too.

3.3.3 Laboratory experiments

LSW
The most well-known laboratory technique to search for

axions is photon regeneration in magnetic fields, colloqui-
ally known as light-shining-through-walls (LSW). A power-
ful source of photons (e.g. a laser) is used to create axions
in a magnetic field. Those axions are then reconverted into
photons after an optical barrier.

A number of LSW experiments has been carried out in
the past [502], all of them producing limits to gaγ in the
ballpark of 10−6–10−7 GeV−1. Currently two active collab-
orations are working on LSW experiments and have pro-
duced the most competitive bounds below 10−7 GeV−1: the
ALPS [503] experiment at DESY and the OSQAR [504]
experiment at CERN, both making use of powerful accel-
erator dipole magnets, from HERA and LHC accelerators
respectively. ALPS features power build-up in the produc-
tion region, while OSQAR has slightly higher magnet and
laser parameters.

These results can be improved by implementing reso-
nant regeneration schemes. If adequately matched Fabry-
Perot resonators are used in both the generation and conver-
sion parts, the conversion probability can be boosted several
orders of magnitude. However, it poses challenging require-
ments on the optical system. The ALPS-II experiment [505],
currently finishing construction at DESY, will be the first
laser LSW using resonant regeneration in a string of 2 × 10
HERA magnets (i.e. a length of 2 × 100 m) for the pro-
duction and the conversion regions. The expected sensitiv-
ity of ALPS-II goes down to gaγ < 2 × 10−11 GeV−1 for
low ma , and will be the first laboratory experiment to sur-
pass current astrophysical and helioscope bounds on gaγ at
low ma , partially testing ALP models hinted by the exces-
sive transparency of the Universe to ultrahigh-energy photons
(see Fig. 22).

A more ambitious extrapolation of this experimental tech-
nique is conceivable, for example, as a byproduct of a pos-
sible future production of a large number of dipoles like the
one needed for the Future Circular Collider (FCC). This is the
idea behind JURA, a long-term possibility discussed in the
Physics Beyond Colliders study group [506]. JURA contem-
plates a magnetic length of almost 1 km, and would suppose
a further step in sensitivity of more than one order of magni-
tude in gaγ with respect to ALPS-II.

LSW experiments with photons at frequencies other than
optical have also been performed. The most relevant result
comes from the CROWS experiment at CERN [507], a
LSW experiment using microwaves [508]. Despite the small
scale of the experiment, its sensitivity approached that of
ALPS or OSQAR, thanks to the resonant regeneration, more
easily implemented in microwave cavities. A large-scale
microwave LSW experiment has been discussed in the lit-
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Fig. 22 Overall panorama of
current bounds (solid area) and
future prospects
(semi-transparent areas or
dashed lines) in the gaγ -ma
plane. See [501] for details on
the different lines

erature [509]. LSW experiments have also been performed
with intense X-ray beams available at synchrotron radiation
sources [510,511]. However, due to the relative low pho-
ton number available and the difficulty in implementing high
power build-ups at those energies, X-ray LSW experiments
do not reach the sensitivity of optical or microwave LSW.

Polarization experiments
Laser beams traversing magnetic fields offer another

opportunity to search for axions. The photon–axion oscil-
lation in the presence of the external B-field has the effect of
depleting the polarization component of the laser that is par-
allel to the B-field (dichroism), as well as phase-delaying it
(birefringence), while leaving the perpendicular component
untouched. The standard Euler–Heisenberg effect in QED
(also dubbed vacuum magnetic birefringence) would be a
(still unobserved) background to these searches. The most
important experimental bound from this technique comes
from the PVLAS experiment in Ferrara [512], reaching a
sensitivity only a factor of ∼8 away from the QED effect
[513]. The BMV collaboration in Toulouse [514], as well as
OSQAR at CERN have reported plans to search for the QED
vacuum birefringence. Recently, efforts towards an enhanced
experiment of this type, dubbed VMB@CERN, are being
discussed in the context of the Physics Beyond Colliders ini-
tiative at CERN.

Fifth force experiments
Although very different from the above examples, exper-

iments looking for new macroscopic forces (e.g. torsion bal-
ance experiments, among many others) could in principle be
sensitive to axion effects in a purely laboratory setup. Axion-

induced forces via e.g. a combination of axion–fermion cou-
plings, could compete with gravity at ∼ 1/ma scales. How-
ever, the interpretation of current bounds in terms of limits
to axion couplings are typically not competitive with astro-
physical bounds or electric dipole moment (EDM) limits on
CP-violating terms (see [501] for a recent discussion). The
recently proposed ARIADNE experiment intends to mea-
sure the axion field sourced by a macroscopic body using
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques [515] instead
of measuring the force exerted to another body. Very rele-
vantly, ARIADNE could be sensitive to CP-violating cou-
plings well below current EDM limits, in the approximate
mass range 0.01–1 meV. Therefore, it could be sensitive to
QCD axion models with particular assumptions; most impor-
tantly, they should include beyond-SM physics leading to a
CP-violating term much larger that the expected SM contri-
bution. Because of this assumption, ARIADNE would not
allow for a firm model-independent exclusion of the axion in
this mass interval.

3.3.4 DM axion experiments

If our galactic dark matter halo is totally made of axions, the
number density of these particles around us would be huge. In
addition, these dark matter axions would be non-relativistic
particles (with a velocity roughly equal to the virial velocity
inside our galaxy). Therefore this population behaves like a
classical field that is coherent over a length approximately
equal to their de Broglie wavelength, which for typical axion
masses is at the meter or even larger scales (see Sect. 1.4 for
an in depth discussion). This allows to employ coherent tech-
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niques for their detection, further enhancing sensitivities. In
the following a brief review of the current efforts is presented
(see [501] for a more detailed review).

Classical haloscopes
The conventional axion haloscope technique [516] involves

a high quality factor Q microwave cavity inside a magnet.
Since dark matter axions are non-relativistic their energy is
essentially equal to their mass and they convert into almost
monochromatic photons, with a very small spread in fre-
quency ∼ 10−6. If the axion energy matches the cavity
frequency, the conversion is enhanced by a factor Q. This
enhancement allows to reach sensitivity down to very low
coupling values, but only for a very thin interval of masses
at the resonant frequency. Given that the axion mass in
unknown, this technique requires the implementation of a
scanning procedure (usually involving very precise mechan-
ical modification of the cavity geometry). Covering a wide
mass range poses a experimental challenge.

Efforts in this direction have been led by the ADMX col-
laboration, which has pioneered many relevant technologies
(high-Q cavities inside magnetic fields, RF detection close
to the quantum limit, and others). The main ADMX setup
includes a 60 cm diameter, 1 m long cavity inside a solenoidal
∼8 T magnet. The cavity can be tuned in frequency by the
precise movement of some dielectric rods. With this setup,
ADMX has achieved sensitivity to axion models in the μeV
range [517], and is currently taking data to extend this ini-
tial result at lower temperatures (and thus lower noise). The
latest results released [518,519] include sensitivity down to
pessimistically coupled axions in the 2.66–3.31 μeV range
(see Fig. 23). Preliminary results exteding this range up to
4.2 μeV, with sensitivity at roughly half the DFSZ coupling,
have been released this very year [520].

In recent years, a number of new experimental efforts are
appearing, some of them implementing variations of the halo-
scope concept, or altogether novel detection concepts, mak-
ing this subfield one of the most rapidly changing in the axion
experimental landscape. Figure 23 shows the current situa-
tion, with a number of new players accompanying ADMX
in the quest to cover different axion mass ranges. Applying
the haloscope technique to frequencies considerably higher
or lower than the one ADMX is targeting is challenging for
different reasons. Lower frequencies imply proportionally
larger cavity volumes and thus bigger, more expensive, mag-
nets, but otherwise they are technically feasible. The use of
large existing (or future) magnets has been proposed in this
regard, e.g. the KLASH [521] proposal at LNF, ACTION
[522] in Korea, or a possible haloscope setup in the the future
(Baby)IAXO helioscopes [523]).

Higher frequencies imply lower volumes and correspond-
ingly lower signals and sensitivity. This could be in part com-
pensated by enhancing other experimental parameters (more

intense magnetic fields, higher quality factors, noise reduc-
tion at detection, etc.). The HAYSTAC experiment [524]
at Yale, born in part out of developments initiated inside
the ADMX collaboration [525] has implemented a scaled-
down ADMX-like setup, and has been the first experiment
proving sensitivity to QCD axion models in the decade in
ma above ADMX, in particular in the mass range 23.15–
24.0 μeV [526]. More recently, HAYSTAC has reported the
first axion DM search with squeezed photon states [527],
which effectively allows to push the noise below the quantum
limit [528], reaching sensitivity almost to the KSVZ coupling
in the 16.96–17.28 μeV range. HAYSTAC is also pioneering
analysis methodology [529,530] in this type of searches. The
QUAX-aγ experiment in Frascati has also recently reported
[531] a first result with a cavity resonating at an axion mass
of 43 μeV, cooled down to 200 mK and read out with a
Josephson parametric amplifier whose noise fluctuations are
at the SQL, making this the axion haloscope having reached
sensitivity to the QCD axion at the highest mass point.

Another similar program is CULTASK, the flagship
project of the recently created Center for Axion and Pre-
cision Physics (CAPP) in Korea. CAPP also hosts several
other projects and R&D lines, with the general long-term goal
of exploring DM axions in the mass range 4–40 μeV. The
first result from this line is the CAPP-PACE pilot experiment
[532], that has recently produced an exclusion in the 10.1–
11.37 μeV range. A more recent result, from a larger setup
CAPP-8TB [533] has produced another excluded region in
the 6.62–6.82 μeV mass range with sensitivity down to the
upper part of the QCD band. Even higher frequencies are
targeted by the ORGAN [534] program, recently started in
the University of Western Australia. A first pathfinder run has
already taken place [534], at a fixed frequency of 26.531 GHz,
corresponding to ma = 110 μeV. Several groups explore the
possibility to increase of the cavity Q by coating the inside
of the cavity using a superconducting layer. In particular, this
strategy has been implemented in the QUAX-aγ setup, with
which the QUAX collaboration has proven an improvement
of a factor of 4 with respect a copper cavity, and has per-
formed a single-mass axion search at about ∼37 μeV [535].
Another strategy to reach higher frequencies is to select a
higher order mode of the cavity than the one that couples
with the axion field, albeit with a lower geometric factor.
This has been done by the ADMX “Sidecar” setup, a testbed
experiment living inside of and operating in tandem with the
main ADMX experiment [536].

Higher frequencies eventually require to increase the
instrumented volume, either by combining many similar
phase-matched cavities, or by implementing more complex
extended resonant structures that effectively decouple the
detection volume V from the resonant frequency. The for-
mer has already been done long ago for four cavities within
the ADMX R&D [537], but going to a much larger num-
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Fig. 23 Zoom-in of the region
of parameters where most axion
dark matter experiments are
active (in green). The y-axis
shows the adimensional
coupling Caγ ∝ gaγ /ma (scaled
with the local DM density ρ̃a , to
stress that these experiments
produce bounds that are
dependent on the assumed
fraction of DM in the form of
axions). Thus, the yellow
region, where the conventional
QCD axion models are, appears
now as a horizontal band, but is
the same yellow band shown in
the other plots of this section

ber of cavities has been considered not feasible in prac-
tice. More recently, the CAST-CAPP project [538] is oper-
ating several long-aspect-ratio rectangular (i.e. waveguide-
like) cavities inserted in CAST dipole magnet at CERN. The
option of subdividing the resonant cavity is investigated by
the RADES project [539], also implemented in the CAST
magnet. RADES is exploring the use of arrays of many small
rectangular cavities connected by irises, carefully designed
to maximally couple to the axion field for a given reso-
nant mode. Data with a 5-subcavity prototype have already
been obtained [540], and a first result at an axion mass of
34.67 μeV has been obtained [541]. A larger, 30-subcavity
model is under operation. A similar concept, better adapted
to a solenoidal magnet, is being followed at CAPP, with the
concept of a sliced-as-a-pizza cavity [542], which consists
on dividing the cylindrical cavity in sections connected by a
longitudinal iris along the cylinder’s axis of symmetry. A first
version with two subcavities has been recently used [543] to
perform a search in the 13.0–13.9 μeV mass range. Finally,
resonance to higher frequencies with a relatively large res-
onator can also be achieved by filling it with individually
adjustable current carrying wire planes. R&D is ongoing in
this direction by the ORPHEUS experiment [544].

Dish antennas and dielectric haloscopes
Going to even higher frequencies requires altogether dif-

ferent detection concepts. Most relevant is the concept of
the magnetized dish antenna and its evolution, the dielectric
haloscope. A dielectric interface (e.g. a mirror, or the surface
of a dielectric slab) immersed in a magnetic field parallel to
the surface should emit electromagnetic radiation perpen-
dicular to its surface, due to the presence of the dark matter
axion field [545]. This tiny signal can be made detectable
if the emission of a large surface is made to concentrate in
a small point, like e.g. in the case of the surface having a

spherical shape. This technique has the advantage of being
broad-band, with sensitivity to all axions masses at once13.
This technique is being followed by the BRASS [546] collab-
oration at U. of Hamburg, as well as G-LEAD at CEA/Saclay
[547].

Given that no resonance is involved in this scheme, very
large areas are needed to obtain competitive sensitivities.
Dielectric haloscopes are an evolution of this concept, in
which several dielectric slabs are stacked together inside a
magnetic field and placed in front of a metallic mirror. This
increases the number of emitting surfaces and, in addition,
constructive interference among the different emitted (and
reflected) waves can be achieved for a frequency band if
the disks are adjusted at precise positions. This effectively
amplifies the resulting signal. The MADMAX collaboration
[548] plans to implement such a concept, using 80 discs of
LaAlO3 with 1 m2 area in a 10 T B-field, leading to a boost
in power emitted by the system of a >10,000 with respect to
a single metallic mirror in a relatively broad frequency band
of 50 MHz. By adjusting the spacing between the discs the
frequency range in which the boost occurs can be adjusted,
with the goal of scanning an axion mass range between 40
and 400 μeV (Fig. 22). The experiment is expected to be
sited at DESY. A first smaller-scale demonstrating prototype
will be operated in the MORPURGO magnet at CERN in the
coming years, before jumping to the full size experiment. The
experiment is expected to be sited at DESY. Finally, let us
mention that an implementation of the dielectric haloscope
concept but at even higher frequencies has been discussed in
the literature, with potential sensitivity to 0.2 eV axions and
above [549].

13 In practice this is limited by the bandwidth of the photon sensor
being used.
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DM Radios
For much lower axion masses (well below μeV), it may

be more effective to attempt the detection of the tiny oscillat-
ing B-field associated with the axion dark matter field in
an external constant magnetic field, by means of a care-
fully placed pick-up coil inside a large magnet [550–552].
Resonance amplification can be achieved externally by an
LC-circuit, which makes tuning in principle easier than in
conventional haloscopes. A broad-band non-resonant mode
of operation is also possible [552]. Several teams are study-
ing implementations of this concept [552,553]. Two of them,
the ABRACADABRA [554] and SHAFT [555] experiments,
have recently released results with small table-top demon-
strators, reaching sensitivities similar to the CAST bound for
masses in the 10−11–10−8 eV range. Another similar imple-
mentation, that of BEAST [556], has obtained better sensitiv-
ities in a narrower mass range around 10−11 eV. Similarly, the
more recent result from the ADMX SLIC pilot experiment
has probed a few narrow regions around 2 × 10−7 eV and
down to ∼ 10−12 GeV−1 [557]. Finally, the BASE experi-
ment, whose main goal is the study of antimatter at CERN,
has recently released a result adapting its setup to the search
of axions following this concept [558]. In general, this tech-
nique could reach sensitivity down to the QCD axion for
masses ma � 10−6 eV, if implemented in magnet volumes
of few m3 volumes and few T fields.

Other techniques
A recent proposal to detect axion DM at even higher mass

values involves the use of certain antiferromagnetic topo-
logical insulators [559,560]. Such materials contain axion
quasiparticles (AQs), that are longitudinal antiferromagnetic
spin fluctuations. These AQs have similar dynamics than the
axion field, including a mass mixing with the electric field
in the presence of magnetic fields. The dispersion relation
and boundary conditions permit resonant conversion of axion
DM into THz photons in a way that is independent of the reso-
nant frequency. An advantage of this method is the tunability
of the resonance with applied magnetic field. The technique
could be competitive in the search for DM axions of masses
in the 1–10 meV range.

At the very low masses, DM axions can produce an oscil-
lation of the optical linear polarization of a laser beam in a
bow-tie cavity. The DANCE experiment has already provided
proof-of-concept results [561] with a table-top setup, while
large potential for improvement exist in scale-up projections.

The techniques presented above are all based on the axion–
photon coupling. If the axion has relevant fermionic cou-
plings, the axion DM field would couple with nuclear spins
like a fictitious magnetic field and produce the precession of
nuclear spins. Moreover, by virtue of the same Peccei–Quinn
term that solves the strong CP problem, the DM axion field
should induce oscillating electric–dipole–moments (EDM)

in the nuclei. Both effects can be searched for by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) methods. The CASPEr project
[174,562] is exploring several NMR-based implementations
to search for axion DM along this directions. The prospects
of the technique may reach relevant QCD models for very
low axion masses (� 10−8 eV). A conceptually similar
is done by the QUAX experiment, but invoking the elec-
tron coupling using magnetic materials [563]. In this case,
the sample is inserted in a resonant cavity and the spin-
precession resonance hybridises with the electromagnetic
mode of the cavity. The experiment focuses in a particular
axion mass ma ∼ 200 μeV, but sensitivity to QCD models
will require lowering the detection noise below the quantum
limit. Another recently proposed technique is to search for
the axion/ALP induced EDM in the future proton storage
ring developed to measure the static proton EDM [564].

DM axions can produce atomic excitations in a target
material to levels with an energy difference equal to the axion
mass. This can again happen via the axion interactions to the
nuclei or electron spins. The use of Zeeman effect has been
proposed [565] to split he ground state of atoms to effectively
create atomic transition of energy levels that are tunable to
the axion mass, by changing the external magnetic field. The
AXIOMA [566,567] project has started feasibility studies to
experimentally implement this detection concept. Sensitivity
to axion models (with fermion couplings) in the in the ball-
park of 10−4–10−3 eV could eventually be achieved if target
material of ∼kg mass are instrumented and cooled down to
mK temperatures

For a more thorough review of the possibilities that atomic
physics offer to axion physics we refer to Sect. 1.4.

Before concluding this section, let us mention that a DM
axion with keV mass (or higher) and with sufficiently strong
coupling to electrons would show up in low background mas-
sive detectors developed for WIMP searches [127,568,569],
as a non-identified peak at an energy equal to the mass, by
virtue of the axioelectric effect. The recent XENON1T low-
energy electronic recoil event excess [108] could be inter-
preted as such a signal, with a favoured value for mA ∼ 2.3
keV.

3.3.5 Solar axion experiments

If axions exist, they would be produced in large quantities in
the solar interior. Photons from the solar plasma would con-
vert into axions in the Coulomb fields of charged particles
via the Primakoff axion–photon conversion. If axions couple
with electrons, additional production channels are possible
[570]. Once produced, axions get out of the star unimpeded
and travel to the Earth, offering a great opportunity for direct
detection in terrestrial experiments. The leading technique to
detect solar axions are axion helioscopes [516], one of the
oldest concepts used to search for axions. Axion helioscopes
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Fig. 24 Panorama of searches
in the gaγ -ma plane

are sensitive to a given gaγ over a very wide mass range
(Fig. 24), and after several past generations of helioscopes,
the experimental efforts are now directed to increase the
scale and thereby push sensitivity to lower gaγ values. Con-
trary to the scenario described in the haloscope frontier, with
a plethora of relatively small, sometimes table-top, experi-
ments, most of the helioscope community has coalesced into
a single collaboration, IAXO, to face the challenges to build
a large scale next-generation helioscope. Indeed, the IAXO
collaboration is by far the largest experimental collaboration
in axion physics, currently with about 125 scientists from 25
different institutions.

Helioscopes
The axion helioscope [516] invokes the conversion of the

solar axions back to photons in a strong laboratory magnet.
The resulting photons are X-rays that can be detected behind
the magnet when it is pointing to the Sun. In the baseline
(or phase-I) configuration, this conversion takes place in the
evacuated bores of the magnet, and provides a flat sensitivity
to gaγ up to a mass of about 0.01 eV. Above this value the sen-
sitivity drops due to lack of coherence in the axion–photon
oscillation along the magnet. Phase-II operation involves the
use of a pressure-varying buffer gas inside the magnet bores.
This gas provides the photon with a mass and restores the
coherence for a narrow window of axion masses around the
photon refractive mass. This has been the strategy followed
by CAST at CERN using a decommissioned LHC test mag-
net that provides a 9 T field inside the two 10 m long, 5 cm
diameter, magnet bores. CAST has been active for more
than 15 years at CERN and represents the state-of-the-art
in the search for solar axions. The latest result sets an upper

bound on the axion–photon coupling of 0.66×10−10 GeV−10

(Fig. 24). This value competes with the strongest bound com-
ing from astrophysics. Advancing beyond this bound is now
highly motivated, not only because it would mean to venture
into regions of parameter space allowed by astrophysics, but
also because a number of astrophysical observations seem
to hint at precisely this range of parameters. CAST has also
searched for solar axions produced via the axion–electron
coupling, although the very stringent astrophysical bound on
this coupling remains so far unchallenged by experiments.

The International Axion Observatory (IAXO) is a new
generation axion helioscope, aiming at the detection of solar
axions with sensitivities to the axion–photon coupling gaγ

down to a few 10−12 GeV−1, a factor of 20 better than the
current best limit from CAST (a factor of more than 104

in signal-to-noise ratio). This leap forward in sensitivity is
achieved by the realization of a large-scale magnet, as well
as by extensive use of X-ray focusing optics and low back-
ground detectors.

The main element of IAXO is thus a new dedicated large
superconducting magnet, designed to maximize the helio-
scope figure of merit. The IAXO magnet will be a supercon-
ducting magnet following a large multi-bore toroidal config-
uration, to efficiently produce an intense magnetic field over a
large volume. The design is inspired by the ATLAS barrel and
end-cap toroids, the largest superconducting toroidal mag-
nets ever built and presently in operation at CERN. Indeed
the experience of CERN in the design, construction and oper-
ation of large superconducting magnets is a key aspect of the
project.

X-ray focusing relies on the fact that, at grazing incident
angles, it is possible to realize X-ray mirrors with high reflec-
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tivity. IAXO envisions newly-built optics similar to those
used onboard NASA’s NuSTAR satellite mission, but opti-
mized for the energies of the solar axion spectrum. Each of the
eight ∼60 cm diameter magnet bores will be equipped with
such optics. At the focal plane of each of the optics, IAXO
will have low-background X-ray detectors. Several detection
technologies are under consideration, but the most developed
one are small gaseous chambers read by pixelized microb-
ulk Micromegas planes. They involve low-background tech-
niques typically developed in underground laboratories, like
the use of radiopure detector components, appropriate shield-
ing, and the use of offline discrimination algorithms. Alterna-
tive or additional X-ray detection technologies are also con-
sidered, like GridPix detectors, Magnetic Metallic Calorime-
ters, Transition Edge Sensors, or Silicon Drift Detectors. All
of them show promising prospects to outperform the base-
line Micromegas detectors in aspects like energy threshold
or resolution, which are of interest, for example, to search
for solar axions via the axion–electron coupling, a process
featuring both lower energies than the standard Primakoff
one, and monochromatic peaks in the spectrum.

An intermediate experimental stage called BabyIAXO
[105] is the near term goal of the collaboration. BabyIAXO
will test magnet, optics, and detectors at a technically repre-
sentative scale for the full IAXO and, at the same time, it will
be operated and will take data as a fully-fledged helioscope
experiment, with sensitivity beyond CAST (see Fig. 24). It
will be located at DESY, and it is expected to be built in 2–3
years.

The physics reach of IAXO is highly complementary to
all other initiatives in the field, with sensitivity to motivated
parts of the axion parameter space that no other experimen-
tal technique can probe. Most relevantly, IAXO will probe
a large fraction of QCD axion models in the meV to eV
mass band. This region is the only one in which astrophysi-
cal, cosmological (DM) and theoretical (strong CP problem)
motivations overlap. As solar axion emission is a generic
prediction of most axion models, solar axion searches rep-
resent the only approach that combines relative immunity to
model assumptions plus a competitive sensitivity to param-
eters largely complementary to those accessible with other
detection techniques. Finally, IAXO will also constitute a
generic infrastructure for axion/ALP physics with potential
for additional search strategies (e.g. the option of implement-
ing RF cavities to search for DM axions).

Other techniques
A variant of the helioscope technique, dubbed AMELIE

[571], can be realized in a magnetized large gaseous detec-
tor (e.g. a time projection chamber). In this configuration,
the detector gaseous volume plays both the roles of buffer
gas where the Primakoff conversion of solar axions takes
place, and X-ray detection medium. Contrary to standard

helioscopes, in which the resulting X-rays need to cross the
buffer gas to reach the detectors, here high photoabsorption
in the gas is pursued. Therefore, high pressures or high-Z
gases are preferred. Due to the short range of the X-rays in
the gas, the coherence of the conversion is lost, there is no
privileged direction, and moving the magnet to track the Sun
is no longer necessary. Still the signal depends on the B field
component perpendicular to the axion incident direction, and
therefore even in a stationary magnet a daily modulation of
the signal is expected, which give a useful signal signature.
The technique could have some window of opportunity at
higher masses � 0.1 eV where buffer gas scanning in helio-
scopes is increasingly difficult.

Axion–photon conversion (and vice versa) can also hap-
pen in the atomic electromagnetic field inside materials.
In the case of crystalline media, the periodic structure of
the field imposes a Bragg condition, i.e., the conversion
is coherently enhanced if the momentum of the incoming
particle matches one of the Bragg angles [572]. This con-
cept has been applied to the search for solar axions with
crystalline detectors [573,574]. The continuous variation of
the relative incoming direction of the axions with respect
to the crystal planes, due to the Earth rotation, produces
very characteristic sharp energy- and time-dependent pat-
terns in the expected signal in the detector, which can be
used to effectively identify a putative signal over the detec-
tor background. This technique has been used as a byprod-
uct of low-background underground detectors developed for
WIMP searches [568,569,575–579]. However, in the mass
range where helioscopes enjoy full coherent conversion of
axions, the prospects of this technique are not competitive
[580,581].

Finally, solar axions could also produce visible signals
in ionization detectors by virtue of the axioelectric effect
[582–586], most relevantly, in large liquid Xe detectors
[106,107,127,587]. However, the sensitivity to gae is still
far from the astrophysical bound. Interactions via nucleon
coupling can also be used. For monochromatic solar axions
emitted in M1 nuclear transitions, a reverse absorption can
be invoked at the detector, provided the detector itself (or
a component very close to it) contains the same nuclide, as
e.g. in Fe57 [588,589], Li7 [590] or Tm169 [591]. The upper
limits to the nucleon couplings obtained by this method are
however larger than the bounds set by astrophysics. As a final
comment, a combination of different couplings at emission
and detection can also be invoked. The recent XENON1T
excess [108], mentioned in a previous section, has also been
interpreted as a signal of solar axions via a combination of
couplings at emission and detection, including axion–photon
conversion in the atomic field of the Xe atoms [592] (this time
with no Bragg-like effect). In all cases, the values of the cou-
plings are already excluded by CAST or by astrophysical
bounds [80].
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3.3.6 Conclusions and prospects

Axions and axion-like particles at the low mass frontier
appear in very motivated extensions of the SM. For long
considered “invisible”, very light axions are within reach
of current and near-future technologies in different parts of
the viable parameter space. The field is now undergoing a
blooming phase. As shown in this review, the experimental
efforts to search for axions are rapidly growing in intensity
and diversity. Novel detection concepts and developments
are recently appearing and are being tested in relatively small
setups, yielding a plethora of new experimental initiative. In
addition to this, consolidated detection techniques are now
facing next-generation experiments with ambitious sensitiv-
ity goals and challenges related to large-scale experiments
and collaborations. As an example of the importance that
this subfield is getting, let us mention that axion searches
are explicitly mentioned in the last Update of the European
Strategy for Particle Physics [8]. The near and mid-term sen-
sitivity prospects show promise to probe a large fraction of
the axion parameter space, and a discovery in the coming
years is not excluded. Such a result would be a breakthrough
discovery that could reshape the subsequent evolution of Par-
ticle Physics, Cosmology, and Astrophysics.

3.4 Axions/ALPs phenomenology at accelerator-based
experiments

Author: Felix Kahlhoefer,
<kahlhoefer@physik.rwth-aachen.de>

Pseudo-Goldstone bosons arise naturally in many exten-
sions of the Standard Model with spontaneously bro-
ken approximate global symmetries. The most well-known
example for such a particle is the QCD axion, which arises
from the breaking of Peccei–Quinn symmetry. QCD axion
models typically predict specific coupling patterns and rela-
tions between the coupling strength and the axion mass. In
a model-independent approach one instead considers parti-
cles with the same types of effective interactions, but without
imposing specific relations between the various parameters.
These so-called axion-like particles (ALPs) can in general
couple to any combination of Standard Model gauge bosons,
fermions and Higgs bosons.

The most frequently studied case is the one where the
ALPs couple to hypercharge gauge bosons

L ⊃ g′2CBB
a

Λ
Bμν B̃

μν , (74)

so that their low-energy phenomenology is dominated by the
effective ALP–photon interaction

L ⊃ −gaγ γ

4
aFμν F̃

μν , (75)

with gaγ γ = 4e2CBB/Λ [456]. For ALPs below the MeV-
scale, astrophysical constraints (in particular from horizontal
branch stars) require the coupling gaγ γ to be tiny, such that
ALPs are nearly stable and may constitute some or all of
dark matter. For heavier ALPs, on the other hand, these con-
straints are absent and ALPs can have much larger couplings
and shorter lifetimes, leading to interesting implications for
particle physics and cosmology (see e.g. [593] for a recent
discussion of constraints on ALPs from Big Bang Nucle-
osynthesis).

Indeed, for an ALP mass ma � 100 MeV and effective
couplings gaγ γ � 10−4 GeV−1 ALPs decay promptly on
typical detector scales and can be searched for at collider
experiments, for example using the process e+e− → γ a(→
γ γ ), where the two photons from the ALP decay can be
separately reconstructed, allowing to suppress backgrounds
by searching for a peak in the invariant mass distribution [99].
A recent search for this signature at Belle II places world-
leading limits on GeV-scale ALPs [251].

For smaller masses and smaller couplings the ALP decay
length can be macroscopic and one of the most promising
strategies is to look for ALPs in beam dump experiments.
Conventionally, the ALP yield in these experiments is pre-
dicted using the equivalent photon approximation [594], but
it was recently shown that for proton beams the dominant
production mechanism is Primakoff production from photons
produced in meson decays in the hadronic shower [595].

Analogous to the coupling to hypercharge gauge bosons,
ALPs can also couple to SU (2)L gauge bosons:

L ⊃ g2CWW
a

Λ
Wa

μνW̃
μν,a . (76)

The resulting phenomenology is however very distinct,
because ALPs can now also be produced in rare meson
decays, such as K+ → π+a [596]. This specific process
is of great interest experimentally, as it can be searched for
using experiments like NA62 that aim to measure the ultra-
rare Standard Model process K+ → π+νν̄. Indeed, NA62
has very recently published first results from a search for a
peak in the missing mass distribution, achieving sensitivity
to branching ratios at the level of 10−10 [597].

We note that an additional contribution to rare decays
involving ALPs arise from ALP couplings to heavy quarks
and from ALP-meson mixing. Unfortunately, these contribu-
tions suffer from substantial theory uncertainties as well as
an unavoidable sensitivity of the predictions to the specific
UV completion of the effective interactions [598]. The con-
tribution arising from SU (2)L gauge bosons, on the other
hand, is theoretically clean and exhibits no UV dependence.
Nevertheless, the case of ALPs coupled to SU (2)L gauge
bosons has up to now received comparably little attention in
the literature.
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Another interesting albeit less studied case is that ALPs
couple to gluons in a similar way as the QCD axion [599]:

L ⊃ g2
s CGGG

a
μν G̃

μν,a . (77)

At low energies these interactions induce effective couplings
to photons as well as flavour changing processes resulting
from ALP-meson mixing (in particular ALP-η(′) mixing).
Moreover, effective ALP-nucleon interactions lead to a sig-
nificant suppression of the otherwise very strong constraints
from SN1987A, because ALPs are trapped in the supernova
core and cannot contribute to its cooling [600]. As a result
there are large swathes of allowed parameter space around
CGG/Λ ∼ 10−4–10−3 GeV−1, which may be explored with
laboratory experiments.

A particularly promising strategy to probe these parameter
regions are proton beam dump experiments. A recent study
has for example pointed out the great potential of search-
ing for ALPs coupled to gluons at the DUNE near detector
[601]. However, at the moment there is no consensus on how
to calculate the production of ALPs coupled to gluons in
proton beam dump experiments and different groups include
different effects in their calculation. At the same time, there
are sizeable uncertainties in the ALP decay width, which
enters exponentially in the predicted number of events. There
is hence great need for collaboration between theorists and
experimentalists to obtain precise and comprehensive pre-
dictions for ALPs with gluon couplings.

Another effective interaction, which is often neglected, is
the one between ALPs and Higgs bosons, which arises at
dimension 6 and 7 in the ALP effective theory [456]. These
interactions can give rise to striking processes, such as the
decay h → aa or the decay h → Za, which can be searched
for with great precision at the LHC. A detailed discussion of
the resulting constraints is however beyond the scope of this
contribution.

So far, we have adopted the common strategy to consider
one type of ALP interactions at a time (referred to in Ref. [6]
as photon dominance, fermion dominance and gluon dom-
inance). This approach is based on the naive intuition that
ALPs with several interactions will be more tightly con-
strained than those with a single type of interactions. Hence,
setting all but one of the couplings to zero would yield con-
servative predictions. However, it turns out that there are sev-
eral constraints that can be suppressed if several couplings
are present at the same time [100]:

• Constraints from SN1987A are strongly suppressed as
soon as effective ALP-nucleon couplings are included.

• Constraints from beam-dump experiments are suppressed
if additional decay modes reduce the ALP decay length.

• Accidental cancellations in the effective ALP–photon
coupling can suppress all constraints that rely on this
interaction.

Hence, it is important to consider the case where several
couplings have a comparable magnitude. This approach has
been coined co-dominance in Ref. [601], and it may reveal a
number of interesting opportunities that would otherwise be
missed.

This is illustrated in Fig. 25, which shows the case that
ALPs couple only to SU (2)L gauge bosons (left panel)
and the case that ALPs couple with the same coefficient
to all SM gauge bosons (CWW = CBB = CGG , right
panel). In this case, the supernova trapping regime is sub-
stantially extended and hence the bound from SN1987A
is shifted to smaller couplings. Moreover, since gaγ γ ≈
4e2(CWW + CBB − 1.92CGG)/Λ, constraints that rely on
the ALP–photon coupling are weakened. Whereas the left
panel would lead one to conclude that no interesting findings
can be obtained from NA62, the right panel reveals that the
sensitivity of NA62 is not nearly sufficient to probe all of the
interesting parameter space for these models.

The study of ALPs reveal many exciting opportunities for
future discoveries that do not require ambitious high-energy
colliders. Indeed, many searches for ALPs can be performed
using experiments already at our disposal, or future facilities
that are being constructed for very different reasons. At the
same time, ALPs may be connected to various open prob-
lems of particle physics. For example, they can act as the
mediator responsible for communicating the interactions of
dark matter with the Standard Model [99,602]. The intrigu-
ing interplay between constraints derived from fixed-target
experiments, rare decays, and e+e− colliders as well as astro-
physical bounds will enable us to map out these possibilities
in more detail and explore one of the most well-motivated
candidates for new physics below the GeV scale.

3.5 Search for axions/ALPs at kaon factories

Author: Kohsaku Tobioka, <ktobioka@fsu.edu>

3.5.1 Introduction

The current kaon experiments have the unique potential to
probe new physics beyond the standard model (BSM). A
high-intensity beam of charged kaons K+ is produced at the
NA62 experiment at CERN, and the neutral counterpart for
KL exists at the KOTO experiment at J-PARC. The main
channels at NA62 and KOTO are rare kaon decay, K+ →
π+νν̄ and KL → π0νν̄, respectively, and both experiments
aim for the extremely high precision measurements, at the
level of 10−11 in their branching ratios.

The isospin relation with ΔI = 1/2 dominance leads to
so-called Grossman–Nir bound [603],

B(KL → π0νν̄) ≤ 4.3B(K+ → π+νν̄). (78)
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Fig. 25 Experimental constraints and prospects on ALPs interacting
dominantly with Standard Model gauge bosons. The left panel con-
siders interactions only with SU (2)L gauge bosons, while in the right

panel all gauge bosons are included, setting CWW = CBB = CGG .
This co-dominance scenario reveals large regions of allowed parameter
space. Figure taken from Ref. [100]

It is well-known that this relation holds even if there are sig-
nificant BSM contributions. Furthermore, one can replace the
neutrinos with a light BSM particle(s) X and the generalized
GN generically holds [604],

B(KL → π0X) ≤ 4.3B(K+ → π+X) , (79)

where X does not carry any SM charge, and it is thus exper-
imentally invisible.

In this section, we discuss how the generalized Grossman–
Nir bound is violated with BSM physics. This theoretical
investigation is partially motivated by four events14 that the
KOTO experiment reported in 2019 [606]. However, the idea
remains useful for any future kaon data. Also, we briefly
summarize BSM scenarios for which NA62 and KOTO have
unique sensitivities thanks to their enormous number of
kaons. We emphasize axion-like particles in this context.

3.5.2 BSM scenarios violating Grossman–Nir bound

In the SM and most of BSM scenarios, we always expect
an excess of K+ → π+νν̄ if an excess of KL → π0νν̄

is observed. Otherwise, the GN bound is violated, and this
situation was realized in 2019 when NA62 reported the result

14 KOTO collaboration later confirmed that one of the four events is
mistakenly kept in the signal region, and also the KOTO found several
new sources of background that make this excess statistically insignif-
icant [605].

consistent with the SM expectation while KOTO reported
anomalous events (which later became compatible with the
SM after examining the unblinded data). It is interesting to
investigate scenarios violating the GN bound because we can
nail down particular BSM scenarios if excess is seen only in
KL decay.

References [604,607] pointed out possibilities to violate
the GN bound by the experimental setup difference. In par-
ticular, there is a gap around mX  mπ0 in the search of
K+ → π+X (X is invisible) due to the large background
of K+ → π+π0 [607]. It is easily realized in the mini-
mal Higgs portal model [608]. The GN bound is violated in
another way [604]: if X has a finite lifetime, τX ∼ 10−10 s,
the produced X decays inside the NA62 setup, while some
of X escape the KOTO detector mimicking an invisible par-
ticle. This possibility exploits the effective detector size,
LNA62/pNA62 > LKOTO/pKOTO where L is the detector
length and p is momentum of X in the lab frame.

While the GN bound is not violated at the fundamental
level in the above scenarios, Refs. [609–611] pointed out the
fundamental violation is realized if X includes multiple par-
ticles. The point is that the new particles in the dark sector
are generically neutral under the SM gauge groups, so neu-
tral particles such as neutral kaons could decay to the dark
sector particles directly, but the similar decay from charged
particles would be suppressed even forbidden. For example,
if there is a dark sector coupling s̄d X1X2 where X2 further
decays γ γ or X1π

0, neutral kaons decay to the dark sec-
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tor particles, KL → X1X2 → X1γ γ, X1X1π
0(→ γ γ )

mimicking the SM rare decay KL → π0νν̄. On the other
hand, decays of charged kaon by this operator are suppressed
because the charge conservation requires an extra charged
particle in the final state as K+ → X1X2π

+. Or even this
channel is kinematically forbidden depending on the X1,2

mass. This type of scenario is realized if the dark sector par-
ticle carries strangeness [610], and the operators are

H Q̄1sφ
2/Λ2 , H Q̄2dφ2/Λ2 , (80)

where φ is a complex scalar with 1/2 strangeness and
Λ ≥ 107 GeV. We need a small breaking of strangeness,
χF F̃/Λχ , that induces a decay χ → γ γ where χ is the
imaginary component of φ. In Ref. [611], other realizations
in UV completions with Z ′ or Higgs portals are discussed.

There is another way to violate the GN bound using mixing
among charge-neutral particles [609]. Suppose dark sector
particles, X1 and X2, have couplings,

gdd X2d̄d + gsd X2s̄d + λmX X
2
2X1 + h.c. , (81)

where X2 is heavier than mK while X1 is lighter such that
K → πX1 is kinematically allowed. In this case, the neutral
kaons have a mixing contribution, KL → X∗

2 → π0X1, but
the charged kaon does not have the corresponding effect due
to the charge conservation. Therefore, this scenario directly
violates the generalized GN bound (Eq. (79)).

3.5.3 Other BSM scenarios for future data of NA62 and
KOTO

Since NA62 and KOTO will take data with unprecedented
kaon decays, we can explore many exciting BSM scenarios.
One of the leading examples is a heavy axion or ALP in the
MeV mass range. A reasonable parameter space with a low
decay constant is unexplored in the mass range from MeV to
10 GeV, and the kaon experiments have unique sensitivities
forma < 350 MeV. In particular, we investigate two effective
field theories (EFTs) in [610]. One is a heavy axion which
dominantly couples to gluons,

1

2
m2

aa
2 + αs

8πFa
Ga

μν G̃
a
μν , (82)

where the standard relation ma  mπ fπ/Fa is not imposed.
The other EFT is an ALP dominantly coupling to SU(2)
gauge bosons [596],

1

2
m2

aa
2 + gaW

4
Wa

μνW̃
a
μν . (83)

We consider K → π + missing from E949, NA62, and
KOTO for bounds [204,441,612,613], and we study the pro-

jected sensitivities assuming 2.5 × 1011 K+ decays at NA62
and 2.1×1014 KL at the beam entrance of KOTO. In addition,
we point out that K → π + γ γ [614–616] takes an essen-
tial role in the search for ALPs since the diphoton decays
are expected in the relevant parameter space. Other colored
regions comprise bounds from [420,599,610,617–621] (see
also Sect. 3.6). The left panel of Fig. 26 shows the updated
bounds for the scenario of gluon coupling dominance, and
the right one shows the projections at KOTO and NA62. The
projections shown in the right panel of Fig. 26 show that
K → π + γ γ channels will cover a large parameter space.
For the scenario of W -coupling dominance, see Fig. 9 of
[610].

3.6 Search for axions/ALPs with photon beams

Author: Yotam Soreq, <soreqy@physics.technion.ac.il>
Axion-like-particles (ALPs), denoted as a, appear in many

extensions of the standard model (SM). Originally, the axion
is predicted as part of the solution for the strong-CP problem
[20,24,449,450] and, more recently, SM hierarchy problems
[31]. ALPs are valid dark matter candidates (DM) [16–18] or
can be a portal to DM and/or dark sector [602,622–624]. The
ALPs are pseudoscalars and pseudo-Goldstone modes, thus,
their mass can be much smaller than the scale that suppresses
their interaction with SM particles, i.e. ma � Λ.

Here, we mainly focus on ALPs with mass at the MeV-to-
GeV scale in photon beam experiments, such as as PrimEx
and GlueX, and follow Refs. [599,617]. The effective inter-
action of ALP to photons and gluons is given by

Leff = −4παscg
Λ

aGμν G̃μν + cγ

4Λ
aFμν F̃μν , (84)

where Fμν (Gμν) is the photon (gluon) field strength and the
their duals are denoted with tilde. Note that cg

Λ
= CaGG

32π2 fa
and

cγ
Λ

= −gaγ in the notation of Eqs. (46) and (48), respectively.
We consider a photon beam with energy of kγ ≈ 5–

10 GeV colliding with a fixed thin target, N , made of pro-
tons, C, Si, or Pb. In case of cγ �= 0 and cg = 0, sub-GeV
ALP are produced via the coherent Primakoff production,
γ N → a N . In the opposite case, where cg �= 0 and cγ = 0,
the ALP is produced via photoproduction of photon-vector
meson mixing and t-channel vector meson exchange, where
for simplicity we consider only proton target. In both cases,
the ALP promptly decays into SM final states, such as pho-
tons or hadrons (if kinematically available).

The ALP Primakoff production is similar to that of π0

and η mesons, up to known kinematic corrections. Thus,
the expected ALP yield can be normalized to the number
of observed π0’s and η’s in the data [617]. Therefore, many
uncertainties such as the photon flux and the nuclear form
factors are cancelled in the ratio. By recasting the PrimEx
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Fig. 26 Left panel: present bounds on the parameter space of the GG̃-
coupled ALP benchmark, as a function of the ALP mass, ma , and of
its decay constant, Fa . Right panel: present and future bounds on the
parameter space. In gray, we present the present bound (as shown in the

left panel). The bound of B decay depends on the EFT cutoff Λ, and we
include the bound with Λ =1 TeV. In red, purple, and blue we present
the future bounds at KOTO (4γ proposed search), at NA62 (π+ + 2γ

signature), and at NA62 (π+ + missing signature), respectively

data from [625], we derive new bounds on thea-γ interaction,
cγ , for ma around the pion mass. In addition, we project the
sensitivity of the full PrimEx data and future GlueX runs
to probe this coupling. Our results are summarized in the
left panel of Fig. 27 can compared to current bounds from
LEP and beam dumps [420,619,620,626], as well as future
projections of Belle-II, FASER, NA62, SeaQuest, and SHiP
[99,196,594,627].

In case of ALP gluon coupling, cg �= 0 and cγ = 0,
we consider the photon beam on proton target and extract
the bound from the public GlueX data [628], as well
as give projection for future runs (see Fig. 3 of [617]).
This scenario can be also probed by the KOTO exper-
iment via KL → π0a → 4γ process or in NA62
[610].

One challenge is to estimate the ALP hadronic decay rate
for 1 GeV � ma � 3 GeV, where both chiral perturbation
theory and perturbative QCD fail. These rates can be esti-
mated by using data-driven method [599], which is based
on e+e− and U (3) flavor symmetry. For instance, the decay
amplitude of ALP into two vector mesons, V1,2, a → V1V2,
can be extracted from e+e− → V ∗

1 → V2P cross section
(P is a meson) by using a-P mixing and exchanging ini-
tial and final states. This method can be applied to differ-
ent hadronic final states. As a cross check, the ηc meson,
with U (3) flavor quantum numbers of an ALP, has branch-
ing ratios into V1V2 that can be predicted with a good suc-
cess [599]. Finally, we use different B → K and K → π

decays to constrain the ALP-gluon coupling, cg/Λ (Fig. 27,
right).

Rare kaon decays, K → πa, can be also used to
place strong bounds on the aWW coupling, gaW , via the
one-loop FCNC diagram, similar to the SM one [596,
610]. For ma < mK , one can probe gaW smaller than
10−4 GeV−1 with the current data. Similarly, B → Ka
can probe gaW at the level of 10−5 GeV−1 [596]. We
note also that higher ALP masses, ma > 5 GeV, can
be probed in γ γ resonance searches in Pb–Pb [233,234,
620] and p–p [629,630] collisions (see Section 3.7). For
details on ALP searches at future colliders, see [456,
631].

3.7 Search for axions/ALPs at the LHC

Author: David d’Enterria
(for the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations),
<dde@cern.ch>

3.7.1 Introduction

The existence of fundamental scalar particles in nature
has received very strong evidence with the discovery of
the Higgs boson. Searches for additional (pseudo)scalar
particles have thereby been attracting an increasing inter-
est in the last years in collider studies of physics beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) [406,456,632,633], and have
become key ingredients of the “intensity frontier” physics
program aiming at discovering new feebly interacting par-
ticles [9,353]. Axion-like particles (ALPs) are hypothet-
ical pseudoscalar bosons that appear naturally in many
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Fig. 27 Left: New limit set (dark blue shaded regions) using the pub-
lished mγ γ spectrum from one angular bin of carbon-target PrimEx
data from Fig. 2 of Ref. [625]. Projection for PrimEx (blue) and
GlueX (red) for the a-γ coupling compared to the current bounds

[420,619,620,626] and projections of NA62, SeaQuest, Belle-II, SHiP,
and FASER [99,196,594,627]. The plot is taken from Ref. [617]. Right:
Constraints on the ALP-gluon coupling from Ref. [599]

extensions of the SM, often as pseudo Nambu–Goldstone
bosons (pNGBs) arising in the spontaneous breaking of
a new global approximate symmetry [634] (similarly as
the neutral pion does for the chiral symmetry of quantum
chromodynamics, QCD). ALPs are ubiquitous in a vari-
ety of particle physics and cosmology BSM scenarios such
as

(i) the original axion, a pNGB of the Peccei–Quinn sym-
metry broken by the axial anomaly of QCD, introduced
to solve the absence of observed charge-parity (CP) vio-
lation in the strong interaction (“strong CP problem”)
[20,449,450];

(ii) light pseudoscalars proposed as cold dark matter (DM)
candidates particles [635,636], or dark-sector mediators
[602,622,637];

(iii) generic pNGBs arising from the spontaneous breaking
of a new U(1) global symmetry at some large energy
scale Λ, like e.g. the R-axion (pNGB of the broken R-
symmetry in SUSY) [638], pseudoscalar states in Higgs
compositeness models (from the broken U(1) symmetry
acting on all underlying fermions of the theory) [639], or
in cosmic inflation [640];

(iv) generic pseudoscalar bosons that appear e.g. in extended
Higgs sectors [641], in phenomenological realizations of
string theory [642], in models where they contribute to
lepton dipole moments (thereby solving the (g − 2)μ
problem) [643,644] or to address the electroweak hierar-
chy problem [31].

Since light pseudo-scalars naturally couple to photons
(due to spin selection rules and mass15 constraints), ALP
searches from cosmology, astrophysical, and low-energy
accelerator studies have mostly exploited the (inverse) Pri-
makoff effect [645], γ γ (∗) → a → γ γ (∗), that converts
photons into axions (and vice versa) in collisions with other
photons or, equivalently, electromagnetic fields (γ ∗). Col-
lider searches have thereby predominantly focused on ini-
tial and/or final states with photons that, first, allow a direct
connection with the vast range of all other existing searches
and, secondly, are easier to identify over intrinsically large
hadronic backgrounds. This type of searches thereby corre-
spond to the benchmark point referred to as photon domi-
nance (BC9) in [6] (see the discussion in Sect. 3.8.1).

Focusing on the ALP-γ coupling, the effective Lagrangian
reads (see Eq. (48)):

L ⊃ −1

4
gaγ a Fμν F̃μν, with gaγ = Cγ γ /Λ, (85)

where a is the ALP field, Fμν (F̃μν) is the photon field
strength (dual) tensor, and the dimensionful ALP–photon
coupling strength gaγ is related16 to the high-energy scale

15 For a very light ALP with ma < 2me, the diphoton is the only SM
decay mode allowed.
16 For the QCD axion, decay constant and mass are directly related
and gaγ is proportional to ma with an essentially known fixed constant
(thereby populating a linear band in Fig. 28), but such a relationship is
relaxed for generic ALPs, which do not necessarily couple to gluons,
and for which ma and gaγ are essentially free parameters.
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Fig. 28 Limits on the ALP–photon coupling vs. ALP mass from cos-
mological, astrophysical, and accelerator searches over the mass range
ma = 1 μeV–10 TeV. The top-right red contour depicts the approxi-
mate area currently covered by the latest LHC studies summarized here.
Figure adapted from [456,633]

Λ associated with the broken symmetry in the ultraviolet
(the effective dimensionless coefficient Cγ γ scales appropri-
ately the a-γ coupling whenever the ALP couples to other
SM particles, most often Cγ γ = 1 is considered hereafter).
The whole ALP phenomenology (production, decay, inter-
action with magnetic fields) is thereby fully defined in the
(ma, gaγ ) parameter space.

Figure 28 shows the current limits over about 19 orders of
magnitude in ALP mass (up to the largest masses explored so
far) and 13 orders in ALP-γ coupling. In the very light mass
range (ma � 10 eV), the most stringent limits are provided
by light-shining-through-a-wall (LSW) experiments, as well
as solar photon instruments like the Tokyo Axion Helioscope
(SUMICO) and the CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST)
[646] (see Sect. 3.3).

A combination of cosmological constraints (number of
effective degrees of freedom, primordial big-bang nucle-
osynthesis, distortions of the cosmic microwave-background
spectrum, diffuse extragalactic photon measurements) leads
to the grey region at the lowest gaγ couplings, over ma ≈
1 keV–10 GeV [97,647]. For “intermediate” masses and cou-
plings, astrophysical bounds have been derived from energy
loss of stars through ALP radiation, which are constrained
by the ratio of red giants to younger stars in the so-called
horizontal-branch (HB, light green), from the measurement
of the length of the neutrino burst from Supernova SN1987A
(yellow) [600], and from the absence of SN photon bursts
from decays of produced ALPs (green) (see Sect. 1.3).

Experimental attention to ALPs above the MeV scale at
particle accelerators is relatively recent. Since the a → γ γ

decay rate scales with the cube of the ALP mass,

Γa→γ γ ∝ g2
aγm

3
a

64π
, (86)

for decreasing values of ma and/or gaγ the decay rate
becomes so small that the ALP leaves the detector and
appears as an invisible particle. In fixed-target proton and
electron experiments (orange “beam dump” band), photons
copiously produced via meson decays, or via bremsstrahlung
off electron beams, can convert into ALPs via the Primakoff
process off a nuclear target, and ALPs are searched for in
final states with single photons (inverse Primakoff scatter-
ing process) or diphotons (from a → γ γ decays) emitted in
the forward direction [380,594]. The top area of Fig. 28 is
dominated by searches at e+e− colliders via mono-photon
final states with missing energy from long-lived “invisi-
ble”17 ALPs via radiative Υ → γ a decays (violet area) and
e+e− → γ a (light blue area) at CLEO and BaBar [648,649],
and diphoton and triphoton final states (e+e− → 2γ, 3γ ), for
ma = 50 MeV–8 GeV and ma = 20–100 GeV respectively,
at LEP-I and II [619,650] (light brown) derived in [620,633],
as well as similar searches at Belle-II [251], PrimEx [617],
and CDF [651]. As one can see from Fig. 28, ALP limits for
masses above ma ≈ 1 GeV were very scarce (and nonex-
istent above ma ≈ 300 GeV) before the LHC, and this is
the region where the energy-frontier collider plays a unique
role. Searches for axion-like particles at the LHC share the
following properties:

(1) Final states with photons plus, in some cases, Z and H
bosons, are considered;

(2) if ALPs are long-lived (usually forma � 1 GeV), bounds
can be derived from mono-photon final-states with miss-
ing transverse energy (from the escaping a) in the LHC
detectors;

(3) if ALPs are short-lived (usually forma � 1 GeV), bounds
are set from their decays into photons inside the LHC
detectors volume.

For case (2) above, LHC limits on ALPs with masses below
1 GeV in mono-photon topologies have been discussed in
detail in [632] and, since they basically overlap with the
beam-dump bounds shown in Fig. 28, will not be discussed
further. Instead, for case (3) above, competitive searches have
been set for masses ma > 5 GeV in 2-, 3-, 4-photon final
states via searches for exclusive and inclusive γ γ resonances,
and exotic Z or Higgs boson decays, with the corresponding
diagrams shown in Fig. 29. ALP bounds have been set in
some cases directly by the LHC experiments themselves,

17 Such final states include also the case where the ALP is a short-lived
dark-matter mediator that decays into invisible DM particles.
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Fig. 29 Representative diagrams of ALPs searches at the LHC via
exclusive diphotons (top left), diphotons from vector-boson-fusion
(with V = γ, Z, top right), exotic triphoton Z-boson decays (bottom
left), and exotic 4-photon Higgs-boson decays (bottom right)

but mostly by phenomenological reinterpretations of exper-
imental data from ATLAS [209] and CMS [210] based on
generic spin-0 γ γ resonance searches, as discussed case-by-
case below.

3.7.2 ALP searches in exclusive γ γ final states

Proton (p) and lead ions (Pb) accelerated at LHC ener-
gies generate strong electromagnetic (e.m.) fields that, in
the equivalent photon approximation [652], can be identi-
fied as quasi-real photon fluxes with very low virtualities
Q2 < 1/R2

A ≈ 0.08, 8 · 10−4 GeV2 and longitudinal ener-
gies as large as ωmax = γL/RA ≈ 2.5 TeV, 80 GeV, respec-
tively18 [653,654]. On the one hand, in the Pb–Pb case, since
the photon flux scales as the square of the charge of each col-
liding particle, γ γ cross sections are enhanced by up to a
factor of Z4 ≈ 5 · 107 compared to p–p (or e+e−) collisions,
although they reach relatively moderate maximum centre-
of-mass (c.m. ) energies of the order of

√
smax
γ γ ≈ 200 GeV.

On the other, photon–photon processes in p–p collisions,
although featuring much lower γ fluxes (compensated, in
part, by the much larger beam luminosities compared to
heavy ions), can reach much higher

√
smax
γ γ ≈ 4.5 TeV values,

thanks to the harder proton γ fluxes. Exploiting such inter-
esting photon-photon possibilities in these so-called “ultra-
peripheral” collisions to search for axions at the LHC via
the diagram shown in Fig. 29 (top left) was suggested in
[620,655]. The final state of interest is that of an exclusive
diphoton event, i.e. without any other particle produced, with
the two photons back-to-back (the ALP is produced basically
at rest due to the low virtuality of the colliding photons) and
featuring a peak on top of the invariant mass (mγ γ ) distri-

18 Taking RA ≈ 0.7, 7 fm as p, Pb charge radii, and γL = Ebeam/mp,N
for their beam Lorentz factors.

bution of the light-by-light (LbL) scattering γ γ → γ γ con-
tinuum [654]. In p–p collisions, the presence of very large
pileup events hinders the observation of this process unless
one can tag one or both protons in very forward spectrome-
ters, such as the CMS-TOTEM PPS and ATLAS AFP ones
[656], to remove overwhelming hadronic backgrounds. The
absence of pileup in Pb–Pb collisions makes this colliding
mode the most competitive one for exclusive ALP searches
up to

√
smax
γ γ ≈ 100 (300) GeV compared to p–p running with

proton taggers located at 420 (220) m from the interaction
point (IP) [657].

The first exclusive diphoton search at the LHC was car-
ried out by CMS in p–p collisions at 7 TeV with the first
36-pb−1 of integrated luminosity [658]. The event selection
consisted of two photons with transverse energy ET > 2 GeV
and pseudorapidity |η| < 2.5 with no other hadronic activ-
ity over |η| < 5.2. The lack of observed events imposes an
upper limit cross section of σ(pp → pγ γ p) > 1.18 pb at
95% confidence level (CL). Such a result was subsequently
recast into the (ma, gaγ ) plane (red area in Fig. 31, right)
[620,655], overlapping with the LEP-II limits over ma ≈ 5–
90 GeV. A recent search of the same exclusive final state
has been carried out by CMS + TOTEM in p–p collisions at
13 TeV with forward proton tagging, requiring two photons
with ET > 75 GeV over |η| < 2.5, with mγ γ > 350 GeV
and low acoplanarity [659]. Matching the diphoton mass and
pseudorapidity measured in the central detectors with those
of the CT-PPS proton spectrometers allows the removal of
p–p pileup events. No exclusive γ γ event is found above
expected backgrounds, leading to an upper limit cross sec-
tion of σ(pp → pγ γ p) > 3.0 fb at 95% CL, that has been
recast into limits on anomalous quartic photon couplings over
mγ γ ≈ 0.4–2 TeV [659]. However, in terms of ALP bounds
in this mass range, such a measurement is not yet competitive
compared to other γ γ final states discussed below.

The most stringent limits on ALPs over ma ≈ 5–100 GeV
have been set by searches in ultraperipheral Pb–Pb colli-
sions by CMS and ATLAS [233,234]. The final state of
interest corresponds to two photons with ET > 2, 3 GeV,
|η| < 2.5, mγ γ > 5 GeV with no other hadronic activity
over |η| < 5. Extra photon-pair kinematic criteria are applied
to remove any remaining background (mostly from misiden-
tified γ γ → e+e−(γ ) events): pγ γ

T < 1 GeV, and acopla-
narity Δφγγ < 0.01, 0.03, which enhance the photon-fusion
production characterized by two back-to-back photons. Both
ATLAS and CMS observe a number of exclusive diphoton
counts consistent with the expectations of the very rare LbL
scattering process [654]. For ALP searches, both experiments
have subsequently injected into their measured mγ γ distri-
bution, simulated γ γ → a → γ γ peaks generated with
Starlight [660] with the ALP-γ coupling implemented as
described in [620].
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The diphoton trigger and reconstruction efficiencies are
found to be ∼20% (50%) at ma = 5 (50) GeV, and the
assumed ALP width is dominated by the experimental γ γ

mass resolution. It is worth to note that such experimental
effects are not always taken appropriately into account by
phenomenological works, which often use very simplified
detector inefficiencies when reinterpreting existing data to
extract new ALP limits.

The absence of any visible peak above the LbL contin-
uum is used to set the expected and observed limits on the
ALPs production cross section as a function of mass shown
in Fig. 30. The ATLAS results (right plot) exploit the largest
integrated luminosity of the 2018 Pb–Pb run, and allow one
to exclude ALP integrated cross sections above 2–70 nb at the
95% CL over the ma = 6–100 GeV range. The cross section
limit from CMS (left plot) in the binma = 5–6 GeV provides
the lowest ALP mass probed so far at the LHC. It is unlikely
that ATLAS or CMS will be able to go below this mass value
due to the difficulties in triggering and reconstructing very
low ET � 2 GeV photons. However, LHCb and ALICE have
good photon reconstruction capabilities down to ∼1 GeV
(or lower, exploiting γ → e+e− conversions) and could
improve those limits in a mass region ma ≈ 0.5–5 GeV
of otherwise difficult experimental access, thereby bridging
with the beam-dump and Belle-II constraints in the “wedge”
area shown in Fig. 28. Experimental challenges in this mass
region are the mγ γ resolution, and the presence of multiple
spin-0 and 2 resonances with visible diphoton decays [661].

The limits on the ALP cross section (with signal strength√
μCLs) are transformed into the corresponding limits for the

ALP-γ coupling gaγ ≡ 1/Λ, assuming a BR(a → γ γ ) =
100% branching ratio, i.e. effectively setting Cγ γ = 1 in
Eq. (85), calculated from 1/Λ = √

μCLs ·(1/ΛMC) where the
latter is the coupling used in the MC generator. The derived
1/Λ constraints range from gaγ ≈ 1 TeV−1 to 0.05 TeV−1

(violet area in Fig. 32, right). It is worth to mention that the
CMS Pb–Pb ALP results have been also recast into limits
on the (ma, gaB) plane, including also the hypercharge cou-
pling gaB , i.e. processes involving the Z boson discussed in
Sect. 3.7.4. Locally, these bounds are the strongest ones over
ma ≈ 25–60 GeV [234], above the pp → 3γ ones discussed
later.

3.7.3 ALP searches in generic γ γ final states

In p–p collisions at the LHC, ALPs can also be produced
in parton-parton scatterings, via gluon-fusion and vector-
boson-fusion (VBF) processes, followed by their diphoton
decay. Since one usually focuses on ALP couplings to elec-
troweak bosons, and in particular to photons in order to com-
pare them to existing cosmological and astrophysical limits,
the gluon-fusion production mode will not be further con-

sidered here19 and we will only discuss diphoton final states
from VBF processes such as the one shown in Fig. 29 (top-
right).

Limits on the production of ALPs have been derived
in [406,620,631,633] based on reinterpretations of existing
searches of Higgs, generic spin-0, and/or extra dimensions,
as well as QCD studies, in diphoton final states measured by
ATLAS and CMS over the range mγ γ ≈ 10 GeV–2.6 TeV
in p–p collisions at

√
s = 8, 7, 13 TeV (Fig. 31, right). First,

the ATLAS QCD diphoton data at 7 TeV [663] has been used
to set limits on the ALP–photon coupling of the order of
gaγ ≈ 5 TeV−1 over ma = 10–100 GeV. The ALP diagram
of Fig. 29 (top-right) is identical to Higgs boson produc-
tion via VBF, accompanied by forward and backward jets
from the radiating quarks, followed by its diphoton decay,
with kinematic differences between scalar and pseudoscalar
resonances being of the order of O(10%) [406]. Therefore,
in the region ma = 100–160 GeV, the VBF data from the
ATLAS Higgs observation at 7 and 8 TeV [664], establish-
ing the maximum allowed cross sections in each mass bin,
has been exploited to set the corresponding ALP bounds.
For ma = 150–400 GeV and ma = 400–2000 GeV, the
CMS [665,666] and ATLAS [667] extra-dimension searches
at

√
s = 7 TeV respectively, have been used.

In addition, the work of [620] exploited the ATLAS
searches for scalar diphoton resonances at

√
s = 8 TeV

[669] to set limits over ma = 65–100 GeV (red rectangu-
lar region in Fig. 31, right), which are basically coincident
with those obtained from the OPAL e+e− → 3γ studies
at LEP [619]. More recently, Ref. [631] has computed the
constraints on a → γ γ produced via photon-fusion in p–p
collisions, employing the photon distribution functions in the
proton from Ref. [670], to reinterpret the ATLAS upper lim-
its on the cross sections for spin-0 resonances in 39.6 fb−1 of
p–p data collected at 13 TeV [668] (Fig. 31, left). This work
leads to the most competitive limits today over ma = 200–
2600 GeV (lighter red area in Fig. 31, right). It would be
appropriate, however, for LHC experiments to revisit these
latter limits, as their derivation may be too optimistic in the
treatment of the relevant backgrounds [671].

3.7.4 ALP searches in exotic Z and H boson photon decays

If one considers the possibility that the ALP couples not
only to photons, but also to hypercharge bosons B, one can
generalize Eq. (85) to the following effective Lagrangian

L ⊃ −1

4
gaB a Bμν B̃μν . (87)

19 Detailed discussions on exploiting the LHC data to place bounds
on ALPs sensitive to both photons and gluons can be found e.g. in
[406,629,630,632,662].
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Fig. 30 95% CL upper limits on the ALP cross section σ(γ γ → a →
γ γ ) as a function of ALP mass ma measured in ultraperipheral Pb–Pb
collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV in CMS (left) [234] and ATLAS (right)

[233]. The observed (expected) upper limits are shown as solid (dashed)
black curves (with ±1 and ±2 standard deviation bands)

Fig. 31 Left: Upper limits on the fiducial cross section times diphoton
branching ratio of a narrow-width (ΓX = 4 MeV) spin-0 resonance as a
function of its mass mX in p–p collisions at

√
s = 13 TeV [668]. Right:

Derived exclusion regions on the ALP-γ coupling vs. ALP mass plane
from various diphoton production data sets in p–p collisions at the LHC
[406,620,631,633]

The individual ALP-electroweak couplings can be related
to each other through the underlying effective Wilson coef-
ficients Cγ γ = CWW + CBB , Cγ Z = c2

θ CWW − s2
θ CBB ,

and CZZ = c4
θ CWW + s4

θ CBB , with sθ (cθ ) being the
(co)sine of the weak mixing angle [631]. The exotic decay
Z → γ a (Fig. 29, bottom left) is governed by the coef-
ficient Cγ Z. When interpreting the corresponding Z-boson
experimental data in the (ma, gaγ ) plane, one often assumes
that the two effective coefficients Cγ γ and Cγ Z are cor-
related, e.g. if the ALP couples to hypercharge but not
to SU(2)L , then Cγ Z = −s2

θCγ γ since CWW = 0. The
search for unusual triphoton decays of onshell Z bosons at
colliders provides thereby sensitivity to ALPs with masses

ma � mZ ≈ 90 GeV [456,633,672]. The LEP bounds
shown in Fig. 28 include ALP searches via triphoton final
states on and off the Z pole at LEP [619,633] and in pNp
collisions at Tevatron (CDF) [651] (brown area), assuming
CWW = 0. Given the much larger number of Z bosons mea-
sured at the LHC, significant improvements in such limits are
expected from the corresponding ATLAS and CMS data sets.
The most stringent constraint is set by the ATLAS measure-
ment of BR(Z → 3γ ) < 2.2·10−6 at 95% CL [673], improv-
ing by a factor of five the previous BR< 10−5 result at LEP
[650]. Different phenomenological analyses [456,620] have
recast such a result into limits in the (ma, gaγ ) plane, cover-
ing the region ma ≈ 10–70 GeV, the latter value determined
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from the experimental requirement of pγ
T > 17 GeV (red

area below the Pb–Pb bounds, in Fig. 32, right). It is worth
noting that the phenomenological recast of the pp → 3γ data
is subject to intrinsic 3-photon combinatorics uncertainties,
and that ideally such ALP limits extraction should be redone
by the experiments themselves.

Searches of decays of the Higgs boson to a pair of pseu-
doscalar bosons (Fig. 29, bottom-right) have been also a
common BSM search channel at the LHC in the last years,
motivated e.g. by Higgs compositeness [639] and extended
Higgs sectors [641] models. Whereas the Lagrangian (87)
encoding the coupling of ALPs to electroweak gauge bosons
is of dimension-5, interactions of the ALP with the Higgs
boson appear only at dimension-6 and higher, with two oper-
ators mediating the decay H → aa and H → Za respec-
tively [456]. Although searches for the exotic Higgs decays
pp → H → Za → Zγ γ and pp → H → aa → 4γ cannot
be directly translated into constraints in the (ma, gaγ ) plane,
because the corresponding ALP-Higgs coefficients CHZ and
CHa are generally not related to Cγ γ , these processes probe
the parameter space in which an ALP can provide the expla-
nation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [456].
The ATLAS collaboration has carried out a search of the
H → aa decay in p–p collisions at 8 TeV [673] (Fig. 32,
left), which has been subsequently translated into exclusion
limits on the (ma, gaH ) plane at low (ma < 400 MeV) and
high (ma = 10–62.5 GeV) ALP masses [456,631].

3.7.5 Summary and outlook

High-energy colliders provide unique possibilities to explore
heavy axion-like particles (ALPs), with masses above ma �
1 GeV, that otherwise lie beyond the reach of lower energy
accelerators and of existing cosmological and astrophysical
constraints. ALPs with masses above ma ≈ 1 GeV can only
be accessed via collider experiments (except for extremely
weakly coupled ones, with gaγ < 10−6 TeV−1, excluded by
cosmological observations), with the LEP and Tevatron data
providing the best limits up to ma ≈ 100, 300 GeV before
the LHC started operation 10 years ago. Searches at the
CERN LHC for ALPs decaying into two photons, a → γ γ ,
have been summarized focusing on a-γ dominant couplings.
Different channels have been scrutrinized including exclu-
sive and inclusive diphoton production in proton–proton and
lead-lead collisions, pp, PbPb → a → γ γ (+X), as well as
exotic Z and Higgs boson decays, pp → Z, H → aγ → 3γ

and pp → H → aa → 4γ . The limits in the ALP–photon
coupling vs. ALP mass plane (ma, gaγ ) derived from the
LHC data extend by one-order-of-magnitude the range of
preceding bounds in both mass (from ma ≈ 300 GeV previ-
ously at Tevatron, up to 2.6 TeV now) and in gaγ for masses
ma ≈ 100 GeV (from gaγ = 0.5 TeV−1 previously at
LEP, down to 0.05 TeV−1 now). Exclusive diphoton searches

in PbPb collisions provide currently the best ALP exclu-
sion limits for masses ma ≈ 5–100 GeV, whereas the other
channels are the most competitive ones overma ≈ 100 GeV–
2.6 TeV. ALP searches in exotic Z boson decays have been
also exploited to set bounds in the ma ≈ 10–70 GeV range,
with specific assumptions about the relationship between the
Cγ γ and Cγ Z coupling operators. Searches for exotic 3- and
4-photon Higgs boson decays through intermediate ALPs
provide also strong constraints on new dimension-6 and -7
operators. Although the latter cannot be recast into bounds
in the standard (ma, gaγ ) plane, the study of several cou-
plings simultaneously is crucial to identify the most interest-
ing regions in ALP parameter space.

The LHC constraints summarized here are indicated by
the orange (for p–p collisions) and violet (for Pb–Pb colli-
sions) areas in Fig. 32 (right), compared to previous fixed-
target and collider results. In the next 15 years, the currently
uncovered (white) areas in this plot will be probed by dif-
ferent experiments. The “empty” region ma ≈ 50 MeV–
5 GeV will be accessible to various future experiments both
descending along the vertical gaγ axis alone, such as Belle-II
with 50 ab−1 (improving its current limits at gaγ ≈ 1 TeV−1

by two orders of magnitude, overma ≈ 0.2–8 GeV) [99] and
GlueX (50 times better than the local PrimEx limit today of
gaγ ≈ 1 TeV−1, over ma ≈ 50–500 MeV) [617] or extend-
ing the beam-dump “wedge” in both gaγ and ma directions
at new CERN experiments searching for long-lived particles
such as e.g. SHiP [674], FASER [627], and MATHUSLA
[675].

The full completion of the LHC physics program will pro-
vide about 10 and 100 times more integrated luminosities in
heavy-ion and p–p collisions, respectively, than exploited so
far in ALP searches. The clean searches via exclusive γ γ →
a → γ γ final states will benefit, in particular, from the possi-
bility of forward proton-tagging (as well as new ion species,
including p–Pb running) that will further extend the LHC
coverage in mass regions ma ≈ 2.6–5 TeV (and ma ≈ 200–
400 GeV) with nonexistent (or locally weaker) bounds today
[676,677]. Thus, ultimate 10–100 improvements in the ALPs
bounds are expected at the LHC with ALP–photon couplings
approaching gaγ ≈ 10−3 TeV−1 (or, ideally, ALP discovery)
relatively uniformly overma ≈ 1 GeV–5 TeV. Going to lower
couplings for axion-like particles with masses in the multi-
GeV regime, will require a next generation of e+e− colliders
such as FCC-ee [678], and ILC [679].

3.8 Results and new benchmarks for axion/ALP searches

3.8.1 Results

The following Figs. 33, 36, and 35 show the current
status of experimental bounds and future projections for
the three benchmark models related to axion/ALP physics,
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Fig. 32 Left: 95% CL upper limits on (σ/σSM)×BR(H → aa)×
BR(a → γ γ ) with ±1σ and ±2σ uncertainty bands from the res-
onance search hypothesis tests, accounting for statistical and system-
atic uncertainties from simulated signal samples [673]. Right: detailed

bounds in the (ma, gaγ ) plane from all existing accelerator and collider
ALP searches for masses ma ≈ 1 MeV–3 TeV. The LHC constraints
summarized here are indicated by the area in orange (p–p) and violet
(Pb–Pb collisions)

namely photon dominance, gluon dominance, and fermion
dominance. These three benchmarks scenarios have been
described in the Physics Beyond Colliders BSM report [6],
and are repeated here below for the reader’s convenience.

Taking a single pseudoscalar field a one can write a set
of its couplings to photons, quarks, leptons and other fields
of the SM. This is shown in Eq. (46). In principle, the set of
possible couplings is very large and only the flavour-diagonal
subset is considered in this study.

The PBC proposals have considered the following bench-
mark cases:

– BC9, photon dominance Assuming a single ALP state a,
and its predominant coupling to photons, all phenomenol-
ogy (production, decay, oscillation in the magnetic field)
can be determined as functions on {ma, gaγ } parameter
space, where the gaγ = f −1

γ notation is used (previous
sections of this report have also used Λ ≡ 32π2 f ). The
current status of experimental bounds and projections for
future experiments are shown in Figs. 33 and 34.

– BC10 fermion dominance Assuming a single ALP state
a, and its predominant coupling to fermions, all phe-
nomenology (production and decay) can be determined
as functions of {ma, f −1

l , f −1
q }. Furthermore, for the

sake of simplicity, we take fq = fl . The current status
of experimental bounds and projections for future exper-
iments are shown in Fig. 35.

– BC11, gluon dominance This case assumes an ALP cou-
pled to gluons. The parameter space is {ma, f −1

G }. Notice

that in this case, the limit of ma < ma,QCD| fa= fG is
unnatural as it requires fine tuning and therefore is less
motivated. The current status of experimental bounds and
projections for future experiments are shown in Fig. 36.

The ALP portals, BC9−BC11, are effective interactions,
and would typically require UV completion at or below fi
scales. This is fundamentally different from vector, scalar,
and neutrino portals that do not require external UV comple-
tion. Moreover, the renormalization group evolution is capa-
ble of inducing new couplings. All the sensitivity plots in this
Section assume a cut-off scale of Λ = 1 TeV.

3.8.2 Final considerations and proposal of new
benchmarks

The existing search programme for ALPs has focused on
three benchmark scenarios [6], namely photon dominance,
fermion dominance, and gluon dominance, each of which
considers one specific term in the effective Lagrangian for
ALPs given in Eq. (46).

We recommend to keep the fermion, gluon and photon
dominance scenarios as benchmarks for future experimental
results.

However, these benchmark scenarios do not cover the
case that the phenomenology of ALPs is dominated by their
effective coupling to W bosons. This scenario, which was
first proposed in Ref. [596], differs from the three exist-
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Fig. 33 Axions/ALPs with
photon coupling. Top plot:
overall view of axion/ALP
searches. Figure revised by
Irastorza in Ref. [6]. Bottom
plot: zoom in the region of
interest for accelerator-based
experiments up to a few GeV
(note the different units for the
mass ranges in the two plots).
Shaded areas are excluded
regions from: LEP (data:
[650,680–682]; interpretation:
[633]); Belle II [251]; E141
(data [369] and interpretation
[683]); E137 [420]; NA64 [380];
CHARM [424]; NuCal [626];
PrimEx [617] based on [625].
Curves are projections from:
Belle II [427] for 20 fb−1 and
50 ab−1; SHiP [197]; FASER
and FASER2 [347]; NA64++

e
[443] in visible and invisible
modes; interpretation of the
physics reach [617] of PrimEx
[625] and GlueX experiments at
JLab. The Figures are revised
from Ref. [9]

ing benchmark scenarios in that the production of ALPs
is dominated by rare decays (as in the case of fermion
dominance),20 but the decays are dominated by the effec-
tive ALP–photon coupling (as in the case of photon dom-
inance). The relevant formulas for the various rare meson
decays can be found in Ref. [596], noting the convention
gaW = 4g2CWW /Λ = α2CaWW /(2π fa), where g is the
SU (2)L gauge coupling and α2 = g2/(4π), see Eqs. (46)

20 We note that the theoretical predictions for rare meson decays involv-
ing ALPs with couplings to W bosons are theoretically cleaner than the
ones for fermion dominance (which suffer from a sensitivity to unknown
UV physics) and the ones for gluon dominance (which are affected by
large hadronic uncertainties).

and (76). The ALP decay width into photons is given by

Γaγ γ = 4πα2m3
a

Λ2
|CWW |2 , (88)

where α is the electromagnetic fine-structure constant. The
interplay between these effects leads to a different relation
between production cross section and decay length than in
any of the currently studied benchmarks. Furthermore, to
constrain this scenario it will be crucial to carry out new
searches, for example of B → K + a(→ γ γ ).

We therefore recommend that the case of W boson dom-
inance be included as a new benchmark scenario in future
studies of experimental sensitivities for ALPs.
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Fig. 34 Axions/ALPs with photon coupling. Region of interest for
accelerator-based (including collider) experiments. The current bounds
and projections below a few GeV, including LEP bounds, are explained

in Fig. 33. Above a few GeV, the current limits come from analyses of
data from CDF [651], and ATLAS and CMS in PbPb [233,234] and pp
collisions (details on the latter can be found in Fig. 31, right)

Fig. 35 Axions/ALPs with
fermion coupling (MeV–GeV
range): current bounds (filled
areas) and prospects (solid lines)
from FASER2 [347], CODEX-b
[243], MATHUSLA [6], SHiP
[6], and REDTOP [6]. CHARM
and LHCb filled areas have been
adapted by Kahlhoefer,
following Ref. [684]. E949 area
has been computed by the
KLEVER collaboration and
Papucci based on E949 data. All
other exclusion regions have
been properly recomputed by
Papucci, following Ref. [602]

Including these additional interactions in the calculation
of experimental predictions also paves the way for the next
milestone in the study of ALP phenomenology: scenarios
with more than one type of interactions (so-called codomi-
nance). An interesting example, explored recently in Refs.
[100,601], is the case CBB = CWW = CGG (and negligible
couplings to fermions), which leads to an accidental cancel-
lation in the effective ALP–photon coupling.

While a detailed prescription about how to practically
implement the co-dominance scenario in future experimen-
tal searches is still being worked out, we emphasize that they
naturally occur in many UV completions and that it will be

essential to consider them in order to obtain a comprehen-
sive understanding of the parameter space of ALP models
(see Sect. 3.4 for further details).

Another important challenge for the near future will be
to improve the calculational methods to obtain predictions
for the gluon dominance benchmark, in particular regarding
the different ways in which ALPs with couplings to gluons
can be produced (including production in partonic showers
[243], production from gluon fusion [601], and production
in rare B meson decays [621]).

We recommend that further studies of these effects be car-
ried out in order to establish a common framework for sim-
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Fig. 36 Axions/ALPs with
gluon coupling (MeV–GeV
range). Current bounds
(coloured filled areas) and
prospects (solid and dashed
lines) for FASER (FASER2)
[347], CODEX-b [243], and
MATHUSLA200. The CHARM
grey filled area has been
computed by Kling, recasting
the search for long-lived
particles decaying to two
photons performed by CHARM
[618]. Other coloured filled
areas are kindly provided by
Mike Williams and revisited
from Ref. [599]. The gray areas
depend on UV completion and
the results shown assume
≈ [logΛ2

UV/m2
t ± O(1)] ⇒ 1.

The NA62 bounds are based on
1.6 · 109 K+ decays [615].
NA62 and KOTO projections
are based on [610]

ulating ALP signals in the gluon dominance benchmark and
to ensure that future sensitivity studies can be compared on
equal footing.

4 Feebly-interacting scalar particles

4.1 Scalar portal and its connection to Higgs physics from
a theory viewpoint

Author: Stefania Gori, <sgori@ucsc.edu>

4.1.1 Introduction and motivation

The Higgs portal interaction between the Higgs and a new
scalar Ŝ, ε

2 Ŝ
2|H |2, arises in many models proposed to

address some of the most important open problems in par-
ticle physics: the nature of dark matter (DM), the baryon
asymmetry (for a review see e.g. [685]), and the origin of the
electroweak scale. It is one of the only three renormalizable
portals that connects the Standard Model (SM) to the dark
sector.

In these proceedings, we will show that the Higgs por-
tal interaction is and will be probed by several complemen-
tary searches and measurements at accelerator experiments,
both at the high-energy frontier (LHC and future colliders)
and at the high-intensity frontier (beam dump experiments,
flavor physics experiments, and neutrino experiments). For
simplicity, we will focus on the minimal dark scalar model.
We emphasize, however, that the phenomenology discussed
in these proceedings is rather generic and arises in many
richer dark sector models. Additional non-minimal model
signatures not discussed in these proceedings include invis-

ible and semi-visible decays of the dark scalar, as predicted
by many DM models (see e.g. [44,686]), as well as decays
into long-lived new physics particles, as predicted by neutral
naturalness models (see e.g. [687,688]).

4.1.2 A minimal dark scalar model

The most minimal model for the Higgs portal interaction
contains a new dark scalar singlet under the SM gauge group,
Ŝ, interacting with the SM Higgs through the potential

L = Lkin + μ2
s

2
Ŝ2 − λs

4! Ŝ
4 − ε

2
Ŝ2|Ĥ |2 − V (Ĥ), (89)

where V (Ĥ) = −μ2|Ĥ |2 +λ|Ĥ |4 is the SM Higgs potential
and where we have imposed a Z2 symmetry under which
Ŝ → −Ŝ and Ĥ → Ĥ . In the case of a broken Z2 symmetry,
the additional term Ŝ|Ĥ |2 can be added to the Lagrangian.
The Higgs portal interaction is the only gauge-invariant, Z2-
symmetric, interaction of the dark scalar with the SM fields.
Extended models can contain additional interactions of the
dark scalar, as e.g. interactions of Ŝ with a fermionic dark
matter candidate, or with additional states of the dark sector
as e.g. dark glue-balls in twin Higgs models.

Phenomenologically, there are two interesting regimes,
depending on the sign of K ≡ (2λμ2

s − εμ2)(2λλs − 3ε2):

1. If K > 0, the dark scalar acquires a VEV, vs , sponta-
neously breaking the Z2 symmetry. This leads to mix-
ing between Ŝ and the SM Higgs boson. The dark scalar
mass eigenstate is S = Ŝ cos θ + Ĥ sin θ , with a mix-
ing angle that, at the first order in ε, is given by tan θ ∼
εvvs/(m2

h − m2
s ), with ms the physical mass of the dark

scalar.
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2. If K ≤ 0, the dark scalar does not acquire a VEV and
does not mix with the SM Higgs boson.

This minimal model can be therefore fully phenomenolog-
ically described by a small set of independent parameters:

ms, sin θ, κ , (90)

where κ is the Z2-preserving coupling between two dark
scalars and a Higgs, κS2h, that can be computed in terms of
the Lagrangian parameters in (89).

In the first case, the dark scalar mass eigenstate, S, can
be singly produced at accelerator experiments thanks to its
mixing with the Higgs. It can also be pair-produced through
an off-shell or on-shell Higgs boson. The dark scalar will
also affect the Higgs couplings to SM particles, through its
mixing with the Higgs. The mixing term drives also the dark
scalar decays. In fact, the dark scalar couples to SM fermions
and gauge bosons as a SM Higgs, but with a strength reduced
by sin θ . The several branching ratios of the dark scalar and
its proper lifetime are presented in Fig. 37. This lifetime
is computed in the minimal dark scalar model, in which S
can only decay back to SM particles. It is important to keep
in mind that there are large theoretical uncertainties in the
calculation of these decay widths for light scalars below the
GeV scale (see [689] for a review; this is the reference we
use to produce Fig. 37). In the second case, S can only be
pair-produced through an off-shell or on-shell Higgs boson
and is stable (it can only decay to lighter dark sector particles
in non-minimal models).

In the following Sections, we will discuss the complemen-
tary ways of probing the dark scalar at accelerator experi-
ments.

4.1.3 Production and detection of a light scalar below the
Higgs threshold

Light dark scalars can be produced at high-energy and high-
intensity accelerator experiments. Below the few GeV scale,
dark scalars can be abundantly produced by future high-
intensity accelerator experiments as CODEX-b, DarkQuest,
FASER, MATHUSLA, SHiP through the bremsstrahlung
production and meson decays, K → π S, B → K S.
The dark scalar can be detected through its decays to two
charged hadrons or leptons. The corresponding reach curves
are shown in the left panel of Fig. 38 and are compared
to the reach of past and present high-intensity experiments,
CHARM, LSND, E787/E949, LHCb, and NA62 (gray region
in the plot). In the figure, we also show the future reach of
Belle II (through B → K (∗)S), and of the neutrino experi-
ments SBND and ICARUS. See [690] and references therein
for the several curves. For a further discussion about the light
scalar parameter space, see also the recent review article [9].
It is important to keep in mind that the uncertainties in the cal-

culation of the several scalar decay widths mentioned in the
previous section particularly affect the reach of high-intensity
experiments on displaced dark scalars.

Above the few GeV mass range, dark scalars can be exclu-
sively produced at the LHC and future high-energy colliders.
The production cross section is given by the corresponding
SM Higgs cross section times sin2 θ . So far, the LHC has
performed a few searches for singly produced dark scalars,
decaying promptly to μ+μ− [213] and ττ [692] in some part
of the mass range ms < mh/2 (diphoton resonance searches
have been performed in the 65–110 GeV mass range [693]).
The former signature has also been searched for by the LHCb
collaboration [236]. These searches only very weakly con-
strain the mixing parameter sin θ (sin θ ∼ O(1)) in the min-
imal model discussed in these proceedings. It will be inter-
esting to see the reach on singly-produced light dark scalars
using future LHC(b) data.

Higgs exotic decays can also (pair-) produce light dark
scalars [694]. The corresponding cross section is proportional
to κ2/mh (see (90)). Several searches have been done by
the ATLAS and CMS collaborations for both prompt and
displaced scalars (see e.g. [695,696] for the latest summary
plots for prompt decays, and [212,697] for displaced decays).
Present searches are sensitive to exotic decay branching ratios
as small as ∼ BR(h → SS) ∼ O(10−1), and put stringent
bounds on the κ parameter in (90). In the right panel of Fig. 38
we report the several bounds on the Higgs exotic branching
ratios and the projections for the HL-LHC. The future bounds
on h → SS → 4b at ILC, CEPC, and FCC-ee are also shown
in the figure (see purple lines). For comparison, in the figure,
the authors also report the region of parameter space that
leads to a strong first-order phase transition, after having set
sin θ = 0.01 (blue shaded region) [691]. Present and future
Higgs exotic decay searches will probe a large part of this
parameter space.

4.1.4 Production and detection of a heavy scalar above the
Higgs threshold

Dark scalars with a mass above the Higgs mass can also be
produced at the LHC. S has SM-like properties and can be
searched for in diboson or difermion resonant signatures.
Also, S can be pair-produced through an off-shell Higgs
boson exchange [698]. The corresponding cross section is,
however, relatively small in the interesting regions of param-
eters.

Perhaps the most interesting set of signatures is the single
production of a heavy dark scalar that subsequently decays
into two SM Higgs bosons: pp → S → hh. This is a Z2-
breaking process and, depending on the value of sin θ , can
enhance the LHC di-Higgs production cross section by one
order of magnitude if compared to the SM prediction (see
Fig. 39). Part of the parameter space for sin2 θ = O(0.1) is
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Fig. 37 Left: dark scalar branching ratios as a function of the mass ms . Note that the branching ratios are independent of sin θ . Right: dark scalar
lifetime in unit of meters as a function of the scalar mass, ms , having fixed representative values for the mixing angle sin θ

Fig. 38 Left: sensitivity of neutrino experiments (SBND and
ICARUS), Kaon experiments (NA62), proposed experiments (CODEX-
b, DarkQuest Phase I and Phase II, FASER, MATHUSLA, SHiP), and
Belle II to the light scalar parameter space. The gray regions are regions
already probed by past experiments. From [690]. Right: bounds on the
light scalar parameter space from LHC searches for Higgs exotic decays.
Shown are also the future expected sensitivities on h → SS → 4b at

ILC, CEPC, and FCC-ee (purple lines). The indirect limit on the total
exotic branching fraction from global fits is indicated by the pink hori-
zontal line, and its HL-LHC projection is shown with a pink dashed line.
The blue shaded region shows points predicting a strong first-order elec-
troweak phase transition. To obtain this region, the Higgs-scalar mixing
angle is fixed to sin θ = 0.01. Adapted from [691]

already probed by the ATLAS and CMS searches for resonant
di-Higgs production (see [699,700] for the combination of
searches using 13 TeV data).

4.1.5 Indirect probes of a dark scalar

The mixing between the dark scalar and the SM Higgs boson
also modifies the Higgs rates at the LHC. In particular, the
several SM rates will be reduced by a cos2 θ factor. The
present LHC Higgs measurements are in approximate agree-
ment with the SM predictions (see [702,703] for the latest
combinations of Higgs rate measurements). This leads to a
bound at the level of sin θ � O(few × 0.1). For some recent

analysis of these constraints see e.g. [704]. This bound is
independent of the value of the heavy scalar mass, even if
the mixing angle, θ , and the scalar mass, ms , are related as
discussed at the beginning of Sect. 4.1.2.

4.1.6 Summary

The Higgs portal is among the most motivated portals con-
necting the dark sector to the SM sector. In these proceedings,
we have reviewed the complementarity of high-energy and
high-intensity experiments to probe the minimal model for
the Higgs portal. Present and future searches will be able to
probe vast regions of parameter space of this minimal model.
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Fig. 39 Maximum 13 TeV di-Higgs production cross section nor-
malized to the SM prediction, as a function of the heavy dark scalar
mass. For the plot, the quartic coupling λs/4 in (89) has been fixed to
λs/4 = 1.05. Adapted from [701]

4.2 Direct searches for feebly-interacting dark scalars at
the LHC central detectors

Author: Verena Ingrid Martinez Outschoorn,
<Verena.Martinez@cern.ch>

4.2.1 Overview

Dark scalars appear in models for naturalness, dark matter,
axions, and electroweak baryogenesis, among others. Vari-
ous anomalies can be explained by the presence of additional
scalars, often through interactions with the Higgs boson, such
as the gamma-ray excess at the center of the galaxy measured
by the FermiLAT [705] and the antiproton excess in cosmic
rays measured by the AMS-02 experiment [706] (see for
example Ref. [707]). The ATLAS, CMS and LHCb experi-
ments at the LHC are able to probe new scalars in the mass
range O(100 MeV−100 GeV).

New scalars have very rich phenomenology with many
final states, mass regimes and lifetime ranges. Searches at the
LHC are typically interpreted in terms of phenomenological
models that guide the analysis strategies. Some of the most
widely used examples include exotic Higgs boson decays
[694], where in the simplest example a new scalar is added
to the SM, mixing with the Higgs boson and inheriting its
Yukawa couplings. In this case, the preferred decays are to
heavy particles, a recurring theme in searches. In the case of
axion-like particles, exotic Higgs boson decays arise from
higher dimensional operators [456]. In these models, decays
to gluons and photons are favored. Note these are examples
of general expectations, though detailed predictions depend
on the specific model and the mass range considered, since
several final states may be kinematically disfavored.

Searches in ATLAS, CMS and LHCb may be catego-
rized into a few types as discussed in the following sections:
inclusive searches (Sect. 4.2.2), exotic Higgs boson decays
(Sect. 4.2.3) and long-lived particle searches (Sect. 4.2.4).
Other related searches not discussed in this section target vis-
ible or semi-visible signals, corresponding to final states with
missing transverse energy. This report focuses on a selection
of recent results from ATLAS, CMS and LHCb.

4.2.2 Inclusive searches

Inclusive searches for a new state decaying to SM particles
are prototypical analyses in high energy collider experiments
and are often referred to as bump hunting. At low masses,
these are challenging analyses because of trigger limitations
and require dedicated strategies.

A very powerful search that sets constraints on several new
physics scenarios from LHCb targets a narrow resonance
decaying to a pair of muons X → μμ in the mass range
mX ≈ 1 GeV−60 GeV [236]. This search is able to achieve
sensitivity at such low masses because of very soft triggers,
as well as advanced techniques such as real time analysis
that allows for offline-quality alignment online and the Turbo
stream that selects interesting portions of events. The results
probe a range of scenarios with dark scalars and different
mixing angles with the Higgs boson. This search is also able
to exclude a tantalizing excess from CMS in the dimuon
spectrum at 28 GeV when accompanied by one b-jet and one
forward jet [708]. A cross-check by ATLAS also saw no hints
of such a signal [709].

CMS is also able to search for similar low mass dimuon
resonances X → μμ in the mass range mX ≈ 11 GeV−
200 GeV, excluding the Z boson mass window [213]. This
search is also made possible by the use of innovative trigger
techniques such as scouting where only a fraction of events
are recorded to reduce the rates and thresholds.

Several other searches target different final states and mass
ranges. CMS has a search for diphoton resonances X → γ γ

targeting the mass range mX ≈ 70 GeV−110 GeV [693].
The reach at low mass is primarily driven by the trigger.
Using only a partial dataset, this search currently has a slight
excess mγ γ ≈ 95.3 GeV with 2.8 (1.3) σ of local (global)
significance.

4.2.3 Exotic Higgs boson decays

The Higgs boson is a very narrow resonance and even weakly
coupled new particles may generate visible branching ratios.
Since the Higgs boson is produced at the LHC, it is possible
to search for exotic Higgs boson decays to new particles
directly. This section focuses on prompt signatures, while
the next section focuses on displaced signatures from long-
lived particles.
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A major challenge for several searches for exotic Higgs
boson decays are soft and overlapping decay products. This is
because some of the most common signals targeted produce
decay chains such as h → aa → (XX)(YY ) or h → Za →
(��)(XX), where a is a new scalar, and (XX) and (YY ) are
pairs of standard model particles from each a-boson decay.

One recent result from ATLAS searches for h → Za →
(��)( j j), where ( j j) is a single hadronic jet, and targets the
mass range ma ≈ 500 MeV−4 GeV [225]. New dedicated
multivariate techniques are used to separate a → ( j j) decays
from the dominant Z + jets background and to estimate ma .
The search is interpreted in terms of a decays to a pair of glu-
ons, a signature favored in axion-like particle scenarios, set-
ting limits on exotic Higgs boson branching ratios of around
20%.

Another recent result from ATLAS is the search for h →
aa → (bb)(bb), where (bb) is a single jet containing the
decay products of two b-quarks, and targets the mass range
ma ≈ 15 GeV−30 GeV [224]. In this case a new dedicated
multivariate algorithm is also used to separate a → (bb)
decays from the dominant Z + jets background. The search
is sensitive to scenarios with additional scalars with Yukawa
couplings that decay preferentially to b-quarks and sets lim-
its on exotic Higgs boson branching ratios of around 80%.
This is the first time that such low momentum signatures are
targeted with gluons or b-jets and there is much room for
performance improvements.

Other searches for exotic Higgs decays target final states
with leptons, where signals with taus can be important
below the b-production threshold and muons below the
τ -production threshold. CMS has performed a search for
h → aa → (μτ)(μτ) or (ττ )(ττ ) targeting the mass range
ma ≈ 4 GeV−15 GeV [710]. In this analysis, the differ-
ent decay modes cannot be distinguished because the final
state is a muon with a nearby track that can be interpreted
as the one-prong decay of the tau. This search sets limits on
h → aa assuming a relationship between branching ratios
coming from Yukawa couplings.

Another recent search from CMS focuses on exclusive
final states and searches for h → aa → (μμ)(ττ) targeting
the mass range ma ≈ 3.6 GeV−21 GeV [215]. In order to
have sensitivity to the lower mass range, the analysis uses
a dedicated identification algorithm to identify hadronic tau
decays with a muon inside, targeting a → (τμτhad). The
search sets limits on exotic Higgs boson branching ratios of
around 10−4.

Finally, several searches have been performed in the four-
lepton final state. The most recent result is from CMS search-
ing for h → aa → (��)(��) where � is an electron or muon,
and targeting the mass range ma ≈ 4 GeV−60 GeV [711].
This final state has been interpreted in both scenarios with
new light scalars with Yukawa couplings, which is particu-
larly sensitive in the final state with muons at low mass, and

in scenarios with axion-like particles, setting limits on exotic
Higgs boson branching ratios of around 10−4 or 10−5.

The results in the different final states can be compared
in the context of a model to set limits on the branching ratio
of the exotic Higgs boson to a new light scalar B(h → aa),
as shown in Fig. 40. Different channels offer sensitivity for
different mass ranges. Projections to HL-LHC and especially
to future colliders show major gains in sensitivity [712], as
can be seen in Fig. 41.

4.2.4 Long-lived particle searches

Searches for long-lived particles target new signals that travel
macroscopic distances in the detector before decaying. They
are very challenging analyses because they require dedicated
trigger and reconstruction methods. There are many possible
signatures sensitive to a broad range of lifetimes, see Ref. [5]
for a comprehensive review.

The inclusive X → μμ analysis from LHCb described
in Sect. 4.2.2 also includes a dedicated search for long-lived
decays using muons that are inconsistent with originating
from any primary vertex and with a decay topology consistent
with a long-lived particle [236]. This search is particularly
sensitive to the lower mass regime mX < 3 GeV and low
lifetimes.

CMS and ATLAS also have analyses that search for par-
ticles with very long lifetimes, comparable to the size of
the detector, that may also be produced in exotic Higgs
boson decays. Several searches target displaced hadronic jets,
including a recent search from CMS that uses a new multi-
variate algorithm to identify the distinctive topology of dis-
placed tracks and displaced vertices associated with a dijet
system [211]. The search is sensitive to exotic Higgs boson
branching ratios below 1% for decays to long-lived scalar
particles that each decay to a quark–antiquark pair for mean
proper decay lengths in the range 1 mm−340 mm and masses
in the range 40 GeV−55 GeV.

ATLAS has also performed a search for long-lived par-
ticles decaying to displaced hadronic jets using displaced
vertices in the inner detector and muon system [212]. The
analysis benefits from dedicated algorithms for tracking and
vertexing that are able to reconstruct trajectories and decays
at large radii. In combination with searches for displaced
jets in the calorimeter [219] and the muon spectrometer
[226], the search is sensitive to exotic Higgs boson branch-
ing ratios below 10%, reaching as low as 10−3, for the range
of proper decay lengths 6 cm−8 m and masses in the range
8 GeV−55 GeV.

4.2.5 Summary

There is a large program of searches for dark sector scalars
at the central LHC detectors. Several signatures are targeted
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Fig. 40 Observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on σH /σSM × B(h → aa) in the 2HDM+S Type I model for (left) ATLAS [713] and (right)
CMS. The branching fractions of the new boson to SM particles are computed following the prescriptions in Refs. [694,714]

Fig. 41 The 95% CL upper limit on selected Higgs exotic decay
branching fractions comparing results from Run 1 and 2 at the LHC
to predictions for the HL-LHC, CEPC, ILC and FCC-ee for a set of

benchmark parameter choices. Note in some cases current results are
already more sensitive than the predictions. Future predictions are taken
from [712]

following a range of approaches in inclusive searches, exotic
Higgs boson decays and long-lived particle signatures. The
signatures are motivated by a broad range of phenomenol-
ogy and benchmark models are very useful to guide analy-
ses. Searches for dark scalars are a vast unexplored territory,
since in many cases signals will only be visible if new trigger
and reconstruction techniques are developed. There are sev-
eral uncovered channels and regions of phase space. In addi-
tion, a comparison of the sensitivity of analyses searching
for prompt signals and dedicated long-lived particle searches
show gaps that remain unexplored. While invisible decays are
already being explored at the LHC, semi-visible decays are
also largely uncovered so far. Other unexplored directions
include new production channels such as the production of
new scalars in association with t t̄ . There are many exciting
possibilities for full Run 2 and Run 3 analyses, especially
with new triggers, algorithms and analysis strategies.

4.3 Search for light feebly-interacting scalar particles at
extracted beams

Authors: Joel Christopher Swallow
<joel.christopher.swallow@cern.ch> and
Evgueni Goudzovski, <goudzovs@cern.ch>

4.3.1 Introduction

Construction of generic theoretical frameworks has lead to
identification four ‘portals’ to physics beyond the Standard
Model (SM), as described in Sect. 1.1. The ‘scalar portal’
includes a new scalar S which mixes with the Higgs boson
(Sect. 1.1.2). In a benchmark model BC4 of Ref. [6], the pro-
duction and decay of the scalar S are determined by mixing
angle θ . The decay width depends on the mass mS which
determines the allowed decay channels, and the branching
ratio to different final states varies with mass. Moreover there
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is a model-dependent relationship between the mixing angle
θ , mass mS , and lifetime τS .

Searches for the dark scalar can be performed at experi-
ments at extracted beam lines. In general, the experimental
signature depends on the properties of S:

1. if S decays to visible (SM) particles and is sufficiently
short-lived to decay in the experiment’s sensitive volume,
a particle pair is detected with invariant mass equal tomS ;

2. if S decays to invisible particles (for example dark mat-
ter), or is long-lived, missing energy/momentum may be
deduced and associated with a missing mass equal to mS .

The distance S travels, on average, depends on: the Lorentz
factor, which depends on the beam momentum; and its life-
time, τS . Experiments measuring the momentum of beam
particles may search for both signatures (due to the capabil-
ity to measure missing energy/momentum/mass) while beam
dump experiments can only search for visible decays.

4.3.2 NA62

NA62 is a high-intensity K+ decay experiment at CERN with
primary objective of studying the ultra-rare K+ → π+νν̄

decay [205,715]. A 400 GeV/c proton beam is extracted
from the CERN SPS and steered onto a beryllium target to
produce a 75 GeV/c secondary hadron beam with a 6% com-
ponent of K+, and decays of K+ in a 75 m long fiducial
volume contained in a vacuum tank (at a typical decay rate
of 4 MHz) are studied.

Search for K+→π+S outside of the π0 mass window
The K+ → π+S and K+ → π+νν̄ decays share the

same signature with missing energy/momentum. Therefore
the search for the K+ → π+S decay, with the assump-
tion that the S is long-lived and mS is outside of a (±20
MeV/c2) π0 mass window, is performed as a peak search
in the missing mass spectrum of the K+ → π+νν̄ can-
didates, with the K+ → π+νν̄ decay representing the
main source of background [597]. The squared missing
mass is defined as m2

miss = (PK+ − Pπ+)2, where PK+
and Pπ+ are the reconstructed 4-momenta of the beam
kaon and the daughter pion. Signal regions are defined with
m2

miss in ranges 0–0.01 GeV2/c4 (Region 1) and 0.026–
0.068 GeV2/c4 (Region 2).

Two K+ → π+νν̄ candidates are observed in the NA62
2017 data (both in Region 2) leading to upper limits on the
branching ratio B(K+ → π+S), under the assumption of
long S lifetime (τS > 100 ns) or S decaying only to invisible
particles, shown in Fig. 42 (left). Alternatively, assuming that
S has finite lifetime τS and decays only to visible (SM) par-
ticles, upper limits are established accounting for the proba-
bility of S decaying in the sensitive volume of the experiment

and of the event being rejected either by either the trigger or
the K+ → π+νν̄ selection. Limits on the branching ratio
B(K+ → π+S) under the assumption of small lifetimes are
shown in Fig. 42 (right).

Analysis of the complete NA62 dataset collected in 2016–
18 has led to observation of 20 candidate K+ → π+νν̄

events [716]. Further large datasets for the K+ → π+νν̄

measurement are to be collected by NA62 after LS2. There-
fore the sensitivity of the search is expected to improve sig-
nificantly in near future.

Search for K+→ π+S in the vicinity of the π0 mass
The search for K+ → π+S decay involving a long-lived

S particle with a mass in the vicinity of the π0 mass has
been performed with 30% of the NA62 2017 dataset [717].
Contrary to the previous case, the dominant background to
this search comes from the K+ → π+π0, π0 → γ γ decay
chain. Therefore measurements of photon detection ineffi-
ciency in the hermetic NA62 photon veto system are criti-
cal for the background subtraction. Such measurements have
been performed in bins of photon energy using a sample
of K+ → π+π0 decays collected with the minimum-bias
trigger. Signal event selection, including the range of π+
momentum selected, is optimised to minimise the π0 rejec-
tion inefficiency. The total background expected is 10+22

−8 ,
and 12 events are observed, leading to new upper bounds on
the K+ → π+S decay (Fig. 43). A new upper limit on the
rate of the π0 decay to the invisible final state is also obtained,

B(π0 → invisible) < 4.4 × 10−9 at 90% CL, (91)

improving by a factor of 60 on the previous search [718].

Projected sensitivity in beam dump mode
Collection of a dataset in beam dump mode is envisaged

at NA62 shortly after LS2, with a movable collimator closed
and acting as a beam dump. With 90 days of dump mode data,
1018 protons on target (POT) are expected to be collected
with a minimum-bias trigger and in a low-background regime
[719]. The projected sensitivity to S decays with this dataset
is shown in Fig. 44.

4.3.3 MicroBooNE

The MicroBooNE experiment at Fermilab is a large (10.4 ×
2.5×2.3 m3) liquid argon time projection chamber (LArTPC)
positioned downstream of extracted beams from fixed tar-
gets used for neutrino experiments [720]. The primary objec-
tives of MicroBooNE are investigations of low energy excess
events observed by the MiniBooNE experiment, low-energy
neutrino cross-sections and astroparticle physics.

A search for S → e+e− decays has been performed using
1.93×1020 POT delivered during Run 1 (2015–16) and Run
3 (2017–18). A primary 120 GeV proton beam is delivered
to a target to produce a secondary hadron beam which tra-
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Fig. 42 Upper limits of B(K+ → π+S) at 90% confidence level as
a function of the assumed mass obtained using the NA62 2017 dataset
[597] under assumptions of τS > 100 ns or S decaying to invisible

particles (left), and S decaying to visible SM particles with lifetime
τS (right). The limits are compared with those from the BNL-E949
experiment [441]

Fig. 43 Upper limits at 95% confidence level for the mixing parameter θ as a function of scalar mass mS obtained by MicroBooNE (left), and
comparison to other results (right) [721]

verses a decay volume. Decays of K+ and π+ in this volume
produce neutrinos which are used for the NOvA experiment.
At the end of the decay volume the remaining hadrons are
dumped into the NuMI hadron absorber in which a scalar S
may be produced and travel O(100 m) to the MicroBooNE
detector. A search is performed for S → e+e− decays in
the mass range 100–200 MeV/c2 and for lifetimes O(1 μs)
[721]. A signal candidate event has a distinctive ‘kink’ sig-
nature of a pair of tracks, identified as e+e−, with their total
momentum pointing back to the NuMI hadron absorber. The

total expected background is 2.0 ± 0.8 events, and 5 events
are observed, consistent with the background-only hypothe-
sis. Upper limits at 95% confidence level established on the
mixing parameter θ as a function of mS are shown in Fig. 43.
This result is complementary to the NA62 results discussed
in Sect. 4.3.2.

The MicroBooNE result is incompatible with the central θ
values derived from the KOTO anomaly [608] over the range
of scalar masses 110–200 MeV/c2. It is noted that the val-
ues allowed by the KOTO anomaly are derived from KOTO
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Fig. 44 Dark scalar into visible final states. Shaded areas come
from: reinterpretation [689] of results from CHARM experiment [618];
NA62 [597]; E949 [735,736]; MicroBooNE [737] that excludes a
light dark scalar as interpretation [608] of the KOTO anomaly; LHCb
[238,239] and Belle [738]. Coloured lines come from projections
of existing/proposed experiments: NA62-dump [430] and DarkQuest

[690], Belle II [739], SHiP [197], FASER2 [347], CODEX-b [243],
MATHUSLA [740], and KLEVER [6]. Vertical lines come from the
knowledge for the invisible Higgs width after Run 1 at the LHC and
projections in the HL-LHC era (see [8] and references therein). BBN
and SN 1987A are from [49] and [741], respectively. Figure revised
from Ref. [9]

results presented in 2019 [722], and may require reevalua-
tion following the revised background estimates presented at
ICHEP20 [723]

4.3.4 The Sea/Spin/Darkquest project at Fermilab

A project of fixed target beam dump experiments is ongoing
at Fermilab, based on the existing SeaQuest spectrometer
detector, and using a 120 GeV proton beam from the Main
Injector.

The SeaQuest experiment (E906, 2012–17) used an unpo-
larized fixed target to study study sea quark flavor asym-
metry inside the nucleon (d̄/ū). The detector, with existing
SeaQuest components shown in black, is described in Ref.
[724]. In 2017 two dark photon scintillator strip trigger detec-
tors [725] were installed and commissioning data was col-
lected.

The SpinQuest experiment (E1039, approved 2020–22),
will use the SeaQuest spectrometer with upgraded DAQ sys-
tems, with primary objective of studying the sea-quarks’
Sivers transverse single spin asymmetry using a polarised tar-
get. However searches for dimuon final states arising from
dark photons or dark scalars will also be performed with
sensitivity to new phase-space expected with data taking
(1.4 × 1018 POT planned) beginning in 2021.

Subsequently for the DarkQuest experiment (planned
for 2023–25) an electromagnetic calorimeter (EMcal, re-
purposed from a recently completed experiment) will be
installed allowing detection of photons and electrons and
allowing further searches for dark photons and S → e+e−.
With 1018–1020 POT foreseen, a significant region of phase-
space for both dark scalar and dark photons can be scrutinised
[196,726]. Comparable exclusion regions of phase-space for
dark scalar searches are predicted for Spin/DarkQuest and
NA62 in dump mode on a similar timescale (see Fig. 44).

A future LongQuest experiment is being considered [727]
to increase capabilities for dark sector searches including
for longer-lived particles. Further detector upgrades are pro-
posed with additional EMcal, tracking and particle identifi-
cation detectors.

4.3.5 SHiP

The Search for Hidden Particles (SHiP) experiment, to be
constructed at a new beam dump facility at the CERN North
Area, was proposed in 2015 with primary objective of search-
ing for FIPs of mass below O(10 GeV) [197,728].

The experiment is designed to have background as close
to zero as possible allowing for clear discovery of long-lived
FIPs decaying to visible particles. In particular, the sensitivity
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for detection of long-lived scalars has been evaluated, sug-
gesting an extensive new phase-space can be probed [729].

4.3.6 Summary and conclusion

The summary of the current landscape of searches for dark
scalars is shown in Fig. 44. No dark scalar has been observed
so far but a number of recent results and results expected
in the next few years will probe a significant new region of
phase-space. The experiments at extracted beam lines con-
sidered here will make a significant contribution alongside
others such as LHCb or Belle II.

4.4 Results for the scalar portal

The current status of experimental searches and projections
for accelerator-based experiments for the minimal scalar por-
tal model is shown in Fig. 44.

The minimal scalar portal model operates with one extra
singlet field S and two types of couplings, μ and λ [730],

Lscalar = LSM + LDS − (μS + λS2)H†H . (92)

The dark sector Lagrangian may include the interaction with
dark matter χ , LDS = Sχ̄χ + ... . Most viable dark mat-
ter models in the sub-EW-scale range imply 2mχ > mS

[44]. At low energy, the Higgs field can be substituted for
H = (v + h)/

√
2, where v = 246 GeV is the EW vacuum

expectation value, and h is the field corresponding to the
physical 125 GeV Higgs boson. The non-zero μ leads to the
mixing of h and S states. In the limit of small mixing, it can
be written as

θ = μv

m2
h − m2

S

. (93)

The model assumed in Fig. 44 is the established PBC
benchmark BC5 [6] that we repeat here below for conve-
nience.

– BC5, Higgs-mixed scalar with large pair-production
channel in this model, the parameter space is {λ, θ,mS},
and λ is assumed to dominate the production via e.g.
h → SS, B → K (∗)SS, B0 → SS etc. In the sensitiv-
ity plots a value of the branching fraction BR(h → SS)

close to 10−2 is assumed in order to be complementary
to the LHC searches for the Higgs to invisible channels.

In Fig. 45, the minimal scalar model is used to compute
constraints to the diffuse X-ray background (XRay), CMB
anisotropies, spectral distortions, Neff and BBN from Ref.
[38]. Constraints from stellar cooling are also shown as in
Ref. [43]. The accelerator-based results are confined in the
top-right corner.

Finally in Fig. 46, the mass scale is further expanded and
bounds from tests of the equivalence principle with torsion
balance experiments [731] and searches for dark matter with
atomic clocks [167], as well as the projected sensitivities of a
modified LIGO experiment based on optical interferometry
[159] and the MAGIS-100 experiment based on atom inter-
ferometry [732] are shown for masses down to 10−24 eV.

In fact, below the ∼ eV scale, spinless bosons form a
coherently oscillating classical field that can be searched
for via non-gravitational interactions with SM fields (as
explained in Sect. 1.4). These non-gravitational interactions
can be “scalar-type” interactions [see, e.g., Eq. (25)] if they
are nominally associated with an even-parity spinless field.
In this case, the singlet couples to SM particles through the
mixing with the Higgs field. Depending on the mass and cou-
pling of the scalar field φ, the φ-mediated attractive force can
produce testable deviations from the 1/r2-gravitational force
as well as composition dependence, thus violating the equiv-
alence principle [733]. It can also induce apparent oscilla-
tions of the electromagnetic fine-structure constant α and the
fermion masses [155], which in turn would induce oscilla-
tions of atomic transition frequencies and of lengths of solids
that can be sought with a variety of precision techniques,
including atomic clocks [160] and atom interferometry used
for gravitational-wave detectors [734].

5 Feebly-interacting fermion particles

5.1 Theoretical introduction to low scale seesaw models
and their connection to leptogenesis

Author: Marco Drewes, <marco.drewes@uclouvain.be>

5.1.1 Neutrino masses as a key to new physics

Neutrinos are very special particles in several regards. Within
the minimal Standard Model of particle physics (SM), they
are the only fermions that exist exclusively with left-handed
chirality, the only neutral fermions (that could potentially
be Majorana fermions), and the only massless fermions.
The observed violation of lepton flavour numbers La (a =
e, μ, τ ) in neutrino flavour oscillations, however, show that
they do have tiny masses in the sub-eV range in reality.

The latter fact is, to date, the only firmly established piece
of evidence for the existence of physics beyond the minimal
SM that has been observed in the laboratory. Hence, studying
neutrino masses and mixings may provide a key how the SM
should be embedded in a more fundamental theory of nature.
In particular, questions of interest are themass puzzle and the
flavour puzzle, i.e., the questions why their masses mi are so
much smaller than those of all other fermions, and why the
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Fig. 45 An overview of the excluded parameter space for minimal
scalar portal, including the updated constraints to the diffuse X-ray
background (X rays), CMB anisotropies, spectral distortions, Neff and
BBN from Ref. [38]. Constraints from new short-range forces [39–42]

and stellar cooling [43] from other authors are also shown. We also dis-
play the projected SHiP sensitivity and an estimate of supernova (SN
1987A) constraints [741]. Figure revisited from Fig. 2 in Sect. 1.2

Fig. 46 Bounds from tests of the equivalence principle with torsion
balance experiments [731] and searches for dark matter with atomic
clocks [167], as well as the projected sensitivities of a modified LIGO

experiment based on optical interferometry [159] and the MAGIS-100
experiment based on atom interferometry [732]. Figure partially revised
from Fig. 4 in Sect. 1.4
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neutrino mixing matrix Vν looks so different from that of the
quarks.

Another fundamental question is whether the neutrinos
are Dirac or Majorana particles, i.e., whether the mass term
is of the form

νLmννR [Dirac] or 1
2νLmνν

c
L [Majorana] (94)

with νcL = CνL
T , C = iγ2γ0.

In a complete theory of neutrino masses the answers to the
mass and flavour puzzles may be related. In absence of any
knowledge about this underlying theory, different scenarios
can be classified in terms of the scale Λ of the new physics
responsible for neutrino mass generation (where new particle
appear), and in terms of symmetries in flavour space that
explain the texture of mν . Current neutrino oscillation data is
consistent with the minimal hypothesis of three light neutrino
mass eigenstates νi with masses mi in the sub-eV range that
are related to the weak interaction states via a unitary rotation
Vν = Uν in flavour space, withUν the unitary PMNS matrix.
This suggests that the scale Λ is much larger than the typical
energy E of neutrino oscillation experiments, so that neutrino
oscillations can be described in the framework of Effective
Field Theory (EFT) in terms of operators O[n]

i = c[n]
i Λn−4

of mass dimension n > 4 that are suppressed by powers
of Λn−4. The Wilson coefficients c[n]

i are tensors in flavour
space. For example, the only operator of dimension n = 5
[742],

1

2
�LΦ̃c[5]Λ−1Φ̃T �cL + h.c., (95)

generates a Majorana mass term21 (94) withmν = −v2c[5]Λ−1

via the Higgs mechanism, which can be seen be replacing
Φ → (0, v)T in the unitary gauge, with v = 174 GeV.
Here �L is the SM lepton doublet and Φ the Higgs doublet,
Φ̃ = εΦ∗ with ε the antisymmetric SU(2) tensor.

The Majorana mass (94) can be generated at tree level in
three different ways [747], known as type-I [21,748–752]
type-II [752–756] and type-III [757] seesaw (see Fig. 47),

�LYIνRΦ̃ [type I]
�cLYIIiσ2Δ�L [type II]
�LYIIIΣ

c
LΦ̃ [type III],

(96)

with νR a SM singlet fermion (“right handed neutrino”), Δ a
SU(2)L triplet scalar, and ΣL a fermionic SU(2)L triplet that
couple to the SM via the coupling matrices YI,YII,YIII. After
spontaneous symmetry breaking they generate contributions

mI
ν = −v2YIM

−1
M Y T

I
mII

ν = −√
2YIIvΔ

mIII
ν = − 1

2v2YIIIM
−1
Σ Y T

III,

(97)

21 We note in passing that it is possible that neutrinos are Dirac particles
(cf. e.g. [743] and [744,745]), and that leptogenesis is also feasible with
Dirac neutrinos [746].

Fig. 47 Schematic illustration of the three seesaw scenarios (96)

with MM and MΣ Majorana masses for νR and ΣL , respec-
tively, and vΔ the expectation value of Δ. In the type I and
type III cases it is straightforward to identify Λ with the mass
of the lightest relevant new fermion, while the Wilson coef-
ficients are simply given by the couplings, Λ ∼ (MM )11 and
Λ ∼ (MΣ)11 in the mass basis, with c[5]

ab = (YI)a1(YI)b1 and

2c[5]
ab = (YIII)a1(YIII)b1. In the type II scenario, Λ should be

identified with the mass of the new scalar, Λ ∼ MΔ, with
c[5]
ab = √

2(YII)abvΔMΔ/v2, which for the simplest scalar
potential is given by the coefficient in the term κΦT iσ2Δ

†Φ

as vΔ = κv2/(
√

2M2
Δ), i.e., c[5]

ab = (YII)abκ/MΔ. When
expressing the dimensionful coefficient κ ≡ λκMΔ in units
of MΔ, the Wilson coefficients in all three cases are simply
given by dimensionless couplings YI,YII,YIII, λκ , while Λ

is given by the new particle masses MM , MΔ, MΣ .
Of course, any combination of these scenarios may coex-

ist. For instance, in the left-right symmetric model [758–
760], a Majorana mass MM for the νR is generated through
a type II mechanism in the right-handed sector, and then the
νR generate the light neutrino masses trough the type I mech-
anism. Moreover, in addition to the three tree level mecha-
nisms, the O[n]

i may be generated due to quantum effects. A
large number of radiative neutrino mass models is described
in the literature, with some of the more prominent ones pro-
posed in [761–765]. Again, Λ is given by the masses of new
particles running in the loop, while the c[n]

i are typically given
by a combination of coupling constants and loop factors.

A crucial point is that neutrino oscillation data is not sen-
sitive to the magnitude of Λ, but only to the combinations
c[n]

i Λn−4. In principle Λ ∼ eV is conceivable [766]. The
lack of observed deviations η from unitarity in the light neu-
trino mixing matrix Vν = (1 + η)Uν suggests that Λ >

MeV [767], while Λ should be below the Planck scale mP if
the underlying theory is required to preserve unitarity at the
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perturbative level [768], leaving a window of over 20 orders
of magnitude. Any stronger statements are entirely based on
theoretical arguments.

5.1.2 Why are the neutrino masses so small?

The mass puzzle can then be explained by one or several of
the following reasons: (a) Λ is large, (b) the entries of the
matrices c[n]

i are small, (c) there are cancellations between
different terms in mν .
(a) High scale seesaw mechanism: Values of Λ far above
the electroweak scale parametrically suppress the O[n]

i and
therefore the light neutrino masses by powers of v/Λ. The
fact that larger Λ lead to smaller mi has earned this idea the
name seesaw mechanism (“as Λ goes up, the mi go down”).
(b) Small numbers: The mi can be made small for any value
of Λ if the entries of the matrices c[n]

i are small. There are sev-
eral ways how this may occur without tuning them “by hand”.
The probably most popular is the existence of an approximate
symmetry. For instance, in the type II seesaw, the total lepton
number L = ∑

a La is conserved in the limit κ → 0.22 In
UV complete theories the c[n]

i may be determined due to the
spontaneous symmetry breaking of a flavour symmetry by
one or several flavons [772]. This may also help to address
the flavour puzzle. Small c[n]

i can also be justified if the O[n]
i

are generated radiatively. In this case the smallness of the mi

may be explained due to a combination of the suppression
from the “loop factors” (4π)2 and the couplings of the new
particles in the loop. More exotic explanations e.g. involve
the gravitational anomaly [773], extra dimensions [774,775],
or string effects [776,777].
(c) Protecting symmetry: In principle the smallness of the
light neutrino masses does not require the individual entries
of the matrix mν to be small, as these entries are not directly
constrained by neutrino oscillation experiments. The physi-
cal neutrino mass squares m2

i are determined by the eigen-
values of the matrix m†

νmν . If the mi are protected by a sym-
metry, then systematic cancellations can keep them much
smaller than the individual entries of mν , and no large Λ or
small c[n]

i are needed. This is, for instance, the case if the
type-I seesaw Lagrangian approximately respects a B − L̄
charge, where L̄ is a generalisation of the SM lepton number
L under which the new particles may be charged. Due to the
strong suppression of baryon number B violating processes
in experiments the common jargon is to refer to these mod-
els as “approximately lepton number conserving”, cf. foot-
note 22. Popular models that can incorporate this idea include

22 Strictly speaking it is B − L that is conserved in the SM and broken
here. Lepton number L alone is already broken by anomalies in the
SM [769,770], but baryon number B violating processes are highly
suppressed in vacuum. In the early universe this makes a big difference,
as B + L violating processes occur frequently at temperatures above
the electroweak scale [771].

the inverse [778–780] and linear [781,782] seesaws, scale
invariant models [783] and the νMSM [784].

To summarise, from an experimental viewpoint, there is
no hint for why the neutrino masses are small. From a theory
viewpoint, the suppression v/Λ by a high seesaw scale Λ is
only one out of several possible explanations. In particular,
symmetry-based arguments can provide alternative explana-
tions in which the scale of new physics is low enough to be
probed with existing experiments.

5.1.3 What is the scale of the new physics?

We shall qualitatively distinguish between high scale see-
saw scenarios with Λ � v and low scale seesaw scenarios
with Λ ∼ v or even Λ < v, cf. Fig. 48. In the former case
the EFT description holds for all experiments that can be per-
formed in the foreseeable future, in the latter case accelerator
based experiments may resolve the microphysical origin of
the O[n]

i . Since all possibilities are viable, one may wonder
whether there are any theoretical reasons that favour specific
choices of Λ.

High scale seesaws are theoretically appealing because
they can explain the observed mi with dimensionless cou-
plings of order unity and values of Λ ∼ 1014 GeV, not too far
away from the scale of Grand Unification. Moreover, the sim-
plest “vanilla leptogenesis” scenario suggests a rather high
seesaw scale [786]. On the other hand, a high scale seesaw
destabilises the Higgs mass [787,788] unless it is embedded
in an extended framework in which these contributions are
cancelled, such as electroweak scale supersymmetry. Several
arguments may be brought forward that make a low scale see-
saw appealing.

Lamp post approach From an experimental viewpoint low
scale seesaws are attractive simply because they are testable.
The underlying philosophy may be described as agnosticism -
since there is no clear hint what the origin of neutrino mass is,
one may consider all theoretically consistent ideas as equally
likely, and turn every stone to fully exploit the discovery
potential of existing experimental facilities.

Ockham’s razor Arguments involving different interpre-
tations of Ockham’s razor can be used to motivate both,
low and high scale physics. When applied to the choice of
gauge group, one may argue that a unified group such as
SO(10) is simpler than the somewhat arbitrary product group
SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) of the SM. In such a “top down”
approach Ockham’s razor would favour high scale seesaws
that appear in models that, in principle, can be derived from a
small number of fundamental principles (such as supersym-
metric grand unified theories that appear as the low energy
limit of string theory). Alternatively one may apply Ock-
ham’s razor to the number of free parameters, the number
of new physical concepts, or the number of new particles.
Such “bottom up” approaches tend to favour low scale see-
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Fig. 48 Schematic illustration
of the generation of a Majorana
mass tern (94) in low scale and
high scale seesaws, figure from
[785]. The figure can
e.g. describe the type I and II
seesaws in (96), where mν is
generated due to the SM Higgs
expectation value v

saw models because high scale (e.g. string-inspired) theories
tend to predict many new particles, and involve a comparably
large number of parameters in the scalar potentials responsi-
ble for the spontaneous symmetry breaking and the geomet-
rical properties of compactified extra dimensions.

To give an explicit example, one may apply Ockham’s
razor to the number of physical scales in nature and spec-
ulate that Λ could be connected to one of the three scales
that we already know - the QCD scale, the Planck scale or
the electroweak scale. This assumption seems theoretically
well-motivated if nature is classically scale invariant, and all
dimensionful scales are generated through quantum effects,
as observed in QCD. In [783] a specific realisation of this
idea has been worked out in which the electroweak scale and
the seesaw scale are related because they are both created
via a Coleman-Weinberg like mechanism in a hidden sector.
Alternatively one may apply Ockham’s razor to the number
of new degrees of freedom that are needed to solve open prob-
lems in particle physics and cosmology, which, in addition
to the neutrino masses, e.g. include the Dark Matter and the
matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe. A well-known
representative of this line of thought is the νMSM [30,789],
which can explain all these problems with the addition of a
right-handed partner νR for each SM neutrino, and no other
new particles.

Technical naturalness Arguments related to “naturalness”
have served as guidelines in the search for a more fundamen-
tal theory of nature for decades, see [790] and references
therein. One of the more well-defined implementations of the
naturalness idea is the so-called technical naturalness [791],
which practically states that large cancellations between dif-
ferent contributions to a physical quantity do not happen by
accident, so that small quantities only occur when the sym-

metry of a physical system increases if the respective quantity
were zero. Specifically in the context of the seesaw mecha-
nisms, one can argue that values of Λ that are much smaller
than other relevant scales in nature (such as the Planck scale)
are natural only if Λ → 0 increases the symmetry. This is
indeed the case in seesaw models that generate Majorana
masses for the neutrinos, which feature a global U (1)B−L

symmetry in the limit MM → 0 or κ → 0. Hence, a low see-
saw scale can be considered natural. The fact that U (1)B−L

is a global symmetry of the SM can be viewed as a hint that
this reasoning is correct. An independent naturalness-related
argument for a low scale Majorana mass is the fact that it
does not contribute to the electroweak hierarchy problem
[787,788].23 This requirement points towards a seesaw scale
below 107 GeV in the type I scenario [793] and values in the
TeV range for the type II scenario [794].

One may argue that the naturalness criterion should not
only be applied to Λ, but also to the coefficients c[n]

i . If one
starts from the high scale seesaw (option a) in Sect. 5.1.2)
and performs a “naive scaling” of (95) to Λ ∼ v, one finds
c[n]

i ∼ 10−12, corresponding to dimensionless couplings
∼ 10−7 in the tree level seesaws (96), which may be consid-
ered “unnatural”. However, two comments are in place. First,
such small numbers may be natural if they can be related to
an approximate symmetry in the underlying UV theory, as
discussed in option b) in Sect. 5.1.2. Such symmetry may in
any case be needed to explain the small electron Yukawa cou-
pling. Second, the naive scaling argument ignores the flavour
structure of (95), and the possibility that the smallness of the
mi may be due to an approximate symmetry (option c)). To

23 An intriguing possibility is that the Higgs potential is scale invariant
at tree level, and the corrections from the seesaw are in fact the origin
of electroweak symmetry breaking [792].
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illustrate these arguments with a few numbers, values Λ ∼
TeV and dimensionless couplings YI,YII,YIII, λκ ∼ 10−5

(similar to that of the electron) are sufficient to generate a
viable low scale type I or type III seesaw mechanism with-
out the need of a protecting symmetry. In the presence of a
protecting B − L̄ symmetry, Yukawa couplings YI of order
one can be consistent with the observed mi for almost any
value of Λ. Hence, a low value of Λ is theoretically well-
motivated from the viewpoint of naturalness, and it can be
realised without resorting to tiny couplings constants if the
smallness of themi is the result of an approximate symmetry.

No conspiracy theories The electroweak hierarchy prob-
lem is based on the observation that the Higgs mass would
be destabilised by radiative corrections due to particles with
masses at some intermediate scale between v andmP .24 This
argument implicitly assumes the existence of new physical
scales between the electroweak and Planck scales; in absence
of an intermediate scale there is no hierarchy problem [795].
The statement that the SM could be a valid EFT all the way up
to the Planck scale [796–798] is absolutely not trivial: For
the observed top quark mass mt , a larger Higgs mass mH

would imply a Landau pole well below mP , while a smaller
mH would imply that the lifetime of the electroweak vacuum
is considerably shorter than the age of the universe.

This remarkable conspiracy of numbers could be seen as
a sign that there actually is no new scale between the elec-
troweak scale and the Planck scale (or at least some very high
energy scale). The rather accurate prediction of the Higgs
mass [797,799] that can be made based on the assumption
that there is no intermediate scale which affects the running
of couplings can be viewed as circumstantial evidence sup-
porting this idea. This would imply that the neutrino masses
must either be explained by new physics at the Planck scale,
or that the seesaw scale is low [800]. The mechanism of neu-
trino mass generation may then be embedded in a compara-
bly light hidden sector, which can also contain the solutions
to other puzzles in particle physics and cosmology. From a
theoretical viewpoint this possibility would, for instance, fit
well into a broader context of classically scale invariant the-
ories [783,795]. From an experimental viewpoint it would
resolve the apparent contradiction between the need for new
physics near the electroweak scale to resolve the electroweak
hierarchy problem and the lower bounds on Λ̃ from flavour
observables [801],25 and it would explain the lack of new
particle discoveries in conventional LHC searches as well as
direct DM detection experiments.

24 We shall not consider radiative corrections from physics at the Planck
scale itself here, but only from intermediate scales, because the frame-
work of quantum field theory within which the hierarchy problem is
formulated certainly beaks down and has to be replaced by a theory of
quantum gravity at mP .
25 It has also been proposed that a low scale seesaw may resolve the
long-standing flavour anomalies in B meson decays [802].

5.1.4 Low scale seesaw models: minimal and non-minimal
models

The previous considerations have motivated a large num-
ber of theoretical and phenomenological investigations into
low scale seesaw scenarios, many of which are embedded in
extended hidden sectors. A partial overview can be found in
[5,6,351,674,803–805].

Phenomenological studies are often based on “minimal”
scenarios in which the SM is only extended by νR , Δ or ΣL

needed to generate the terms (96), with no other new parti-
cles added. In general this assumption is questionable for two
reasons. First, most UV completions of the SM that are based
on “top down” considerations, such as grand unification or
supersymmetry, contain additional new particles and interac-
tions. For instance, left-right symmetric models do not only
contain a combination of the type I and II seesaws, but also
additional SU (2)R gauge interactions. Second, even from a
“bottom up” viewpoint the existence of additional new parti-
cles is well-motivated by cosmological problems, including
DM, baryogenesis, and cosmic inflation.

If we label the scale at which new particles other than
those directly involved in the generation of neutrino masses
appear by Λ̃, one can qualitatively distinguish four scenarios,

(i) Λ̃,Λ � TeV corresponds the classic high scale seesaws,
in which (95) is only experimentally accessible operator.

(ii) Λ̃ � TeV > Λ corresponds to the pure low scale see-
saws, which are entirely described by the renormalisable
operators that can be constructed from SM fields and νR ,
Δ, ΣL . The type I scenario can be identified with the
fermion portal to hidden sectors, while the type II and III
scenarios do not quite fit into the framework of renormal-
isable hidden sector portal couplings used in [6] because
the Δ and ΣL are not gauge singlets.

(iii) For Λ̃ � TeV > Λ the νR , Δ, or ΣL are the only new par-
ticles that are experimentally accessible, but new interac-
tions described by non-renormalisable operators that are
suppressed by powers of 1/Λ̃ are phenomenologically
relevant.

(iv) For TeV > Λ̃,Λ there exists an extended hidden sector
at collider-accessible energies, to which neutrinos open a
portal. The EFT description in powers of 1/Λ̃ cannot be
applied, and phenomenological studies require to specify
details of the hidden sector.

5.1.5 An explicit example of low scale seesaw models: the
pure type I seesaw

In the following we shall illustrate the aforementioned argu-
ments for the minimal implementation of the type I seesaw,
as described by the most general renormalisable Lagrangian
that can be constructed from SM fields and n flavours of
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right-handed neutrinos,

L = LSM + iνRi /∂νRi − Yai�LaεΦ
∗νRi − Y ∗

aiνRiΦ
T ε†�La

−1

2

(
νcRi (MM )i jνRj + νRi (M

†
M )i jν

c
R

)
, (98)

where we have simplified the notation to Y ≡ YI. In general
the model (98) should be viewed as an EFT with some cutoff
scale v < Λ̃ < mP . We here consider the case ii) defined in
Sect. 5.1.4, i.e., the pure type I seesaw with Λ̃ � TeV. In
spite of its simplicity, this model exhibits a rich phenomenol-
ogy (see e.g. [806]), and it can accommodate many features
discussed in Sects. 5.1.1–5.1.3.

The most important parameters in (98) are the number n of
right-handed neutrino flavours and the choice of eigenvalues
of MM , i.e., the seesaw scale(s). One νRi flavour is needed to
generate each non-zero mi (“seesaw fair play rule”). Hence,
the minimal choice needed to explain the observed two light
neutrinos mass splittings is n = 2, which automatically
implies that the lightest neutrino is massless (mlightest = 0).
Another popular choice is n = 3, which permitsmlightest > 0
and has a certain appeal in view of the fact that it provides a
right-handed partner νR for each of the left-handed neutrinos
νL in the SM. If the UV completion of (98) contains a local
U (1)B−L̄ gauge symmetry, the choice n = 3 is needed for
theoretical consistency. After electroweak symmetry break-
ing the model (98) contains three light Majorana neutrinos
νi with a mass matrix mI

ν in (97) and n heavy neutrinos with
masses roughly given by the eigenvalues of MM , described
by the Majorana spinors ν  U †

ν (νL − θνcR) + c.c. and

N  U †
N (νR + θT νcL) + c.c., where UN is the equivalent

of Uν in the sterile sector. Here we have defined the mixing
matrix θ = vYM−1

M and neglected corrections O[θ2].
For the sake of definiteness, let us consider the case n = 3.

It is instructive to parameterise the masses and couplings in
(98) for n = 3 as Ya2 = Ya(1+εa), Ya3 = iYa(1−εa), Ya1 =
ε′
aYa and M̄2, M̄3 = M̄ ± μ. In the limit εa, ε

′
a, μ → 0 the

model exhibits an global U (1)B−L̄ symmetry [29,784,807],
and one can assign the L̄ charges ±1 to the spinors νRs ≡

1√
2
(νR2 + iνR3), and νRw ≡ 1√

2
(νR2 − iνR3), respectively,

and 0 to νR3. The spectrum of neutrinos before electroweak
symmetry breaking consists of three massless Weyl fermions
νLa , a Dirac fermion ψ = (νRs + νcRw), and a Majorana
fermion νR1 that does not couple to the SM. After elec-
troweak symmetry breaking the light neutrinos remain mass-
less (mν = 0), but mix with a heavy Dirac neutrino with mix-
ings given by Yav/M̄ , while νR1 remains decoupled. Switch-
ing on the B− L̄ violating parameters εa, ε

′
a, μ results in non-

zero light neutrino masses, splits the heavy Dirac neutrino
into two heavy Majorana neutrinos, and gives ε′

a-suppressed
interactions to νR1. The complete Lagrangian (98) in this

parameterisation can be written as

L = LSM + ψ(i/∂ − M̄)ψ + νR1i/∂νR1

−Y ∗
a ψΦT ε†�La − Ya�LaεΦ

∗ψ
−ε∗

aY
∗
a ψc

NΦT ε†�La − εaYa�LaεΦ
∗ψc

−ε′
aYa�LaεΦ

∗νR1 − ε
′∗
a Y

∗
a νR1Φ

T ε†�La

−μM̄
1

2

(
ψcψ + ψψc) − M̄1ν

c
R1νR1 . (99)

Specific models that exhibit an approximate U (1)B−L̄ sym-
metry, such as the inverse seesaw or linear seesaw, give a
prescription how to take the limit εa, ε

′
a, μ → 0. As far as

the νR are concerned they can all be described by (99).
The above symmetry considerations do not fix the see-

saw scale Λ = M̄ or the size of the Yukawa couplings Ya .
Eigenvalues M̄ � v reproduce the classic high scale see-
saw. However, since the neutrino masses are protected by the
U (1)B−L̄ symmetry, there is no need for M̄ to be large or
for the Ya to be small. Experimental constraints [808] per-
mit |Ya | ∼ 0.5 for M̄ = 1 TeV, or |Ya | ∼ 10−4 − 10−3

for M̄ at the QCD scale. Such comparably low values of
the seesaw scale can be explained by the arguments outlined
Sects. 5.1.1–5.1.3, such as scale invariance, technical natural-
ness, or by demanding that other puzzles in particle physics
or cosmology can be explained. Further, the symmetry argu-
ments do not fix the value of M1. From a phenomenological
“bottom up” viewpoint one may distinguish three scenarios.
The choice M1 � M̄ practically reproduces the model with
n = 2 if the ε′

a are small, and introduces a high scale see-
saw contribution in case they are not small. For M1  M̄
the Majorana mass exhibits an additional SO(3) symmetry,
sometimes referred to as mass communism, which can lead
to interesting leptogenesis scenarios [809,810], and can lead
to sizeable rates for lepton number violating processes at col-
liders even if εa, ε

′
a, μ � 1 [811], cf. Figs. 51 and 53. The

choice M1 � M̄ corresponds to the νMSM. A collection of
“top down” considerations that can also address the flavour
puzzle can be found in [812–815] and references therein.

Quite remarkably, combining all these arguments leads to
a self-consistent picture in which the model (99) is a complete
EFT up to the Planck scale that [797] can simultaneously
explain the neutrino masses, baryogenesis and DM [30,816–
818] for M̄ ∼ v and M1 in the keV range.

5.1.6 Low scale leptogenesis

The observable universe contains almost no antimatter [819],
and the number density of photons exceeds that of baryons by
almost 10 orders of magnitude [143,260]. These two obser-
vations indicate that the baryonic matter in the present uni-
verse is the remnant of a small matter-antimatter asymmetry
in the primordial plasma, known as baryon asymmetry of the
universe (BAU), that survived the mutual annihilation of all
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particles and antiparticles after the temperature T in the early
universe dropped below the pair creation thresholds.

Explaining the BAU requires three ingredients, known as
Sakharov conditions [820], I) violation of B, II) violation
of C and CP , and III) a deviation from thermal equilib-
rium. In the SM B + L is violated in the early universe via
electroweak sphalerons [771], while the C and CP viola-
tion [821–823] as well as the deviation from equilibrium
[824–829] are too small and require physics beyond the SM.
Leptogenesis relates the solution of these shortcomings to
the mechanism of neutrino mass generation. Originally this
idea was proposed in the type I scenario [830], but it can
e.g. also be realised with scalar [831] or fermionic [832]
triplets, cf. [833] for a review. The observation of neutrino
masses and the tentative hints for CP violation in their oscil-
lations have lead to a huge interest in leptogenesis scenarios
[834], the computational methods to describe them [835],
and their phenomenology [836].

Leptogenesis models can be classified according to the
scale Λ (low scale vs. high scale), and according to the
way how the Sakharov conditions are fulfilled (freeze-in
vs. freeze-out), cf. Fig. 49. Low scale leptogenesis can be
made possible in several ways [835–837] that may be realised
in different models. The most relevant features can be illus-
trated in the pure type I model (98). The lower bound on
Mi [786] is typically avoided by a resonant enhancement of
the contributions from the Ni -mode p to the asymmetry gen-
eration by a factor ∼ Γp/ΔM [838], with Γp is the thermal
width of the Ni -mode p. 26 For non-relativistic momenta this
requires quasi-degeneracies in the spectrum of Mi [840,841],
in the relativistic regime it is sufficient that T � Mi [842].

In all cases the second Sakharov condition is fulfilled by
the CP violating interactions of the heavy neutrinos, which
generate lepton asymmetries La that are then converted into
a baryon asymmetry B by electroweak sphaleron processes.
For the sphalerons to act quicker than the rate of Hubble
expansion, as required by condition I), this process must
occur at temperatures above Tsph = 131 GeV [843]. The key
difference lies in the way how the third Sakharov condition is
realised. Assuming that the heavy neutrinos are not produced
efficiently during reheating [844–846] and there are no pre-
existing asymmetries [847], the radiation dominated epoch
starts at some temperature TR with a CP symmetric plasma
of SM particles and no heavy neutrinos Ni . In the minimal
scenario Ni are produced thermally from the plasma and can
induce lepton asymmetries via their CP-violating interac-
tions with SM particles.

The details of the asymmetry generation can be quite com-
plicated even in the simple model (98), as one in princi-
ple has to track the CP-odd and CP-even deviations from

26 The precise shape of the regulator in the limit where M2
i = M2

j
depends on the details of the scenario under consideration [839].

equilibrium separately for each combination of heavy neu-
trinos flavours and helicities, and at the same time follow
the various SM charges and spectator effects, cf. [835] for a
recent review. One can categorise different scenarios accord-
ing to the ordering of the temperatures at which the Ni

start performing coherent flavour oscillations (T = Tosc),
enter thermal equilibrium (T = Tin), become non-relativistic
(T = Mi ), decouple from the plasma (T = Tout), and decay
(T = Tdec), as well as the weak sphaleron freeze-out temper-
ature (T = Tsph) and the temperatures when the interaction
rates for flavour dependent interactions exceed the Hubble
rate (T = Ta): For instance, vanilla leptogenesis corresponds
to the scenario where all processes happen at very high tem-
peratures, TR > Tin > M > Tdec > Ta � Tsph. In low scale
scenarios the relevant temperatures tend to be lower because
the seesaw relation (97) tends to imply smaller couplings for
a lower seesaw scale (though this is not necessarily true in the
presence of protecting symmetries, cf. Sect. 5.1.2), resulting
in a slower approach to equilibrium. The qualitatively most
important difference is whether the BAU is generated dur-
ing the approach of the Ni to equilibrium [30,848] (freeze-in
scenario, Tdec, Tin < Tsph) or in their decays (freeze-out sce-
nario, Tdec > Tsph) [830], cf. Fig. 49. Realising the freeze-out
scenario with a sub-TeV seesaw scale requires a degener-
ate heavy neutrino mass spectrum to resonantly enhance the
asymmetry [839,841] (“resonant leptogenesis” [849]), while
no degeneracy is needed in the freeze-in scenario [842]. Both
of these mechanisms can be realised in low scale seesaw sce-
narios, and the mass ranges where they can operate overlap
[810,838,850], so that leptogenesis is feasible for any mass
Mi above a few tens of MeV [817,851]. An attractive prop-
erty of low scale leptogenesis is that it can be tested with
laboratory experiments [836], cf. Sect. 5.1.7 (Fig. 50).

5.1.7 Experimental tests of the low scale seesaw and
leptogenesis

An attractive feature of low scale seesaw scenarios is that it is
possible to discover the new particles experimentally [836],
including at existing colliders [874–876], future colliders
[678,873,877], new detectors and non-collider experiments
[6]27 as well as indirect probes [808,878–882], cf. Fig. 51. An
interesting question in this context is to what degree experi-
ments would be able to distinguish different underlying mod-
els. Supposed that one or several new particles are discovered
experimentally, a key question will be whether or not these
particles are responsible for the origin of neutrino mass.

The first question would be whether the properties of
these particles are consistent with the hypothesis that they
are responsible for neutrino mass generation. On one hand

27 Specific discussions of the neutrino portal also can be found in the
SHiP [674] and MATHUSLA [351] physics case papers.
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Fig. 49 Schematic illustration of the evolution of the Ni abundance YN in freeze-in and freeze-out leptogenesis scenarios. The BAU is fixed when
electroweak sphalerons become inefficient at Tsph  130 GeV

Fig. 50 Left: evolution of the heavy neutrino interaction rates and rel-
evant temperatures in units of the Hubble rate in the νMSM [852].
Right: range of mass and mixing where the freeze-in and freeze-out

mechanism can be operational for n = 2 [850]. For n = 3 the viable
parameter range is much larger and extends to mixings up to the current
experimental bounds [809,810], cf. Fig. 51

this requires to reproduce the flavour mixing pattern in the
light neutrino mixing matrix Vν . This typically requires the
determination of the new particles’ couplings to individ-
ual SM generations. For instance, in the pure type I sce-
nario (98), this requirement can be turned into predictions
for the ratios U 2

ai/U
2
i (with U 2

ai = |Θai |2, U 2
i = ∑

a U
2
ai )

[808,868,879,883,884], cf. Figs. 52 and 55 , and CP prop-
erties [885]. However, this alone does not prove that the
heavy neutrinos are the origin of neutrino mass: in the limit
εa, ε

′
a, μ = 0 the model (99) yields vanishing mi , even if the

mixings θai are large. Observing L-violation in the decay
of the Ni would be a convincing way to test the Majorana

nature of the Ni and their relation to the mi .28 In the min-
imal model (98) this observation is not trivial because the
L-violating processes are parametrically suppressed by the
smallness of εa, ε

′
a, μ [29,807]. However, it turns out that

coherent oscillations of the Ni within the detector can over-
come this suppression [889–891]. Requiring the absence of
fine-tuning in the generation of light neutrino masses permits
to identify the regions in the mass-mixing plane where the
L-violation is expected to be observable [811], cf. Fig. 51.
This would provide strong evidence that the discovered par-

28 L-violation can only be seen explicitly if the final state is full recon-
structable, which is the case for charged current mediated Ni decays into
hadrons and a lepton. Indirect probes of L violation include the angu-
lar distribution of Ni decay products [886,887] and using the flavour
mixing pattern [888].
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Fig. 51 Left: parameter range in which leptogenesis with three νR
is possible [810] (between the black lines), compared to the region
ruled out in the global scan [808] (the upper bound is dominated by
the direct searches [231,232,853–862]) complemented by the updated
BBN bounds from [863,864] (gray area) and the estimated sensitivities
of the LHC main detectors (taken from [865–867]) and NA62 [868] as

well as the sensitivities of selected planned or proposed experiments
(DUNE [869], FASER2 [347], SHiP [870,871] MATHUSLA [351],
Codex-b [243]) as well as future lepton colliders [872] or proton col-
liders [873]. Right: regions of mass- and mixing where L-violating
processes are expected to be observable in the νMSM [811], quantified
by the ratio Rll of L-violating to L-conserving event rates

Fig. 52 Range of flavour
mixing patterns U2

ai/U
2
i

expected in the type I seesaw
model with n = 3 for different
values of mlightest [808]

ticles are the origin of neutrino mass. In the minimal type
I seesaw with n = 2 one can, if nature is kind enough
to choose this scenario and picks experimentally accessi-
ble parameters, make even stronger statements [879,883].
In this particular scenario, in principle all parameters in the
Lagrangian (98) can be constrained experimentally. To see
this it is convenient to consider the Casas-Ibarra parame-
terisation Y = iUνdiag(m1,m2,m3)

1/2Rdiag(M1, M2)
1/2,

with RRT = 1. The unknown parameters in (98) are M1,
M2, a complex mixing angle ω that parameterises R and
the Dirac and Majorana phase in Uν .29 In principle all of
these can be measured experimentally [879]: the Mi can
be measured kinematically, the Dirac phase can be mea-

29 Note that mlightest = 0 for n = 2, so that the light neutrino masses
mi are fixed once the mass ordering is determined in oscillation exper-
iments.

sured in neutrino oscillation experiments, the Majorana phase
can then be extracted from the U 2

ai/U
2
i [879,892], Imω is

given by the overall magnitude of U 2
i , Reω can be extracted

from U 2
a1/U

2
a2. In practice, the symmetry (εa, μ � 1)

makes it rather difficult to directly measure the mass splitting
|M1 −M2| and Reω. However, information about |M1 −M2|
can in principle be extracted by resolving the Ni oscillations
in the detector [890,893–895], cf. Fig. 53, and neutrinoless
double β-decay is sensitive to Reω [883,896,897]. Though
the parameter region where the experimental sensitivity is
sufficient to extract meaningful constraints on all parame-
ters is quite limited, this provides a proof-of-principle that
neutrino mass models can be fully testable if one combines
data from various experiments, emphasising the importance
of the complementarity between the different experimental
programs. In addition, these measurements can also be used
to test the hypothesis that the heavy neutrinos are responsi-
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Fig. 53 Left: idealised picture
of the ratio of L-violating
(LNV) and L-conserving (LNC)
heavy neutrino decays as a
function of position. The ratio
oscillates due to coherent Ni
flavour oscillations [893]. Right:
range of physical heave neutrino
mass splitting ΔMphys and
mixing U2 = ∑

i U
2
i for which

leptogenesis is feasible for
M̄ = 30 GeV (blue region),
compared to the contribution
ΔMθθ to ΔMphys from the
Higgs mechanism [872]

ble for the origin of matter through low scale leptogenesis
[872,879,883], cf. Figs. 53 and 56.

Non-minimal models tend to offer a tradeoff between
discovery potential and testability, as they tend to open up
new production channels, but the extended parameter space
makes them less predictive. For instance, in left-right sym-
metric models, the exchange of right-handed W -bosons can
considerably enhance the Ni production cross section at col-
liders [898] (cf. [899] for a recent discussion), but the scalar
potential contains a considerable number of parameters and
has a complicated vacuum structure [900]. Similarly, models
with an extended dark sector can lead to a richer phenomenol-
ogy (cf. e.g. [901,902]), but this also makes it more difficult
to exploit the complementarity between different measure-
ments [903].

5.2 HNLs and their relation (or non-relation) to active
neutrino physics

Author: Jacobo Lopez-Pavon, <Jacobo.Lopez@ific.uv.es>

5.2.1 Formalism

The main goal of this contribution is to discuss the connection
between Heavy Neutral Lepton (HNL) physics and the active
neutrino sector. As we will see, this connection is always
present whenever HNLs account for light neutrino masses
and is stronger in the minimal models.

In order to introduce HNLs in our theory, the Standard
Model (SM) field content should be extended with the addi-
tion of these new particles (just fermion singlets) and, thus,
the most general renormalizable Lagrangian compatible with
the SM gauge symmetries that can be built is given by

L = LSM −
∑

α,i

L̄αY αi Φ̃Ni
R −

∑

i, j

N̄ ic
R Mi j N j

R + h.c.,

where Y is the 3 × n complex Yukawa matrix and M a diag-
onal n × n real matrix, with n the number of extra HNLs
(N j

R). If we do not add any extra symmetry, the introduc-

tion of HNLs implies that a New Physics (NP) scale, given
by the mass M of the new states, and Lepton number vio-
lation are also introduced via the Majorana mass term in
the above Lagrangian. This opens the possibility of generat-
ing both the observed light neutrino masses and mixing (via
the so called seesaw mechanism [21,749,750,904]) and the
Baryon asymmetry of the Universe (via Leptogenesis [830]).
Indeed, introducing HNLs in our theory automatically gen-
erates a contribution to the light neutrino masses given by

mν  v2

2
YM−1Y T = θMθT ,

where θ is the mixing among active neutrinos and HNLs.
Assuming that there is no contribution from another NP
sector, the generation of light neutrino masses and mixing
imposes the following constraint

mν  θMθT = UmUT , (100)

between the active (right hand side) and HNL (left hand side)
sectors, where U is the PMNS matrix. This can be translated
into a constraint on the HNL mixing with the active neutrinos
[905]

θ  iUm1/2R†M−1/2, (101)

where R is a 3 × n complex orthogonal matrix associated to
the HNL sector. Therefore, the mixing θ depends not only on
parameters associated to the NP sector but also on the active
neutrino parameters contained in U and m. In other words,
the information about U and m that can be extracted from
neutrino oscillation searches and experiments sensitive to the
light neutrino mass scale, as neutrinoless double beta decay
or cosmological observables like BBN and CMB, could par-
tially determine the HNL mixing with the active neutrinos θ .
Notice that the HNL phenomenology is driven by θ , since it
essentially represents the coupling to the visible sector, and
the HNL masses Mj .
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Fig. 54 The read and blue regions are the allowed contributions from
the active neutrinos dictated by neutrino oscillation data. The maximum
contribution from HNLs with M1 = 1 eV (solid), 100 eV (dashed),
1 KeV (dotted) for Normal Hierarchy (NH, blue) and Inverted Hierarchy
(IH, red) and M2,3 � 100 MeV is also shown. The shaded region is
ruled out by the thermalization bound on the lightest neutrino mass
mlightest ≤ 10−3 eV. See [906] for details

5.2.2 Interplay among cosmological observations, neutrino
oscillations and neutrinoless double beta decay
searches.

It is well known that HNLs can have an impact in the early
universe and thus constraints on their mass and mixing can be
extracted from cosmological observables as BBN and CMB.
Interestingly, the lightest active neutrino mass scale mlightest

plays a very important role in this context if the generic
model with n = 3 HNLs [906], where neutrino masses are
induced via Eq. (100), is considered. Due to the connection
to the active neutrino sector via Eq. (101), two states always
have a large enough mixing θ that force them to thermalize,
while the thermalization of the third state depends onmlightest

since there is a lower theoretical bound on the mixing ulti-
mately controlled by this parameter. Two general conclusions
can be extracted [906]: (i) a general bound excluding HNLs
masses below 100 MeV applies to the three states provided
mlightest � 10−3 eV; (ii) if mlightest � 10−3 eV, the same
bound still applies for two HNLs but the third state can still
have a mass below 100 MeV depending on the particular
value of its corresponding mixing.

The information from cosmology is highly complemen-
tary to that coming from neutrinoless double beta decay
(0νββ) and neutrino oscillation searches. In particular, HNLs
can mediate 0νββ decay and give a sizeable contribution
(analogous to the long range active neutrino one) for mass
scales below the typical momentum exchange of the process
(� 100 MeV). That region is precisely subject to strong con-
straints from cosmology as it is shown in Fig. 54. As it can be
observed in the figure, the HNL contribution to the 0νββ rate
(encoded in the effective mass mββ ) becomes subleading as

Fig. 55 Ternary diagram for the normalized flavour mixings |θαh |2/θ̄2

(in the large mixing regime) [884] with θ̄2 ≡ ∑
α |θαh |2, fixing the

known oscillation parameters to their best fit values [911] and varying
the CP phases from [0, 2π ] for NH (red) and IH (blue) in the minimal
seesaw model

compared with the active neutrino one, once the information
from cosmology and neutrino oscillations is included. There
is still room for a sizeable HNL contribution to this process
for masses in the range 100 MeV � Mj � 10 GeV, and
even for heavier scales if a fine tuned cancellation among the
tree and one loop induced contributions to the light neutrino
masses is invoked [907–910].

5.2.3 Direct searches and flavor structure in minimal model

In the minimal model with n = 2 HNLs, the correla-
tion between the NP and active neutrino sectors given by
Eq. (101) becomes particularly strong, leading to a quite con-
strained flavour structure of the heavy mixing θ , as shown in
Fig. 55. This is realized for larger mixings than the naive see-
saw scaling |θαh |2 > O (mν/Mh), the region of the param-
eter space that can be directly probed by near future beam
dump or collider experiments for HNL scales in the range
O (0.1 − 100 GeV). This large mixing regime can be real-
ized in a technically natural way for symmetry protected
scenarios as the inverse or direct seesaws [778–780,912–
914]. Given the constrained heavy mixing flavour structure,
a measurement of the flavour ratios compatible with the
coloured regions in Fig. 55 would provide strong indica-
tion of the connection between light neutrino masses and the
observed HNLs. Notice that neutrino oscillation experiments
will surely provide a measurement of the light neutrino hier-
archy (NH or IH), the octant and the Dirac CP phase, which
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will significantly improve the predictivity of the minimal
model, considerably reducing the allowed regions in Fig. 55.

Furthermore, the flavour ratios basically only depend on
the phases of the PMNS matrix [883,892] and, therefore,
a precise experimental determination would also provide an
indirect way to determine the CP phases in the leptonic sector
[892]. This is an extremely interesting feature of the minimal
model since future facilities will open a new window for
leptonic CP violation with sensitivity not only to the Dirac
CP phase δ, accessible in neutrino oscillation experiments,
but also to the Majorana CP phase whose measurement is
very challenging. Further details on the future prospects for
the measurement of the PMNS CP phases in direct HNL
searches can be found in [892].

5.2.4 Impact of active neutrino measurements in
Leptogenesis

Leptonic CP violation is required in order to generate the
observed Baryon asymmetry of the universe via Leptoge-
nesis. This CP violation can come from the active neutrino
sector or/and the HNL sector. Regardless the generic require-
ment that CP needs to be violated, the PMNS Dirac CP
phase that can be measured in near future neutrino oscillation
experiments becomes particularly relevant in two possible
general scenarios: (i) flavor models in which the structure
of the Yukawa couplings (and thus the R matrix) is theo-
retically constrained by flavor symmetries (see for instance
[915,916]); (ii) most minimal version of the low scale type-I
seesaw, including just two HNLs, where the total number of
CP phases is reduced to three (two PMNS phases and one
associated to the HNL sector) and the lightest neutrino mass
is zero.

In order to briefly discuss how the combined information
from different observables can potentially allow us to test
low scale leptogenesis scenarios [30,816,848] here we will
focus on scenario (ii). This is illustrated in Fig. 56, where
a putative measurement at SHiP (red region) associated to
the parameters of the model denoted by the star in Fig. 7
of ref. [883] is assumed, showing the correlation between
the corresponding effective neutrinoless double beta decay
mass mββ (which includes the contribution of both light and
heavy states) and Baryon asymmetry YB generated in the
model. In the blue regions a putative measurement of δ from
future neutrino oscillation experiments is also included. Tak-
ing into account that future neutrinoless double beta decay
experiments are expected to be sensitive to effective neutrino
mass at the level of 10−2 eV, Fig. 56 opens two possible future
scenarios for the case under consideration: (i) if no neutri-
noless double beta decay signal is observed, accommodating
the observed baryon asymmetry in the minimal model would
be experimentally disfavored; (ii) if a signal is instead found,

Fig. 56 Posterior probabilities in the |mββ | vs YB plane from a puta-
tive measurement at SHiP (red), assuming 0.1%, 1% uncertainty on the
measurement of the HNL masses and mixing respectively, and the addi-
tional putative measurement of δ by T2HK or DUNE (blue). See [883]
for further details

the baryon asymmetry generated could be predicted up to a
sign, being compatible with the observed value.

5.2.5 Deviations from minimal model predictions

The results presented here regarding the constrained flavour
structure shown in Fig. 55, the indirect observation of PMNS
leptonic CP violation and the predictivity for the Baryon
asymmetry generated via low scale Leptogenesis, rely to a
very large extent on the minimality of the model under con-
sideration. An interesting question arising in this context is to
what extent can these predictions be modified in the presence
of additional NP. This question was addressed in [884] where
the impact of generic heavier NP was studied using the effec-
tive field theory approach [917–919]. In [884] it was found
that the deviations with respect to the flavor structure given in
Fig. 55 are driven by mlightest. Significant deviations can be

expected for mlightest �
√

Δm2
solar (mlightest �

√
Δm2

atm) for
IH (NH). Measuring mlightest above this value would surely
imply that the minimal model predictions are no longer appli-
cable. This has been confirmed in [808] for the particular case
of the next to minimal model with n = 3 HNLs.

The extra NP could also come from low energies imply-
ing the existence of new light particles and interactions. In
such a case, the light neutrino mass generation would still
impose theoretical constraints but the minimal model predic-
tions would no longer be valid. In particular, the new sector
can have a very relevant impact in the early universe and
leptogenesis [920].
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5.2.6 Conclusions

In summary, from a model independent perspective, the HNL
masses and mixing with different neutrino flavors can be con-
sidered as independent free parameters. However, the light
neutrino mass generation imposes theoretical constraints
introducing a link between the HNL and active neutrino sec-
tors that could be considered as a sort of guidance regarding
near future experimental searches. Complementarity among
different observables is a key issue in this context.

5.3 The Majoron and its connection to Majorana neutrinos

Author: Julian Heeck, <heeck@virginia.edu> As the Gold-

stone boson associated with lepton number, the Majoron is
intimately connected and coupled to Majorana neutrinos. At
loop level it receives couplings to all other Standard Model
particles, including flavor-changing lepton and quark cou-
plings. This makes rare decays a prime hunting ground for
these axion-like particles that could ultimately help us to
understand the seesaw mechanism.

The Majoron J is the Goldstone boson of lepton number
[921,922]; in the simplest realization, it resides in a singlet
complex scalar σ = ( f +σ 0 + i J )/

√
2 that carries L = −2,

f being the lepton-number breaking scale. Further introduc-
ing three right-handed neutrinos NR , the Lagrangian reads

L = LSM + i N Rγ μ∂μNR + (∂μσ)†(∂μσ)

− V (σ ) −
(
LyNRH + 1

2 N
c
RλNRσ + h.c.

)
. (102)

Symmetry breaking then yields the famous seesaw neutrino
mass matrix Mν  −MDM

−1
R MT

D with MD = yv/
√

2 and
MR = λ f/

√
2 � MD . In addition to explaining neutrino

masses, the Majoron is itself an interesting particle and can be
viewed as a well-motivated simple renormalizable realization
of an axion-like particle.

The tree-level couplings of J include the couplings
Jν j iγ5ν jm j/(2 f ) to the light neutrino mass eigenstates ν j ,
severely suppressed by the tiny neutrino masses. At one-
loop level [921,923,924], the Majoron also obtains cou-
plings to charged leptons � and quarks q, parametrized as
i J f̄1(gSJ f1 f2

+ gP
J f1 f2

γ5) f2 with coefficients

gP
Jqq ′  mq

8π2v
δqq ′T q

3 trK , (103)

gSJqq ′ = 0 , (104)

gP
J��′  m� + m�′

16π2v

(
δ��′T �

3 trK + K��′
)

, (105)

gSJ��′  m�′ − m�

16π2v
K��′ , (106)

where T d,�
3 = −T u

3 = −1/2 and we introduced the dimen-

sionless Hermitian coupling matrix K ≡ MDM
†
D/(v f ). The

Majoron couplings to charged fermions are hence determined
by the seesaw parameters MDM

†
D , which are independent of

the neutrino masses [925] and can in particular be much big-
ger than the naive one-generation expectation MνMR . Pertur-
bativity sets an upper bound on K of order 4πv/ f , and since
K is furthermore positive definite we have the inequalities
|K��′ | ≤ trK/2. The couplings to charged fermions are obvi-
ously crucial for phenomenology and in principle even offer
a new avenue to reconstruct the seesaw parameters. Note in
particular the off-diagonal lepton couplings, which will lead
to lepton flavor violation, e.g. � → �′ J [923,924]. At two-
loop level [926] J further receives off-diagonal couplings to
quarks, inducing meson decays such as K → π J . If J is a
pseudo-Goldstone with mass mJ it also inherits a coupling
to two photons at the two-loop level, severely suppressed
compared to other axion-like particles.

Having established all relevant Majoron couplings we can
study the phenomenology. The couplings to nucleons, pho-
tons, and electrons are subject to astrophysical bounds, for
example from stellar cooling or SN1987. The off-diagonal
Majoron couplings to leptons and quarks offer more com-
pelling signatures in the form of rare decays � → �′ J and
K+ → π+ J . In this region of parameter space J is long-
lived and thus leaves the detector as missing energy, forcing
us to look exclusively at the monoenergetic charged decay
partner �′ or π+ on top of the continuous Standard Model
background.30 Current limits for the rare lepton decays trans-
late into |Kμe| � 10−5, |Kτ�| � O(10−3), with great
prospects for improvement at Mu3e and Belle [928,929], see
Fig. 57. We stress that lepton flavor violation with Majorons
depends on a different combination of seesaw parameters
than the more commonly studied heavy-neutrino induced
� → �′γ and are hence complementary [926].

Despite the additional suppression by loops and CKM
matrix elements, rare meson decays such as K+ → π+ J
also provide relevant constraints on the Majoron parameter
space, see Fig. 57. It is important to note that these probe
different K entries and should not be compared directly to
the stronger constraints from rare lepton decays, but rather
through the inequalities |Kαβ | < tr(K )/2. Future improve-
ments in NA62 (K+ → π+ J ) and Belle II (B → K J ) are
very promising as well [930].

In summary, the singlet Majoron model inherits some nice
properties from the seesaw Lagrangian, namely small Majo-
rana neutrino masses and leptogenesis, while providing a new
phenomenological handle. The loop-induced Majoron cou-
plings to charged particles are precisely given by the seesaw
parameters that are impossible to determine from the neutrino

30 Channels with more tagging potential, e.g. � → �′ J, J → visible,
can improve sensitivity for other models [927].
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Fig. 57 Upper limits on
combinations of
Kαβ = (MDM

†
D)αβ/(v f ) for

Majoron masses above MeV.
The shaded regions exclude
|Kαβ | or tr(K ) by non-observed
rare decays, the dashed lines
show the potential future reach;
see Ref. [926] for details. K is
further subject to the
inequalities |Kαβ | < tr(K )/2

mass matrix, which could in principle allow us to reconstruct
the seesaw with low-energy measurements. Rare decays in
both the lepton and quark sector are crucial to explore the
parameter space of this well-motivated axion-like particle.

5.4 Search for HNLs at extracted beams

Author: Alexander Izmaylov, <izmaylov@inr.ru>

5.4.1 Overview

Among different methods to probe a possible existence of
Heavy Neutral Leptons (HNLs, heavy neutrinos), experi-
ments at extracted beams play an important role. Observ-
able signatures can arise in a range of current and upcoming
experiments, in this summary we focus mainly on neutrino
accelerator projects. In this case an intense proton beam hits a
target to produce daughter particles which subsequent decays
give rise to a neutrino beam. Decays of pion, kaon and heav-
ier mesons can potentially also lead to a production of HNLs
that would then travel along the neutrino beam. Their further
decays thus can be searched for with a detector, usually a near
detector located close O(100) m to a beam-producing target
and originally serving to measure SM (Standard Model) neu-
trino flux and SM neutrino interactions with matter. Modified
flux and kinematics of HNLs with respect to SM neutrinos
can be used to separate signal from backgrounds, which in
this case are mainly composed from SM neutrino interactions
that can mimic HNLs signatures. Current neutrino projects
are usually able to probe HNLs from light mesons O(100)

MeV, although future experiments can potentially extend the
analysis to larger masses.

In this summary the experiments for rare meson decays
studies are also included with the focus on NA62 project
which leads the field in the kaon sector. In this case a modified
kinematics of meson decays with respect to SM processes can
be used to directly probe a potential HNL production.

5.4.2 Current neutrino experiments

– T2K: the Tokai-to-Kamioka [931] is a long-baseline neu-
trino experiment located in Japan with the primary goal of
measuring muon (anti-)neutrino oscillations using Super-
Kamiokande as its far detector. The T2K neutrino beam
is produced at the J-PARC center by colliding 30 GeV
protons on a graphite target. The pions and kaons pro-
duced are focused and selected by charge with mag-
netic horns and subsequently decay in flight to neutrinos.
Depending on the polarity of the current in the horns, the
experiment can be run either in neutrino or anti-neutrino
mode. Search for heavy neutrinos is performed by means
of the near detector complex ND280. Located 280 m
from the proton target, the complex is composed of sev-
eral sub-detectors with a 0.2 T magnet. Analysis is per-
formed with the central tracker consisting of three time
projection chambers (TPCs) and two scintillator-based
fine-grained detectors (FGDs) surrounded by an elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (ECal). T2K published results
[932] on the search for heavy neutrinos from kaon par-
ents ( K± → �±

α N , α = e, μ). All the possible decay
modes N → �±π∓ and N → �±�∓ν were consid-
ered. The neutral current decay modes N → e+e−ντ

and N → μ+μ−ντ are directly sensitive to the mixing
elementU 2

τ . Production and decay branching ratios were
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extracted from [933]. Effects related to heavy neutrino
polarization [934] and delayed arrival time (with respect
to light neutrinos) are taken into account.
The selection was developed to isolate the signal events
from the background expected from SM neutrino inter-
actions with matter. In order to significantly improve the
signal to background ratio, which is inversely propor-
tional to the density of the medium, only events occurring
in the TPC gas volume are considered for this analysis.
Events are preselected by identifying two tracks of oppo-
site charge originating from a vertex in a TPC, energy loss
in a TPC is used for particle identification, then a number
of selection criteria is applied on the kinematics of the two
tracks, ECal information is used in some cases. Upstream
detector activity is also vetoed. Five signal channels are
then identified: μ±π∓, e−π+, e+π−, e+e−, μ+μ−.
One of the dominant background contributions is then
neutrino-induced coherent pion production on argon
nuclei in the TPC gas. Additional background sources
include other types of neutrino interactions in the gas
and interactions outside the gas, e.g. photon conversion.
In this analysis, the production of heavy neutrinos from
kaon decays in data taken from November 2010 to May
2017 are considered (2:1 of neutrino to anti-neutrino
mode running). No events are observed in the defined
signal regions, which is consistent with the background-
only hypothesis. Several approaches are applied to obtain
final limits on the Uα mixing elements. First, each heavy
neutrino production/decay mode is considered indepen-
dently and the corresponding analysis channel is used to
put limits on the associated mixing elements. A “com-
bined” approach is also applied, in which all the heavy
neutrino production and decay modes and the ten differ-
ent analysis channels (five for each beam mode) are con-
sidered simultaneously. The results are shown in Fig. 58.

Results apply to any model with heavy neutrinos with
masses between 140 MeV/c2 and 493 MeV/c2. The limits
are competitive with those of previous experiments such as
PS191 [857,935], E949 [855] and CHARM [937], especially
in the high-mass region (above 300 MeV/c2).

– MicroBooNE: the MicroBooNE detector [938] started
data taking with the Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB, 8
GeV proton beam, Fermilab, USA) in 2015, making it the
first fully operational detector of the three liquid-Argon
time projection chambers comprising the Short-Baseline
Neutrino Program (SBN) [939]. The SBN program aims
to address the short-baseline anomalies observed by the
MiniBooNE and LSND collaborations. In addition to the
studies of the effects of light eV-scale sterile neutrinos,
the energy range of the BNB makes possible to extend the

Fig. 58 90% upper limits on the mixing elements U2
e (top), U2

μ (mid-

dle), U2
τ (bottom) as a function of heavy neutrino mass, obtained with

the combined approach. The blue dashed lines corresponds to the results
of the single-channel approach . The blue solid lines are obtained after
marginalisation over the two other mixing elements. In the top plot,
the additional blue dotted line corresponds to the case where profiling
is used (U2

μ = U2
τ = 0). The limits are compared to the ones of other

experiments: PS191 [857,935], E949 [855], T2K [932], CHARM [936]

sensitivity of the detectors to the production and decay of
HNLs with masses of O(100) MeV. So far the analysis
only considers HNLs produced with K+ → μ+N mode
and which decay into μπ pairs (no sensitivity to charge
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signs).
The detector is located 463 m downstream from the neu-
trino production target and due to their mass, some of the
HNLs are expected to arrive late compared to the arrival
of the BNB spill. Data collected with a dedicated HNL
trigger is used to suppress background from SM neu-
trino interactions. The trigger was commissioned in 2017
and is used to search for late signatures occurring after
the arrival of the SM neutrino beam spill. A two-track
vertex is required inside the MicroBooNE TPC. Further
pre-selection criteria is applied on the two tracks: fidu-
cial volume, containment, kinematics. Finally a boosted
decision tree (BDT) is trained on a set of kinematic vari-
ables to discriminate between signal candidates and back-
grounds, a BDT is also validated with SM data. For back-
ground studies “off-beam” data sets are used which con-
tain mainly cosmic rays and no SM neutrino interactions.
Analysis based on data taken in 2017 and 2018 revealed
no data excess in the signal region with high BDT scores.
The corresponding upper limits at the 90% CL on the
element |Uμ4|2 of the extended PMNS mixing matrix in
the range |Uμ4|2 < (6.6−0.9) × 10−7 for Dirac HNLs
and |Uμ4|2 < (4.7−0.7) × 10−7 for Majorana HNLs,
assuming HNL masses between 260 and 385 MeV and
|Ue4|2 = |Uτ4|2 = 0, are obtained [940] and shown in
Fig. 59.

5.4.3 Kaon decay experiments: NA62

The NA62 project (kaon factory) [205] is the ultra-rare
kaon decay experiment which aims to measure the decay
K+ → π+νν̄ at the CERN SPS to extract a 10% measure-
ment of the CKM parameter |Vtd | and perform a precise direct
test of the SM. A 400 GeV/c proton beam from the SPS is
used to perform the experiment. An unseparated secondary
beam of π+ (70%), protons (23%) and K+ (6%) is created
by directing 400 GeV/c protons extracted from the CERN
SPS onto a beryllium target. The central beam momentum is
75 GeV/c. Beam kaons are tagged by a differential Cherenkov
counter and their kinematic information is measured by a
silicon pixel spectrometer consisting of three stations. The
beam is delivered into a vacuum tank, which contains a 75
m long fiducial decay volume. Momenta of charged parti-
cles produced by kaon decays in the FV are measured by a
magnetic spectrometer located downstream of the FV. A ring-
imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH) is used for the identifi-
cation of charged particles and time measurements, there are
also a liquid krypton (LKr) electromagnetic calorimeter, an
iron/scintillator sampling hadronic calorimeter and a muon
detector which are used for particle identification and (LKr)
for photon detection. The NA62 experiment carried out a
search for HNL production using the 2016–2018 data in K+
decays in the muon mode [948] and the positron mode [854].

The analysis is based on peak searches in the squared missing
mass: m2

miss = (PK − P�)
2, where PK is a measured kaon 4-

momentum, and P� is a lepton 4-momentum. No HNL signal
was observed for either decay mode and the corresponding
upper limits of the decay branching fractions and the mixing
parameters |U�4|2 have been established (Fig. 60).

5.4.4 Future prospects

– T2K-II and beyond: the reported T2K results [932] are
still statistically limited. The experiment got an approval
to further collect data up to 2026, i.e. the beginning of
the Hyper-Kamiokande era, so called T2K-II project. The
project includes an upgrade of the near detector complex
ND280-Upgrade [953] as well as an increase of the beam
power. ND280Upgrade detector will have a part of the
central π0-detector replaced with a new highly granular
scintillator detector (Super-FGD), two new TPCs (High-
Angle TPC) and six TOF planes. Additional TPCs will
provide more active volume for HNLs search. Based on
an improved detector performance and new data collected
the HNL results are expected to further improve by a fac-
tor of 3–5. Additional data will also allow the background
treatment to be improved by using more populated con-
trol regions.
By considering heavy neutrino production from pion
decays, it would also be possible to extend the phase
space down to a few MeV/c2. When combined with a
better understanding of the expected background, this
may permit the low-mass heavy neutrino phase space
(10 < MN < 493 MeV/c2 and U 2

e,μ > 10−11 − 10−10)
to be fully explored. Thus T2K can potentially improve
current low-mass limits [851] in the near future.

– SBN program: the SBN [939] project is based on three
detectors placed in the BNB at different (short) baseline
distances: SBND at 110 m from the target, MicroBooNE
at 470 m and ICARUS at 600 m. All three detectors utilize
LArTPC technology with powerful event reconstruction
capabilities allowing for a significantly improved under-
standing of background processes compared to predeces-
sor technologies. With this design, SBN has been shown
to be able to extend the current bounds on light oscillat-
ing sterile neutrinos, thoroughly exploring the eV-scale
sterile neutrino mass region, whilst also pursuing many
other physics goals including a search for heavy neu-
tral leptons [954]. It is expected that the SBN program
can extend existing bounds on well constrained channels
such as N → ν�+�− and N → �±π∓ and due to the
unique particle identification capabilities of LAr tech-
nology, also place bounds on often neglected channels
such as N → νγ and N → νπ0. Interesting to note
is a phenomenological impact of improved event timing
information at the SBN detectors: if the light-detection
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Fig. 59 Limits on |Uμ4|2 at the 90% confidence level as a function of
mass for Majorana and Dirac HNLs decaying into μπ pairs according
to [941]. The limits are compared to the ones of other experiments:

T2K [932], PS191 [857,935], E949 [855], NA62 (2015 data) [942],
KEK [943], PIENU [944], SIN [945,946], NUTEV [947]. Note that for
NA62 not the latest limits are used on the figure

Fig. 60 Upper limits at 90%
CL of |U�4|2 obtained for each
assumed HNL mass in
production searches in
π/K → �N decays: TRIUMF
[949,950], KEK [943], NA62
(2015 data) [942], NA62 (2007
data) [951], NA62 (KμN )
(2016–2018) [948], NA62
(KeN ) (2016–2018) [854],
PIENU [944], E949 [855], OKA
[952]
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systems in SBND and ICARUS can achieve nanosec-
ond timing resolution, the effect of finite sterile neutrino
mass could be directly observable. The predicted 90% CL
upper limits for the combined SBN detectors are shown
in Fig. 61.

As for the project status the MicroBooNE detector is
already in operation, ICARUS was shipped to Fermilab in
2017 and is under commissioning, the SBND detector is
expected to start data taking in near future.

As already mentioned the MicroBooNE detector is the
first LArTPC to publish the results on a HNL search. It is
planned to further extend the analysis with more data, more
production and decay channels considered and as well an
inclusion of the on-beam events.

– DUNE: the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment
(USA) [957] is a mega-scale future international neutrino
project and will be a flagship experiment to achieve trans-
forming discoveries with definitive determinations of
neutrino properties. LArTPCs of tenths of kilotons scale
will be used as far detectors and the near detector (ND)
complex will be composed of a LArTPC together with
a Multi-Purpose Detector (MPD, High-pressure Ar TPC
and fine-grained tracker). The latter complex together
with the high intensity of the Long-Baseline Neutrino
Facility (LBNF, 60–120 GeV tunable ∼MW scale) beam
and the production of charm and bottom mesons in the
beam enables DUNE to search for a wide variety of light
weight “exotic” particles by looking for topologies of rare
event interactions and decays inside ND. The main back-
ground to this search comes from SM neutrino–nucleon
scattering events in which the hadronic activity at the
vertex is below threshold. The DUNE collaboration pre-
pared a summary [958] of the BSM physics potential of
the experiment which also includes a possible search for
HNLs, in its turn studied in details in [869]. The expected
sensitivities are shown in Fig. 62.

– NA62++: as mentioned earlier the new results of the
experiment on K+ → μ+N search with 2016–2017
data are preliminary, they will be published in 2021. Fur-
ther improvement in sensitivity of the analyses can only
be expected with future NA62 data. A unique opportu-
nity for searches for MeV-GeV mass “hidden-sector”,
“exotic” candidates can be opened with the optimised
NA62++ setup: beam-dump mode operation []. In this
mode the beryllium target is lifted and the proton beam
is dumped after closing the movable beam-defining colli-
mator, further facility optimisations are foreseen as well.
The idea is to boost meson production including heavy,
charm/beauty ones by 400 GeV intense proton beam.
Long-lived mediators faintly coupled to the SM fields

can be produced in the meson decays giving the experi-
ment a possibility to gain high sensitivities in probing a
variety of new-physics scenarios, including HNLs. Test
data was collected in dump-mode in 2016–2018 period
which includes an implementation of the dedicated long-
bandwidth triggers. A possibility to have physics runs in
beam-dump mode in 2023 is considered: O(3) months of
data taking is expected to be needed to achieve enough
statistics for analyses. Sensitivity estimations for HNLs
searches with NA62++ can be found in Fig. 62.

5.5 Search for HNLs at LHCb, ATLAS, CMS: status and
prospects

Author: Shchutska Lesya, <lesya.shchutska@epfl.ch>

5.5.1 Summary of the latest results

The searches for heavy neutral leptons (HNL or N) at the
LHC have a long tradition on one hand, but are currently
undergoing significant strategy changes on the other hand.
These strategies can be globally classified by the three aspects
of the HNL phenomenology:

production mechanism: in decays of W bosons (W→ �N) or
b quarks (b→ X�N, where X stands
for an u or a c quark);

decays: N→W�, N→Zν, or N→Hν, where
W, Z, and H can be either on-shell
of off-shell particles, which in turn
decay leading to detectable final states;

lifetime: from very short-lived (prompt decays)
to long-lived N leading to macro-
scopic distances from production ver-
tex (displaced decays) as HNL life-
time τ ∝ |V�N|−2 m−5

N .

An example diagram showing the N production in the
W boson decay, which subsequently decays to a W boson
and a lepton, is shown in Fig. 63 (left). In case the HNL
is sufficiently long-lived it could lead to a signature with a
displaced vertex in the detector as shown in Fig. 63 (right).
Presence of a prompt lepton allows for an efficient trigger
strategy, and a requirement for a displaced vertex formed
with two leptons significantly suppresses SM background.

Promptly decaying HNLs produced in W boson decays
have been explored both by ATLAS and CMS collaborations
in Run 1 of the LHC, in the same-sign dilepton with jets sig-
nature (�±�±+jets). Promptly decaying HNLs coming from
b quark decays were looked for by the LHCb collaboration
in Run 1 by concentrating on a search for a B± → π∓μ±μ±
decay [960].
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Fig. 61 The predicted 90% CL upper limit contours for the combined
SBN detectors according to [954], which utilises the minimal SM exten-
sion model. Shown also in black solid lines are the bounds from PS-191
[857,935] as well as bounds from lepton peak searches in pion and kaon

decays [949,950] (dashed black lines). The photonic channels have lit-
tle or no direct bounds, one can mention ISTRA+ [955] bounding the
radiative decay and re-interpreted N → νγ γ bounds at NOMAD on
N → νπ0 [956]

Since recently, all the collaborations started to explore
non-traditional approaches for the HNL searches, and several
new results have been already published, while more analyses
are underway. In the following, the most recent results from
the LHC collaborations which are using non-conventional
approaches, are discussed.

5.5.2 Searches with prompt N decays by CMS

Sterile neutrinos searches targeting Majorana neutrino sig-
natures have traditionally been carried out with the same-
sign dilepton signature. This final state appears with neu-
trino decaying to a lepton and two quarks, and its advantage
is that it allows to fully reconstruct a neutrino mass peak in
the invariant mass spectrum of a lepton and two jets. How-
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Fig. 62 The predicted 90% CL upper limit contours for the mixing
parameters |UeN |2 (top left), |UμN |2 (top right) and |UτN |2 (bottom)
for DUNE ND (black) according to [958], from [869]. The study is per-
formed for Majorana neutrinos (solid) and Dirac neutrinos (dashed), and
no background is assumed. A combination of N → νee, νμμ, νeμ, eπ ,
μπ and νπ0 channels is used. Already excluded (grey) region corre-
sponds to the results of the following experiments: PS-191 [857,935],
NuTEV [862], T2K [932], CHARM [937], DELPHI [853], pion and

kaon peak searches [855,944,949,950]. The sensitivity for DUNE ND
is compared to the predictions of future experiments, SBN [954] (blue),
SHiP [674] (red), NA62 (beam-dump mode) [868] (green), MATH-
USLA [351] (purple), and the Phase II of FASER [959] (dark yellow).
For reference, a band corresponding to the contribution light neutrino
masses between 20 and 200 meV in a single generation see-saw type I
model is shown (yellow)

ever, such searches are sensitive to rather heavy neutrinos as
e.g. jets transverse momenta have to be rather high (typically
pT > 30 GeV), and they are sensitive only to lepton-number-
violating (LNV) neutrino decays.

Recently, a new approach using trilepton (e or μ) final
state has been introduced for heavy neutrino searches [232].
Though trilepton final state cannot provide a clear heavy neu-
trino mass peak due to the escaping ν, it benefits from a lower
standard model background, and allows to detect decay prod-
ucts of very light N as lower reconstruction thresholds for the
lepton transverse momenta can go as low as 3–5 GeV. Finally,
such signature is sensitive to both lepton-number-conserving
(LNC) and LNV heavy neutrino decays.

The trilepton search has been carried out with the inte-
grated luminosity of 36 fb−1 of the proton collision data
recorded by the CMS detector in 2016. The search employed

dedicated kinematic variables to discriminate between the
heavy neutrino signal and the SM background. Figure 64
shows the distribution of the main search variables used in
the analysis. Dedicated search regions are designed to target
N with masses below or above a W boson mass.

The final interpretation is obtained for the LNV scenarios
with a Majorana neutrino having an exclusive mixing with
either an electron or a muon neutrino, and the upper limits on
|VeN|2 and

∣∣VμN
∣∣2 (Fig. 65, left) are computed. As leptons

used in the analysis are required to originate from the primary
vertex, the analysis is not sensitive to scenarios when heavy
neutrino is long-lived. Therefore an acceptance correction
is performed in the interpretation to take into account this
effect.

The same dataset is used in the most recent same-sign
dilepton with jets search, and the results are reported as the
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Fig. 63 (left) A diagram showing an HNL production in a W boson decay, and its subsequent decay via a W(∗) boson. (Right) Schematic event
display of a long-lived HNL decay in the CMS detector

Fig. 64 (Top) A diagram for a targeted N production and decay pro-
cesses which shows the meaning of designed kinematic variables of the
analysis in Ref. [232]. Bottom panel shows the comparison of the esti-
mated standard model background, heavy neutrino signal distribution
for several N mass hypotheses, and observed data for three kinemat-

ics variables used in the analysis: (left) missing transverse momentum
Emiss

T , (center) invariant mass of three charged leptons M3�, and (right)
minimal invariant mass of two oppositely-charged leptons Mmin

2�OS [232]
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upper limits on |VeN|2 and
∣∣VμN

∣∣2 (Fig. 65, right). In the
high N mass region the same-sign dilepton analysis is more
powerful due to larger signal acceptance, while in the low N
mass region the trilepton analysis is more sensitive due to the
lower SM background to this final state.

5.5.3 Search with prompt N decays by LHCb

A heavy neutrino search in dimuon with one jet final state
has been carried out by the LHCb collaboration with the
integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb−1 of proton collision data at
7 and 8 TeV recorded by the LHCb detector between 2010
and 2012. For the first time, oppositely charge muon pairs
are used in such a search. One jet signature corresponds to
the cases whether two quarks from a heavy neutrino decay
form one jet, or when one of the jets is outside of the detector
acceptance. Due to the ability of LHCb to work with low-
pT jets (> 10 GeV in this analysis), probed heavy neutrinos
can be rather light. Inclusion of both oppositely-charged and
same-charged muon pairs allows to probe both LNV and
LNC heavy neutrino decays.

Observed neutrino candidates invariant mass distributions
are reported in the top panel of Fig. 66. The upper limits on
the

∣∣VμN
∣∣2 mixing parameter in the two scenarios is shown

in the bottom panel of Fig. 66. Similarly to the previously
discussed CMS result, in the low N mass region the analysis
sensitivity has to be corrected to take into account long-lived
heavy neutrinos.

5.5.4 First displaced HNL search at the LHC: ATLAS result

Though the LHC detectors were designed to study particles
produced in the proton collisions at (or close to) the primary
vertex, their large volume allows to probe rather long-lived
particles, for which dedicated reconstruction algorithms have
been developed. ATLAS and CMS detectors offer “decay vol-
ume” up to about 3 m (10 ns) in the transverse plane. The
LHCb detector has longer baseline but it is not instrumented
by the magnetic field after the tracking stations. So effec-
tively the same 2-3 m can be used as a “decay volume” for
reconstructible long-lived particles.

Recently, for the first time since LEP result [853], the
ATLAS collaboration has published the search for long-lived
heavy neutrinos in leptonic final states [231]. This search
requires at least one prompt muon from W→ μN with pμ

T >

28 GeV. Though again, no clear N mass peak is visible due to
the escaping ν, a sufficiently displaced dilepton (μμ or μe)
vertex allows to clearly separate heavy neutrino signal from
the SM background. The vertex displacement can be between
4 and 300 mm from the primary vertex in the transverse
plane. The analysis is sensitive to very light N as lepton pT

thresholds are low (> 4 − 5 GeV for μ, and > 7 GeV for e).
Both LNC and LNV signatures are taken into consideration.

The reconstruction efficiency for the long-lived particles
typically is lower than those decaying promptly as can be seen
in Fig. 67 (top). Nonetheless, achieved performance allows
to capture heavy neutrinos up to cτ ≈ 1 m. The interpretation
for

∣∣VμN
∣∣2 mixing parameter in the two scenarios is shown

in Fig. 67 (bottom). The analysis probes N masses between
4.5 and 50 GeV. Below 4.5 GeV, the SM background is dom-
inated by b-hadron decays and conversions, which lowers
the analysis sensitivity; while for higher N masses the search
is practically background-free thanks to the displaced signa-
ture. Prompt analysis targets only the LNV scenario due to
the high SM background in the LNC case.

5.5.5 Phenomenological projections for the (HL-)LHC

While there are no projections for heavy neutrino searches at
the (HL-)LHC from the LHC collaborations, there are several
phenomenology papers offering new ideas and their sensitiv-
ity estimates for already collected LHC data or for the future
HL-LHC dataset [866,962,963].

An example of such estimates from Ref. [962] is shown in
Fig. 68. In these projections, long-lived heavy neutrinos are
considered. It is assumed that signal displacement completely
removes SM bkg. The signal acceptance is estimated with
the generator-level MC information, applying reconstruction
and identification efficiencies reported by the LHC collabo-
rations. Three types of searches are considered. A displaced
vertex search in a tracker volume by the ATLAS or CMS is
shown as DVS ; a displaced vertex search with muon system at
CMS is shown as DVL . Finally, LHCb reach is estimated for
the inclusive heavy neutrino search in b-hadrons decays. It
is worth to highlight that the data available already now after
the Run 2 of the LHC should allow to probe HNL parameter
space interesting from baryogenesis considerations.

Future datasets and new analyses and ideas would signif-
icantly improve the reach in the sensitivity.

5.6 Results and new benchmarks for heavy neutral lepton
searches

5.6.1 Results

Figures 69 and 70 show the current status of searches and
projected sensitivities for HNL coupled with only one lepton
generation at the time.31 These benchmarks correspond to

31 The seesaw and BBN bounds depend stronger on the choice of model
parameters than the direct search bounds (e.g. on the number of HNL
the flavours, relative size of the mixings to individual SM flavours, and
the mass of the lightest SM neutrino), cf. e.g. [864,964] for a discussion.
As a result, the plots shown here are very conservative regarding the
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Fig. 65 Upper limits on the mixing parameter between the muon neutrino and a sterile Majorana neutrinos
∣∣VμN

∣∣2 at the 95% CL obtained in the
trilepton analysis [232] (left) and in the same-sign dilepton analysis [859] (right)

Fig. 66 Top panel: invariant mass distributions for the heavy neutrino
candidates as expected from the SM and as observed in data for same-
sign muon (left) and opposite-sign muon (right) final state. Bottom

panel: upper limits on the mixing parameter between the muon neu-
trino and a sterile Majorana neutrinos

∣∣VμN
∣∣2 at the 95% CL for the

LNC and LNV scenarios [961]
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Fig. 67 (Left) Heavy neutrino selection efficiencies for the prompt
search (10 GeV neutrinos), and for the displaced search (various neu-
trino masses). (Right) Upper limits on the mixing parameter between

the muon neutrino and a sterile Majorana neutrinos
∣∣VμN

∣∣2 at the 95%
CL for the LNC and LNV scenarios [231]

Fig. 68 Upper limits on the
mixing parameter between the
muon neutrino and a sterile
Majorana neutrinos

∣∣VμN
∣∣2

which can be obtained in
various new searches discussed
in the text with the existing LHC
data (left), and with the
HL-LHC data (right) [962]
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the established PBC benchmarks BC6, BC7 and BC8 as
reported in [6] and repeated here for convenience.

– BC6, Single HNL, electron dominance Assuming one
Majorana HNL state N , and the predominant mixing with
electron neutrinos, all production and decay can be deter-
mined as function of parameter space (mN , |Ue|2).

– BC7, SingleHNL,muon dominanceAssuming one Majo-
rana HNL state N , and the predominant mixing with
muon neutrinos, all production and decay can be deter-
mined as function of parameter space (mN , |Uμ|2).

– BC8, Single HNL, tau dominance One Majorana HNL
state with predominant mixing to tau neutrinos. Parame-
ter space is (mN , |Uτ |2).

5.6.2 Final considerations and proposal of new
benchmarks

The aim of this Section is to harmonise future experimen-
tal results related to heavy neutrino searches at extracted
beam lines and colliders with recent theoretical advances and
results from neighbouring fields, as active neutrino physics,
astroparticle, and cosmology.

To this aim, a set of recommendations are outlined that
might be used as guidelines for the next round of experimen-
tal results for minimal HNL models.

1. Given the fast progress in model building, the experimen-
tal results should be presented also in a form that allows
an easy re-interpretation of the same data set in different
models. To this aim we advocate the publication of the
maps of experimental efficiencies and background yields
in a 2D plane lifetime versus mass and, in general, of any
information needed to recast the same data sets in new
models following the fast theory progress.

2. Historically the exclusion bounds are presented at the 90%
CL by experiments operating at extracted beam lines, and
at the 95% CL by experiments operating at colliders. We
suggest to use everywhere the 95% CL convention for
presenting exclusion bounds.

3. Minimal models-single-flavor dominance Currently the
exclusion bounds for HNL searches are presented in the
single-flavor dominance approximation.
The choice of these benchmarks was historically driven by
simplicity and allowed a fast and easy comparison across
a large spectrum of experimental results. Moreover these
benchmarks are important in case the HNLs are decoupled
from the mechanism of mass generation for light neutri-

viable parameter space. The projection of the viable parameter region
in the pure type I seesaw model with three heavy neutrinos on the mass-
mixing plane is considerably larger and extends down to a few tens of
MeV [851].

nos.
We advocate to keep the hypothesis of single-flavor dom-
inance as benchmarks for the experimental reaches also
in the future.

4. Minimal models-new benchmarks
If the HNLs are heavy neutrinos (hence they are related to
the origin of neutrino masses and oscillations) the single-
flavor dominance approximation cannot reflect reality, as
at least two flavor couplings are necessary to explain the
mixing and masses of light neutrinos. If the HNLs are
responsible of the active neutrino mass generation mech-
anism, at least two HNL-ν couplings should be active. The
values of HNL-ν couplings must be compatible with the
active neutrino mass and mixing parameters. The ranges
of couplings where this condition is satisfied are shown
in Fig. 55 (for two HNL case) and Fig. 52 (for three HNL
case). We consider the case of 2 HNLs (Fig. 55) because
this case is more conservative as far as the allowed cou-
plings are concerned.
For the two HNL case, new benchmarks involve the choice
of two set of ratios of couplings, one for normal hierar-
chy (NH) and one for inverted hierarchy (IH) for the light
neutrino masses. In addition to the constraints from active
neutrino parameters, the new working points should also
be compatible with the existing experimental bounds and
constraints from BBN.
We advocate the use of the following two new benchmarks
for the next round of experimental results:

– IH: U 2
e : U 2

μ : U 2
τ = 1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3;

– NH: U 2
e : U 2

μ : U 2
τ = 0.06 : 0.48 : 0.46

These two working points are the central values of the
blue (for IH) and red (for NH) regions of Fig. 55, that are
the regions compatible with the active neutrino mixing
parameters. The BBN curves compatible with this new
choice and a preliminary recast of the existing data up to
5 GeV are shown in Ref. [967].

6 Feebly-interacting particles: further searches

6.1 Search for FIPs at LHCb

Author: Xabier Cid Vidal, <xabier.cid.vidal@cern.ch>

6.1.1 Introduction

In this Section I present searches for FIPs done at the LHCb
experiment at CERN [968,969] combined with the introduc-
tion of some new ideas for future searches, to make the most
of the LHCb potential. These futures ideas will involve not
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Fig. 69 Heavy Neutral Leptons
with coupling to the first (top)
and second (bottom) lepton
generation. Filled areas are
existing bounds from: PS191
[857], CHARM [618], PIENU
[944], NA62 (KeN ) [854],
NA62 (KμN ) [948], T2K [932],
Belle [965]; DELPHI [853],
ATLAS [231] and CMS [232].
Coloured curves are projections
from: NA62-dump [6,430],
DarkQuest [690], Belle-II [966],
FASER and FASER2 [347];
SHiP [870], DUNE near
detector [869], CODEX-b [243],
and MATHUSLA200 [740]. The
BBN bounds are from [863].
The seesaw bounds are
computed under the hypothesis
of two HNLs mixing with active
neutrinos, and should be
considered only indicative.
Figures revised from Ref. [9]

only the short-term, but also potential future upgrades of the
detector [970].

LHCb is a forward spectrometer whose special features
are particularly useful for the detection of light FIPs. Exam-
ples of these features include an advanced vertexing, and
excellent momentum resolution and particle identification
(PID). Furthermore, the LHCb trigger is capable of trigger-
ing on very soft objects compared to other LHC experiments
[971]. This will be reinforced after the current upgrade of
the detector, when this will be readout at every LHC bunch-
crossing, allowing a trigger fully-based on software, which

is very convenient to detect FIPs. A very important aspect of
this new trigger will be the use of GPUs [972], which will
allow maintaining soft pT thresholds.

6.1.2 LHCb results

In the last years LHCb has put in place a strong program to
search for FIPs [973], exploring different signatures and final
states that target a large number of theoretical models. Rather
than reviewing all of these results, here I give examples of
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Fig. 70 Heavy Neutral Leptons
with coupling to the third lepton
generation. Filled areas are
existing bounds from: CHARM
[618]; Belle [965]; DELPHI
[853],; T2K [932] Coloured
curves are projections from:
NA62-dump [6,430],
DarkQuest [690], Belle-II [966],
FASER and FASER2 [347];
SHiP [870], CODEX-b [243],
and MATHUSLA200 [740]. The
BBN bounds are from [863].
The seesaw bounds are
computed under the hypothesis
of two HNLs mixing with active
neutrinos, and should be
considered only indicative.
Figures revised from Ref. [9]

some relevant analyses, focusing in the most recent ones or
those showing the capabilities of LHCb.

The first examples, which I will cover only briefly, include
a search for decays of Higgs-like bosons to a μτ final state
[974] and that of a long-lived particle (LLP) decaying to a pair
of jets [975]. For the first, it provides limits in the Higgs mass
range 40−100 GeV/c2, not looked into at other experiments,
and involves four different reconstruction modes of the τ

lepton. For the second, it is able to cover a region in the LLP
mass-lifetime plane where other LHC experiments have no
sensitivity. The future sensitivity of LHCb for this search is
studied in Ref. [976].

The second group of results I will review in these proceed-
ings are more recent, and involve the search for FIPs in the
μ+μ− final state, where the FIP decay can be displaced from
the primary vertex (PV) or occurring promptly. Depending on
the FIP model addressed the experimental strategy becomes
slightly different. This is explained in more detail in the next
paragraphs.

One of the models for which this final state provides more
sensitivity is that of Dark Photons (DP). Dark photons couple
via kinetic mixing to the SM photons and provide a “portal”
that connects a hidden dark sector to the SM. The magnitude
of this coupling affects not only the production rate of dark
photons, but also their lifetime. Different proposals exist to
search for dark photons at LHCb [428,429]. Following these,
two different searches have been performed at LHCb using
the datasets taken in the 2016–2018 period [237,977]. The
main advantage of searching for dark photons in the μμ final
state is that these self-normalize to the SM γ ∗ → μμ pro-
cess, so that no absolute efficiencies must be computed in

general. Although no dark photon has been found, the limits
achieved are world-best in different regions of the parame-
ter space of these particles, in particular in the mass region
between 0.2 and 10 GeV/c2.

Apart from dark photons, the μ+μ− final state provides
sensitivity to several other BSM models. In that regard, an
independent more general search has also been performed at
LHCb [236]. In this case, absolute efficiencies are obtained
from simulation, and model-independent results are provided
in terms of different parameters of the FIP decaying to a pair
of muons, such as mass, pT or natural width. The search
includes both displaced or prompt decays of the FIP, and
also the fact that these might not point back to the PV. Fur-
thermore, the case in which the FIP is produced in associa-
tion to b-jets is also covered. Once again, even if no excess
has been found, the results achieved are world-best in sev-
eral regions of the relevant parameter space. Apart from the
model independent results, interpretations are provided in a
couple of theoretical models of interest [978,979]. For the
first, which involves a realization of the 2HDM scenario, the
regions excluded by this result are showed in Fig. 71.

6.1.3 Other proposals

Beyond these experimental analyses, the potential of LHCb
has been explored in other publications, that propose future
ambitious searches for FIPs at LHCb. Some examples are
shown below.

LHCb has unique PID capabilities at the LHC. In partic-
ular, the presence of the RICH detectors [983] can be very
useful to search for certain types of FIPs. An example of this
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Fig. 71 The FIP (X)-Higgs
mixing angle vs FIP mass space
for a realization of the 2HDM
model [978]. Figure taken from
Ref. [236]. The experimental
exclusions include results from
LHCb [236,980], CMS
[213,981], and BaBar [982]

is the capacity of RICH to distinguish kaons from pions. In
this regard, if FIPs are light, their decay to charged kaons can
have dominant branching fractions in certain models [689].
This is studied in more detail in Ref. [984], where the sen-
sitivity of LHCb to reconstruct such FIPs, produced through
exotic decays of the SM Higgs boson, is studied. The main
results of this study are summarized in Fig. 72. Depending on
the lifetime and mass of these FIPs, exotic branching frac-
tions of the SM Higgs boson to this type of FIP could be
excluded at the per-mille level with future LHCb data.

The existence of μ+μ− a bound state, know as True Muo-
nium (TM), is well established in the SM, with its proper-
ties being just depending on QED [985]. Furthermore, BSM
physics might affect these properties [986], which makes
the study of this particle of great interest. The ortho-TM
state is expected to be long-lived, decay predominantly to an
e+e− pair and be a fragile state, i.e., so that material interac-
tions would produce the μ+μ− separation. Taking this into
account, a recent study [987] shows that LHCb could dis-
cover the TM with the dataset collected by ∼ 2025. For
this, it would reconstruct TMs produced predominantly in
η → μμγ decays.

Another interesting example of the capabilities of LHCb in
the area of FIPs arises from the study of light Axion-like par-
ticles (ALPs). ALPs are pseudo Nambu–Goldstone bosons,
associated to spontaneously broken approximate symme-
tries, whose mass can be arbitrarily below the BSM scales
currently probed at the LHC. Depending on the mass and
final state to which ALPs decay, LHCb can provide unique
potential for their discovery. More specifically, I will refer
here to a certain type of ALPs that couple to gluons (allow-
ing their production at the LHC) or photons (allowing their
detection) [629]. As showed in Ref. [630], if the mass of the
ALP is in the range 3–10 GeV/c2, LHCb has the world-best
sensitivity to discover such a particle. The main reason for
this is the special trigger configuration at LHCb [988], which
provides high efficiency to reconstruct relatively soft photon
pairs.

The final case I will cover is the potential discovery of
Dark Matter (DM) at LHCb. Indeed, a recently introduced
mechanism would allow to explain the origin of DM and
baryogenesis at once [989], by proposing DM to be charged

under the baryonic number and also to be produced in b
hadron decays (b → DM+XSM). In this type of models, the
allowed branching fractions of the b decays to DM would be
large, at reach at LHCb. The expected signature would be a
displaced and isolated SM resonance (XSM), with the decay
point of the b hadron determined thanks to the XSM decay.
Moreover, the production of the b hadrons through heavier
b resonances has already been shown [990] to provide addi-
tional handles to discriminate against the SM background.

6.1.4 Conclusions

Although usually LHCb is simply considered a flavour fac-
tory, in the last years it has been shown that it could become
the best tool to provide a FIP discovery, similar to other pro-
posed experiments [6], but the big advantage that it is already
built and running.

A plethora of searches has been performed in the area of
FIPs, and several new ideas to enlarge these searches exist.
The recent analyses using the μμ final state are the best
example of the LHCb potential for FIP physics.

7 Conclusions and outlook

Feebly-interacting particles (FIPs) may provide an answer to
many open questions in particle physics, astrophysics, and
cosmology. These include the origin of the neutrino masses
and oscillations, the baryon asymmetry of the universe, the
dark matter, the strong CP problem, the cosmological infla-
tion, and the apparent fine tuning of the EW scale.

The community behind these efforts is active and diversi-
fied: it includes particle physics theorists and astrophysicists
with a wide range of interests, as well as particle physics
experimentalists working on collider, fixed-target, beam-
dump, direct DM detection experiments, as well as dedicated
axion/ALP experiments.

In the coming years a wealth of experimental results for
FIPs are expected from all the major laboratories in the world.
These include accelerator based experiments (ATLAS, CMS,
LHCb, NA64, NA62 at CERN; MEG-II and Mu3e at PSI;
Belle II at KEK; BDX and HPS at JLab; MiniBooNE at
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Fig. 72 LHCb prospects for
model independent limits on
B(H → SS), assuming
B(S → K+K−) = 100% for
different lifetimes and masses of
the scalar S, which is the FIP in
this case. Figure taken from Ref.
[984]. The integrated
luminosities chosen as reference
are those that LHCb is expected
to collect by 2025 (15 fb−1) or
the end if its lifetime (300 fb−1)

FNAL; T2K ND280 and KOTO at J-Park) as well as dark
matter direct detection experiments and dedicated experi-
ments searching for axions/ALPs in Europe and the US. In
addition to established experimental efforts, a multitude of
new initiatives has recently emerged both at CERN (NA62 in
dump mode, SHiP, MATHUSLA, FASER, CODEX-b) and
elsewhere (LDXM at SLAC, long and short baseline neu-
trino near detectors at Fermilab, Beam Dump experiment at
Mainz, and others) aiming at covering in the coming decade
uncharted regions of FIPs parameter space inaccessible to
traditional experiments.

No single experiment or experimental approach is suffi-
cient alone to cover the large parameter space in terms of
masses and couplings that FIPs models can suggest: hence
synergy and complementarity among a great variety of exper-
imental facilities are paramount, calling for a deep collabora-
tion and cross-fertilisation across different communities. For
example, understanding the interplay between active neu-
trino mixing parameters derived from ongoing and future
neutrino experiments and the favoured ranges of HNL param-
eters would be important, as would be more comprehensive
comparisons of sub-GeV direct detection searches and accel-
erator based searches. Likewise, the wealth of data coming
from accelerator based experiments should be compared in
greater detail to existing and future astrophysics and cosmol-
ogy driven sources of insight.

Fundamental physics questions might be naturally inter-
twined and it is paramount to develop a common approach
within the FIPs paradigm. We believe that the multitude of
experimental efforts today calls for a reassessment of the the-
oretical framework for FIPs that emphasizes the most promis-
ing and relevant models going beyond the minimal portal
framework. Theoretical studies should continue to map out
how the known portal operators are embedded in complete
models addressing the varied puzzles of the SM, and this will
be important for identifying additional promising sensitivity
milestones around which to focus experimental efforts.

The breadth of the open questions in particle physics and
their deep interconnection, together with the failure so far
of standard paradigms, requires today a diversified research
programme with different experimental objectives and tech-
niques, and with strong and focused theoretical involvement.
In this vein, the field of FIPs is casting a light on the sub-
GeV frontier, and offers many opportunities for exciting and
profound discoveries in the future.
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There is an increasing interest in the broader particle and
astroparticle community for exploring the physics of light
and feebly-interacting particles (FIPs) as a paradigm com-
plementary to a New Physics sector at the TeV scale explored
at the Large Hadron Collider.

The Workshop FIPs 2020 has been the first Edition of a
series of workshops that will investigate and boost the poten-
tial of the particle physics community at large to explore this
novel paradigm.

The quest for FIPs ranges from sub-GeV Dark Matter
searches with underground detectors and accelerator-based
experiments, axion searches through helioscopes and halo-
scopes including innovative technologies like quantum sen-
sors, heavy neutrinos in low scale seesaw models, and ultra-
light Dark Matter searches with Gravitational Wave detec-
tors.

The workshop is strictly connected to the activity done on
more regular basis in the FIP Physics Centre (FPC) of the
Physics Beyond Colliders activity at CERN. The mandate,
activities, core members, and results of the FPC are shown
at https://pbc-backup.web.cern.ch/fpc-mandate.

The FPC is an open body: anyone who is interested in con-
tributing to FIP models or data interpretation is very welcome
to join us.
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